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PRICE 
LIST 

SUPPLEMENT No. I 

to 

276 

PRINTING 

OFFICE 

NECESSITIES 

THE ITEMS in this price list are arranged in 

alphabetical order, according to articles — viz: — 

APRONS,—BELLOWS,—BENZINE CANS, 
etc., and under each item will be found the various 

types and brands of such merchandise, 

AMERICAN TYPE 

FOUNDERS



276 PRINTING OFFICE NECESSITIES EE 

APRON, Printers. ..+0ssccccssssccsecescessseccccecesceessos) +9 

Brtrows, Regular 

FOINED 5. cs ceceerisvewercrenerinencweerganeemesareeinge O75: 

Bzttows, Universal Cylinder, Wood 

MI 20 ICD So ies cieivin di vs v8 ww aie cin eatin @oibiele ¢ Hlale alc AS: 

Benzing Cans 

—Success Brass— 

PANG ss eeu ween sain veh yao nie wulesb bia en ibse ew elon 015) SOO 
4 MUA cee aie ce et oe oanle siete amines eine ed totee aL ECES 

Extra Nowwleds  ,.. 9s ae deies heey oath ou oin'ee hareeeWO” a eh 

—Justrite— 
| (Write for prices) 

Branxets, Felt and Rubber 
(Write for prices) 

Bopxins 

| BOR MOBED « Feicciliccis ates rrait nt visits een eae conven Seerpe SIAN! 

Brusnes ‘ Stapleset ”’ 

—Benzine— 
Half, doz. Each 

#1 oval back, 514 x 2}4” with 114” 
Fong Uristless iasrctien cnc 2.75 +50 

#2 oval back, 514 x 234” with 14’ 
Jong bilstlen conse uias oy sae 275 50 

Perfection, 456 X 2”... ..eeeee es 3.25, 60 

—Lye— 
Half, doz, Each 

#7, tampico, 534 x 286”. ......... 1.60 430 

8! a a eee 1.90 35 
WOR ee ITER BA gen ceat oe 2.15 +40 

—Plate— 

American Plate, #1, 234 x 414”. 4.90 90 
“ “BIN, 204 x 514". 7.25 1.35 
“ “fa, 254 x 6547", 9.75 1,80 

—Cement, Vulcanized in Rubber— 

Bo rhnh, oS cassie nisne vies sah vo sna womipe imeneemnl ee) 
BMG UOCR. 2 pans anaes ae rare easy e aratae Os. 

| qiginchs cha attest tek een Ge serait ee 
BP IME eal vig c.tru ofasie win Caine cate eS orn SOO 

BPG IMCD cigs. since cielnsinie move aaneaeiewiamemasiesscie see 

—Stereotype— 
} #B2, 314 x 8” with ro” handle, ............00e eee e005 11,00 

WAT, 346 x 8” with 12” handle, ...........00eeeeee eee 12,00 
247A, 3 x 614” with 984” handle ..........00ceeeeee8 1200 

| —Smith’s ‘Safety’ Fountain— 
Complete with model A or B brush,.,.....eeeeereeeee+ 6,00 

| eBe
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Carp Cutters Enoravers’ Toots, Stubs Steel 
#4256—Diamond Ginch,.,.......eeseecececscn nace, 200 Set OF ME i osu beard san eceen seer aeoeesal centres ere See 

#4257—Dandy , BLAS at toe as eee Single tools: :5.2:)5)saumeaas eeepere nieseeys ieee oe 

#4259—Studio BO) Sa ca aiartssnarse Nee kere eae 
4360—Monateh 18 0s av va ciewnguocueanleet teen hese Enoravine Toots, Linoleum 

Maabo—Premlam | 18 ois gow ryenans ensue tone et el lhe sc Oo inate Sees 
842 72— Popular 15. Owe sgc ee cnet vnienny te esis sieipheen NOP BlUBIE Noble fo.Sak scat Shee eae ce kaw ee o nee es 
#abig— Crown — = 15 oa dan cui cad aera onde. 
€454e——Natlonal - a8 Ce ce ne ea Z : : 
$secoimiperial he ee eee Eyeerer, Bates Ajax Automatic. ..........0+0seeeeeeeeeenee TS 

#4336—Springfield 24 “© 1... 1 eee ee seen nee e eens 2400 < 
pe Foxpers, Bone 8 inch.................4+.€8 35 per doz, 3.50 

Cement, Pap 

—Sphinx— Form Trucks 
SG PEs «cle btaia sme sre as® VQ GU Siac c eh Os | —Superior— 

Bint jaca pede ete ne 02 Gallon 550) eee ee With nn Wheel gcc. cihacdiete, ecniu Motes.» - OOD, 
QaRre rs seig sre see OP With robber ties (otn.ac ss ste cet e nnn nner emneense co SO 

—Super Nurex— 
i ; i —Ideal— Bist iar eve ew ceeds Galloncan........,. 4.00 t aaa i a 

Quartcan........., 525 5 Gallon can, per gal., 3.75 ais oe ee Ps 

Cuarrs, Linotype & Monotype Operators = 
ee ae Z —Autogrip— 
oe With tron whetlto, 52-155. ys seer ereee tan aes OR 

BOSONS. is «> cveziynae ska Res te nenet SEaG eine acne ama ith CUbben tree cs daw su caida sen niva ances owe mini AOD 
(Quantity discount on six (6) cr more) 

Cases Fountain Diviver 

Superior Erectric—Welded Steel —Page— 

(For C. & P., Challenge, Pearl, Peerless, Prouty, Victoria and For Babcock Optimus ............s0ssesseee ees 
Kluge Platen Presses) Kelly Band Way, cise. cavers saeee ss 
Pisin Chine codled ee ee peril ba 

HTT mig ete sgn RETR IE ce ene Sap Oe > SRS oe Sea yee sae eee 
Be eee eee 13 RIG oes Se: Cottrell Presses (2 Rev. only)............++55 

pai? 60 hie ae oe Premier Whitlock Presses .......4-.+000000+ 
dO iyik aa es Cottrell Multi-Color Presses. ........6..ce0eseeeeeeees 9:50 

BEAT Secs son sot SO 35 ORB Seana EM 
(Other styles and sizes obtainable for all makes of presses—prices on —Acme— 
request.) For Kelly Presses, all sizes.............00seeseeeenesees 

Mieble Cylinder Presses... 0... .....00eeeeeeens cere eh 8.50 

Comrosinc anp Maxgur Rutes Hodgman, Babcock, Optimus and Premier’............- 
15 ems and under (less than 12)............0.0e0e0++. ach 420 Meldhle Welticd. . Shs sac Saeco ee 

Pockst RM Casey; sak igs scanner bem oer 
Perfection Rule Set..... 0.0. 0evsueeedeesers tn eesseecccie 1300 Frames, Adjustable Non-Offset 

Composing Sic For ed fe Extension Deliveries a 

Rouse Job Sticks (2 in, width) Plain Steel _ Stainless Steel Big ee ees 

SAR eb eb ce een ae ae te Miehble Horizontal... 0.00.0... cccc sss seeneeneecre eens) SOOO 

eee oe i Miller: Blinplex 2, q,000 f- sao waco aur apt eeeneeeaeD 
Miller Highspeed... 0.0.00... e scenes eed eeen sess seeeess 2500 

SHEN oo cs vines kerio Wiese 6.80 eee 

Ce eae - Yor Presiea without Batcation Deliveries 
CHS sis sc5. sn cdley mee raga : 9.50 : ly B Racking Frame for sheets 10 x 12 to 1814x2214 ....... 15.00 

(For other styles and widths, write for prices) * Slt ieen Lee ee Paes 

i #2 Racking Frame for sheets Igx22to28 x40 ....... 1§.00 
Counters, Redington a3 CO were 23x32to44 x62 ....... 20,00 

Model D, Job Press Counter...............eeeeeeceeee ees 6075 
Model A, Cylinder Press Counter..........0c20eeeeeeeeees 64 
eee poe reo 3 ' Furnrrure, Any-Angle Lockup 

Dsvipens,, Printers, occsoc2 cs ecicegs se assist oa caer a OO) Font... cece eee eee e eee e esse ee enes anes eeternesenees 750 

Emsossinc ComposiTion Furniture—Wood, Iron, Steel and Metal 

Borhens, por tb. dele.) Brie. anc a vet vtoceeek oe (Prices upon request) 

e4e ese
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Gattrys— Brass, Pressed Steel, Plain or Cadmium Plated, Double or Knives, Ink 

Single Wall —Angle— 
(Prices upon request) #Oor Rd. End 6 75 #602 Sq. End 6” 75 

Sor 8 as #802 OB rag 
Gavce Pins, Megill icon * 10! 2,00 #1002 *& = I/F 2,00 

#803 — 8’’ Angle B (for cylinder presses). ...........,. 200 
Golden Steel Nos. 1, 25 3543556. ..0..00.c00e secu ee sper doz. 675 rosso cea he oe ee ea 
Original Steel Nos. 1,2, 354.....0000 00s cece sees Per doz, «75 
Spring Tongue. ................8et of 3—.50 perdoz. 1.80 Aa 
Werfect Registers. io. os dsc vance ce ae raion s Sa Oe Sete Spe cue ear Half doz. Each 

Goréw: Adjusting sciccsse icv in cs cs an vie sta eiereir ae ae Oia mug — 6inch 1,00 
Double Grip (for hand feed)............0.00000--+..8Ct0F3 175 #604 ME. oe seeesere unseen 5.40 

: : . Pig 8 Tires neat 9.50 175 
Double Grip (for Miller Feeder)..................,. Set 0f3 2.00 gine es et ees rae cee 

12 « 3 
Gavce Pry Drawers, Iron Pina SS Pe er aceediae 18.90 3.50 

pac SSSR ODEO or teet a OE $e ins POO —Round End Spatula— 
Half doz, Each 

Gripper Crosspars AND Fincers, Megill #405 —Style A q4inch,,............. 2.70 ae 
Crossbar for presses up to IOX15........0.ceceecreeeeesee WTS. RO AO Oe he TF aarae eeu 4.00 75, 
Crossbar for presses larger than 10 x 15 and up to and including Bee Ba Oi ven eaeke es 5.40 1,00 

ESR AD ace wea ao terciy ilove. aa is Las eR eee Wtoor ee yo te eins Seieals 9.50 17s 

Gripper-fingers wide, narrow or marginal................each 60 TAO p a Ma CeC Re ea eo oe 1215 24.25 
Down Ange 5.55 avs Voice va ae cade clue ied sarge ae TOSS, 
Inside marginal Anger. 355i acer umequey oe eee —Square End Spatula— 

Half doz. Each 
Gavces, Type-High #606 —Style A Ginch...........006 4.00 “75 

SUpENOR soo. wie ikaoe naive cee ROR Aart eee ore rt se rie eccane ax as 
Mills ThreecBeight sc coe sichcie sade cowaee. civ cane eS toot Oe cnenecuenss ash oe oe 
Challenge’ .fc5cc seca wavs vise ise slalale a einsietgss ale Soules epee ROO NASR TA oe ease aia assays, 12.15 2.25 

Challenge Combination Base and Plate. ...........2....+0+4 3:00 
Kuives, Miscellaneous 

Gauces, Rouse Type Gillette, Pressmen’s (in leather case) .........0eceeee eee e ees 100 
torah Oana ta pha Agate a ee ees Extra blades per packet of 5. ..........eseeeeeeeeeeen es 150 

8 aa’, & & He & Inches, eases Hackeaw, Pressmen’s (with case)......,...essseeeeeeeeess 035 
he RE ee ee Overlay, regular (in c886).....6.c0scsccseesesesctieeeeses) 60 
rng os aches ee BIEL cys is atch seam yh tcp eh ae ene Seminar aS 
mA HE A AE Regs cei geet ee ea Handy Overlay. .... 2... seer ece es ceenceesercesssnsces GO 

WS ASG EE SME aoa ep nn cate ok we eA 
Gaal WE Ae re ree eae Kuives ror Paper Currers 

Hp ta RO A Aachen cis tac ees (Prices on request’) 

Gauaes, Steel Tape Knire Stone, Carborundum.......+.....seesceeeeeee ener ees 200 

NO OBO TS a. coepiaiss Vince Path aw mumwere oer elas Teme rae Stamm 
NO GRO TA. a Jeissca sien inne Hue ae resets ee ne olen eee Laptes, Skimmers anp Incor Moxps 

—Ladles— 
Gauce, Superior Paper Cutter Angle ...........+ee+ese sees + 16.50 6" diameter, 2934” handle, with spout.............2.. 3:00 

6” arg without spout..........2.. 250 
Gtve anp Grve Ports ee 36!" “without long spout......... 5.00 

(Prices on request) ro? % 367 «= *—swithout long spout......... 7,00 

Inx, Amtyco —Skimmers— 
” di ” 

(Furnished in tubes and cans—prices on request) { Stan ee Mier eee ea 
Inx, Cleer-Proof | —Ingold Molde— 

BOOM, ERNE Ss elias nee Vid gira ve 404 Wee ae a ES With 30 compartments, cap. 501b8.........+.++02+2++ 6:00 

‘With 20 a GO ce eeee cess ences 550 
Inx Stones (marble, 1 inch thick) With 9 « CRT Lode yiematne nates iro 

ORE cecnes ceencae Oe: TB RIB Keak veep ne MOS, 
TOES! os ccey chy penta Ue: TBD RE Psd Conan tales oe Letrertnc Parrer—for gold stamping. ......-.++++++e+e0e04 12,00 

eGe eve
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Linotyre Mera Furnaces —McNutt— 
(Prices on request) WII RAS Inches: os. icc ee ste ee se eniccseeees, B85 

#2—1234 x 18 Shiney Caan tat (cawetinesie eee ena ae: 

Maxe-Reapy Marx-Our Licut Det Oc 
. 4—I¢ X22 Se cig ne Sane ners eines es aig SO 

(Prices on request) H4—14 x22 ‘with spec. ft. attachment,......... 6.00 
#517 X24 ENS ean see sesh acon ee ae Ree OOS 

ue BGA nae Ld, baleen ser ulster aren ee 
—Wing-Horton—(Brass) #7—20 x30 ce eis Nise als RUC DION ger Niaia sae OL 

PISO fo isd a ane a tipiayalas wie on ean eae eae #8—24 x36 Me Fis nie Veale alae taal oso Siete EROS. 

BI SOY seers signee ealnininns ogine@igeine se eee stie™ 

¥3— “Ae. ele cc ae PAGE CORD 5h SOR prs tate eae ait a os a PORE ae 

Bdrm COM settee cca rieien rece bes lenian acne) Moree 

BS Oa ee ihe oe oe oe omy See Pace Frames, Rouse 

BO OBIE Te a wink iene tunes Use Reig ein ee em) oaeee (Prices on request) 
; : ‘ 

—New Wing—(Aluminum) 

MMO i iw Seca das saat rae 1 OS ss Oe PAvan COUNTER «= 504 0 ove ce reer esses ase nvenncseneisinia VEOOO 

Ve He a ee Pap Counter (Quick-As-A-Wink) .......00cceeeereeeeneee 150 

WAS iy caissccte nine lace vin sie oes we Rete ae ; Passe 

MS OGG os aw onan ois si ere noes oe area ‘ 

WO BI ie ene ce pe sencuen sesieincees cewanen MAO —Sphinx— 
DG BU app aioe ia Cwaiateiaute 163 He -GA. Soatane mown) 1OP 

Matxets PR eres hana sine nd 5 Gal, ete eae eee 

— All Rawhide— LE sieer W ctid serra <t eOe 

#4 —2 x36" welght 1002.........ceeeceeenen eres BBS —American— 
WS a mae nar ree aeeenccen ies eemieeearoe BG Die cess en pie-cbiact so caaES, CMe once geen 1535 

gio—-_ x7i6" “ao (loaded) oon ass sew SD: Bis an te alte ors ait spinel 930 s gal. Kit, pergal.....  .75 Per gi 

—Hard Rubber Composition— Co ee +50. to gal. Keg, pergal....  .65 

" [blebs ee ney} 
#8 —2 x316” weight 8 oz. ...,....each 1.00—per doz, 8.00 : 
Oude eee eee es —Web (for Rotary and Cylinder Presses) 
#ug—2gxsr ag i HTS B50 PG Die. teas tet oa 5 gal. Kit, per gal..... 1.30 

#4i—34xsig” Sis ie aS Bie ceaucay assy ro gal, Keg, per gal... 1.20 
. 1 s Dts osns sere aisle OOO) 32gal. Bol, “* 12, 1.10 

Mounter, Magnetic Plate ...----++++ereseeee reer tees esses TSO TEGAN cana O Be gels Fo SGs os ore, 
aM leo ocr ite tree AE 

Newspaper Binpers 7 5 . 
Barnhart Paste, Wrist (a device for holding paste)..-...+...+++++++++++ 40 

Maximum size of page: Perronkione 
i 6. ‘ ge a eee ue 

Ye Ue ee Ginch perorates 44"%.scssccssvsevecssessveseeeses 798 
daa xT IG chy Te ert eral, ee TSB eect e ene tte tne et teers nns 7150 
BSG AG uo ou Daas th aero tee Cee Sears eo ag 1S) 

HONS RNG es Gare cle ear eee Ee CO 9 TH i aiew eons oven secee sve seen se B90 

PAIGE IG! Paci cu eed sre uecor ees yee remo! BOS ee eee en de 
Additional strips for above—s2 strips per box 2.00 1 TOG! voce eee cence rene ee en sree ees 10,00 

15 n bas RG eee encom ia ak rete, ae EaO! 

—Superior— Be MAOIs acs gp Sus ese reece tens 13°00 
ab Ihe eo Fiei faieWaaied ue eh een cee Vea a. Scoring Blades up to 12 inches........... 0. cece eee e ne 2650 

Fontes etna SeRGeee Moe TE one ee Ea! ae ROSS SEER SSE O AGE i artis See ee ee 
ss Bie ANE LS AA ag alone teat eet etog eee 

Numserinc Macuines . —Cowan— 

(Prices on request’) For Kelly Press, Style A.OF Bois ccs. scesaneuaee saw eae EOD 

eg “wx or 2 (extra bar needed) ............. 15.00 

O1ry Waste Cans Extra bar for: #1 ora Kelly: <0... cijvs vay eacsteuc sees 750 y 75 

—Justrite— + Por Michie: Verticals). 3256535 sips cs aap cee ea knees Ree. 

jena era es (For other style presses, write for prices) 

PERI eee Extra wheels 6.5 trreude Au. ed PO CEO 

Wa —13Gx 0s  acet sa eo enaren an are co WANE BNO Kaan U Maan on eg PSE Geta Oe 
poss & ee OG ara cease eee 

FO ae ace es a ee WM eRe R 30 grteciiiter in aiiers pace eee SO 

eBe ede
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Praners, Ordinary and Proof Rotter Racks, Rosback All-Steel 
WS037 52's ocg voes waa EOE Wstaisrr ss weeks as 8 x12—Holds grollers, .......4sesseeeeeceeseetrennees acs 

Tox 15— Fak eesti conn isecana ss! 
BSBIG SH ose ea eee WSEAS cic cso dvienneen yes a : eT eR ee EE aoe 

Purers faa SG CR re ea aces edena aun capecnentarae 

Smooth Jaw Parallel, for couplers.............¢eee0see0e4+ 2:00 Style B Kelly—Holdsg rollers..........0eceeseeesseeecers 6:00 

G inch: Ronud Noes rye sss ke ae ee: Kelly #2—Holds grollers.........0ceeeeneeneestesereses 9000 
Kelly Automatic Jobber........sccsecesecercrerrerwesees 6,00 

Press Puncu, Ejector Laureates. c.e sats ccsede comin sconenninn nar ee rsenemmNNe 

3s Mis Seay Mes 16 oF 4 inch on 16)” sq, body ...........-each 60 Michle Vertical... .....ssecsereeeerenetsnecersrss 09 

%, 5% or 8% inch on 94/7 sq. body .......0e0e00eeee0e+-€ach 1,00 Miller High Speed... 0.2... 6. c:ceee ence ceereeeeerereneee oo 

Sok inch on 30'eq. body cee ee eee John Thompson. .......00cseeseceersseesvererteseess 5 

5G inch on 14/” sq. BOY’... eee eens eee e ee ec eee sOaCh 1.40 Rotter Trucs, “Morgan Expansion 
(Quandty discount op in and eves) (Give size and make of press when ordering) 

Woe B xa C Oo Pees fanhci som tne is, tier cee Ber Menon Ona TR 

Press Brakes, Superior E10 & 16> ote age ease ara Ariat eoume rt On eee 

q ’ Sa RAB OS ae mip nnenie Ccag ote Or eee O aan 

(abet on request) Wrage xen So ices crm ears waiisangmeeetn =e tee 

Pause Szare ae 
(Prices on request) TSCM eB ok: cies canes cmaaeeceuean ey eromee aes 

ri Bt: Shere TASER ARI Gs cere dona a aera le ee eee: 

Puncuzs, Hand tricks for 8x 12 or. 10X36 6 eves seca ope each 1.35 

—Sieber, Adjustable— i for all otheveleess.wanic cocebarer arcade SIDS 

Junior Hand Punch with 2 solid Round Hole Dies less than Ruspens, Finishers 
$a" diameter: ida <caatiisccss ape eee BOO #898 for clectrotypes..............eaen 40 per doz. 3.00 
Hand Punch with 2 solid Round Hole Dies less than 4” Se Eee sees « “= 

diameter. Will punch 814’ center to center ........... 25.00 Saws * 
Improved rear gauge for Adjustable Hand Punch (2 are neces — Adjustable Hack Saw— 

iaty (or sach puns c ee ee ere #110 with one dozen Chromol blades,.........-+-+0+++ 1:50 
8 inch Chromol Hack Saw blades..........+...-perdoz. 75 

Quorns anv Keys —Back or Miter Saw— 

(Prices on request) #2, 10 inch Atkins Back or Miter Saw.............-€ach 3,00 

Risks Gevenetens SennetT Positive Matrix AssEMBLER 

‘Sennett Assembler including star wheel, one positive assembler belt, 
(Press Size) (Per Pr.) (Press Size) (Per Pr.) and new assembler drive belt, ready for installation ......... 12,00 

Ser Bigceveecn ete soe MER AV aes erase (Specify serial No, and Model when ordering) 

OR 1O6 id eas sree, TEENS ecto ae 38S Stuc Cuirrer, Rouse 
ESE ics aed re Se APRIO | a dae sees On, #1 with 30 em push button gauge 
BEIT aise tee ed ThE IO rotuaaeseanys: Desk than'Os:, y0ce.ctes rinse retainers wane aces CRCMn Tes) 

QRS vescet es sine (Ondo 14}4X22........ +75 Gor more Gis Se ceta fuse mck cotewe tote nee un eee: 

BORG cls ob sca ctass sities SS #2 with 114” shelf, without gauge 
Gesd than 6 scwion saosin anes soe seeniet vanes eee a DO 

Rotrers, Hand OOrmoreysvarascer ko nerae spas saee seen sl See 

—Superior— FEU ate Mels Gee SPAR amen 

(To be cast 134” in diameter, casting extra) Spape, Challenge Ink 5 

3 in, Style #1B (all iron) frame and core,.............-. «80 Srarre Brnpers 

3 ‘+ “ 2B (wood handle) frame and core ........... 1.00 —Boston— 
5 So See iGamie ad Bab) wlekelpiatedioh ee ete Style A with iron pedestal .. 0... s.eeeee seen seen ees 45:00 
6% gy (all iron) frame and core.........0eese004 1:28, Style B for attaching to bench ...........++..+sse+0000 35:00 

ae ; Extension table for Style A or B when ordered with staple 
8 #1A (all iron) frame and core................ 1-50 bide ag sey. ven cence uns lane sareeroge Tame cae 

6% “ 2 (wood handle) frame and core,,........... 1.50 Extension table for Style A or B when ordered separately... 4.80 

8 © ¥2A (wood handle) frame and core..,........ 1-75 —Acme— 
—X-L Proof— Without Idlers With Idlers Midget—New Model—nickeled ........sssseeeeserees 5:50 

Bh SUS ROIG hina as BREE AEE 2.50 7:35 (1) Midget—12 inch—nickeled,.........660.es0eeeerees IBSO 
Toate en eal aes sos | Sure Shot—japanned, 6... .....sescecececscessenescne 5450 

: Sure Shot—alek lad... ces crs cannes ve ewes arene SID 
iain. handles. 54. * € 3.50 8.75 Pujapannedy .. vewogc ccisssis Vesa Moai ma aa een 

Ean, Aisoes Aiisee vee ote 4:00 9-45 Minickeled 55507. csce teow stolen eee ees 
Gore only aay Glee... 5s vain. sees ean iwatees eee uch eR sO #1 heavy duty—japanned—for xxxx staples ............ 9,00 

ya inch 12. 

Routan Spray, Amtyco Ved ee 
(Keeps the ink and rollers soft and pliable) () Bee ee a 

+ 25.00 

A ele atiah FOL = 3 Galette peal eae ee ene 
TGal. can... 00 .eee4 3:00 BS SUES tA sere re cen (1) #Y Special—ta inch—japanned. ss... eee pees ys TRSO 
SPrAVErej eR Chin cpr ssa diie sails Adlon Med one emer Gi vorath Hai aid waddle back work 

e10¢e elle
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| —Bates— 
—Model B—olive green finish with 1 spool of wire which 
makes approximately 5M staples .............+2+++++ 6.00 

—Deep throated Stapler—t1s inch reach for stitching calen- 
dars, etc., with x spool of wire which makes approximately 

‘GM otaplen) 5 onto mares sone eee eens Or ee 
—Foot Power attachment for Model B..............-++ 15.00 
—Pedestal complete for Model B....... 2. 0c ee cee eve ses 25:00 

(F.0.B. Orange, N. J.) 
| (1) Extra wire refills, .....sssesesecssescseeeesgecest&ch Ts00 
| (1) (When ordering specify model.) 

| Srapzzs (Prices of staples vary according to quantities) 
Sxctionat Base Eguipment (Prices on request) 

‘Taster Presses 

—Perfection—(Prices on request) 
—Practical— 

#3C—3 clamp device, 24x 30x inch frame cap. about 
18,000 sheets... 0... cece cc eee e rcs cteccene es ICO 

#4C—4 clamp device, 24x 40x 134 inch frame cap. about 
54000 ShGCte: 2.2 savanna es noe ee 

#5C—s clamp device, 24x 50x 1}4 inch frame cap. about 
go,poo sheet 5c. wien. acces memes oo mee Oe 

(F.0.B, Denver, Colo.) 
Tare—‘“Red Line’? 36 yard rolls 

5 rolls or less— 6to 11 rolls— 12 rolls and 
Width of Tape Price ea. Price ea, over—Price ea. 
34 inch per roll 1,00 90 85 
wwe ww 1.10 1.00 90 
Mee ee 1.30 1S 1.05 
ay. Saas 1.40 1.25 1.10 
Ru wu 1.65 1.50 1.40 
2 1.90 1.75 1.65 
me we 2:15 ae 1.90 
we wu 2:40) 2.35 2.35 
mY 2.90 2.75 2.65 

a Oa SR 3.99 3.75 3.65 
‘Tare Coupters, ‘*Run Easy’’, in Boxes of 50 

3éinch.......,.per box 1.25 YJ inch,.......per Dox 1.75 
PQ iain sats meee hae SURE BS one opts nr aa.) 

He easiieas Sa ee eee EedD AMG Sr ee EN ME m0: 
Bi Or ene teri er emeoneest Dre ie ee eS, 

Puiers, Smooth Jaw Parallel 
Wor fastening cuaphere so oi6is i655 5a509 <4 oso oas as eee ee ee 

Corron Care Cement, R-a-p-a-d 
R-a-p-a-d Cement }4 pt. jar... 2... cece cece ete eee eee 150 
R-esp-acd Tape Comb 2.005 cesar ace ae neuen teen Gee 

‘TWEEzers 
No, Size In. Half doz. Each 

3 4¥4 with locking folding bodkin.......... 5.00 1.00 
4 44 with plain folding bodkin,........... 5.00 1.00 
So Yegular heed fyi) so sole nse dae eee. «50 
6:- <4$6 ebim invbetde coc: car veaaciesn eas 65 
ae gt Sahil En Rad roan ins eee arena Sane. +50 
8-486 regular head. oven visnyc.ceaeen vine) S02 60 
9 4 with patented gravity lock»... 2.2... 4:25 185 

INA 3M regularhead...........-seeeeeeeees 7S 430 

‘Tympan Paper (Prices on request) 

Tympan Parer Hoxver (Prices on request) 
Typz Wasn anp Lye (Prices on request) 

Wire, Bookbinders (Prices on request) 

Spoots 
No. §—Wooden Spools ............ceeceeenec esse ce c@Qh 625 
No, 6— Steel Spools), 26) caidgiews eds ts sis Saarsareum sons oh S85! 
MAGE R «chins Scca to gieh Bene ae Lae Gee coer eee 
Molieh: Ks (sa.c43 acct sat ates. Weeeo spear oaax ceed + Oe. 
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PRINTING PLANT 
: EQUIPMENT 
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TIME AND LABOR-SAVING DEVICES 

FOR THE COMPOSING ROOM 

PRESSROOM AND 

BINDERY 

+ | | 

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS 

SALES CORPORATION 

The Largest Distributor of Printers’ Supplies in the World 
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American lype Founders 

Sales Corporation 

Y | 

Location of Selling Branches 

BOSTON, MASS.. . . . . . 270 Congress Sireet 
NEW YORK CITY. . . 104 East Twenty-fifth Street 

i PHILADELPHIA, PA. . Thitteenth and Cherry Streets 
BALTIMORE, MD.. . . « 109 South Hanover Street 
BUFFALO,N.Y. . . . . . 327 Washington Street 

PITTSBURGH, PA.. . . . . . 905 Penn Avenue 
CLEVELAND, OHIO. . . . 231 Supetion Avenue 
CINCINNATI,OHIO. . . . . 646 Main Street 

: ATLANTA, GA... . «192 Central Avenue, S. W. 

CHICAGO) Wes. Yet 0 4.5, “ip\ West Mentos Stadt 
i DETROIT, MICH. . . . . 557 West Larned Street 
aug e WASHINGTON, D.C... 1204 I Street, TW. 

a STALOQUIS, MO) 93). Slinthand Waleut Streets 

a MILWAUKEE, WIS. . . . 607 Tlowth Second Street 
. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN... 21 Fourth Street, South 

KANSAS CITY,MO. . . . . 932 Wyandotte Street 
* DENVER,COLO. . . . . . .~ 1351 Stout Street 

PORTLAND, ORE... . 115 S. W. Fourth Avenue 
: SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. . . . 500 Sloward Sireet 

VANCOUVER, B.C... .  571 Hamilton Street 
SEATTLE, WASH. . . Western Avenue and Columbia 
DALLAS, TEXAS... 4 00 South Mand Street 
LOS ANGELES, CAL. . ‘aaxSouth Los Angeles Street 

| 

: Thy 
| 

Printed on No. 2 Kelly Automatic Presses with Amtyco Ink | 

TYPE USED: Century Oldstyle for the body; Stymie Family for headings | 

{ and display; Piranesi and Piranesi Italic on this page 

t
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GOOD AMERICAN TYPE 
| 

We IT was decided to issue this catalogue, the question imme- 

diately came up as to the advisability of using in it standing type | 

matter from previous catalogues that had been run in several very 

large editions. We were faced with the problem that so frequently 

puzzles printers: How many impressions can be made direct from | 

foundry type before the natural wear makes the type unsuitable for 

good work? 

Many pages of this catalogue, of which a large edition is being | 

printed, are made up entirely from the old forms. Others have a | 

mixture of old type and new where corrections and additions were 

made. Much of the type will have made as many as 175,000 impres- 

i sions by the time this catalogue is printed. t 

These pages contain not only valuable information concerning 

Material and Equipment for the Printer, but furnish evidence of the 

long life and the money-making quality of American foundry type. 

Examine the book carefully. Despite the fact that many of the pages 

| were taken bodily from former catalogues, with a previous record 

of more than 100,000 impressions, the type continues to give an 

excellent account of itself. 

Nee ace ieee eee 

| 

POUNDAY P27 

IS ALWAYS THE BEST PPE
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Material and Equipment for the Printer 5 | 

Le CEMENT BRUSHES 
a een ts Made in the following sizes: 1 inch, 1% inch, 2 inch, | 

| Ns as 3inch and 3% inch. 

! CEMENT BRUSH be 

AMERICAN Siee@ PLATE BRUSH | 
Witt Not SCRATCH THE FINEST HALFTONE 

| 

The American Plate Brush is made in three sizes to accommodate the entire range of work | 

in both the job pressroom and the cylinder pressroom. The body of the American Plate Brush is 

made of fine brass wire of such delicate fibre that it will not scratch the finest type face or half- 

tone. Around the edges of the brush is placed a row of bristles which prevents edges turning 

over and wire becoming matted, as is the case with 

ae all-wire brushes. The bristles also act as a wiper | 

he ee, =after the’ wire portion of the brush has picked out | 

A 0 ee ee the sediment in a halftone, electrotype or in type | 

y., = —————E matter. The American Plate Brush is the only per- 

f im fect plate-cleaning brush on the market. Thousands | 

‘ i } of them are in daily use and giving entire satisfac- 
r~ : : Se : z 
SERRE savas tion. No printing office is complete without one or f 

Faye oe PESOS ee a 
Foo ae sy more of these brushes. | 

SOU EN ERR USL ‘American Plate Brush No.1, _ size 2%x4% inches 
: ‘American Plate Brush No. 1%, size 2¥2x5¥%4 inches 

AMERICAN STAPLESET PLATE BRUSH American Plate Brush No.2, size 2%x6% inches | 

AMERICAN Sizeleg@ PERFECTION eS eee : RE nance ae 

BENZINE BRUSH 
| This without doubt is the best Benzine Brush on a ae 4 

the market. Size 45@x2 inches. Made with ten rows Me a a Bo 

of pure China bristles. Solid hardwood back, in a ) \ va ian] 

natural finish. A superior brush at a medium price. SSCA AVAL a 

AMERICAN STAPLESET PERFECTION BENZINE BRUSH | 

E> = AMERICAN ‘i0h@ BENZINE 
= 

LZ BRUSH 
Ege ‘ oa i 2 : 

BG Cz 5 ‘i tt American Stapleset Oval Back Benzine Brush is 

a . ° { \\ the old reliable benzine brush, size 54x24 inches. 

| AY f y ‘ WN es Made with solid hardwood back and black bristles. 

NY ‘AAA Supplied in two lengths of bristles. 

| 1 AY Wa No.1 Oval Back Benzine Brush, long (1% inch) bristles 
| \ \ AN) No.2 Oval Back Benzine Brush, short (% inch) bristles 

i No. 15, bristle, 644x2% in. No. 25, bristle, 642x2% in. 

AMERICAN STAPLESET OVAL BACK BENZINE BRUSH No. 20, bristle, 734x2% in. No.30, bristle, 794x2% in. 

AMERICAN ‘i#ek@ TAMPICO LYE BRUSH 

a SSS 555585858588 SS 

The American Stapleset . = ai ae nanan 

Tampico Lye Brush is sturdy ] 2 eee ‘i eons ax 

. and serviceable. Made of best i} ee wi 

white tampico, solid back. iH Pere ee WW Nh We) Was ; Yi \ HN HN i\ 
: a ASA OU ET TANG 

No.7 small (234x5% inches) daa Wi i 1, i ‘ \, \| WN \ Ny \ Nt i iN 
0.8, medium (29@x7% inches, By VE NATE RAY \ veal at 

| No.9, large (2%4x7% inches) NO a AY nn 
AMERICAN STAPLESET TAMPICO LYE BRUSH
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Plante cia SMITH “SAFETY” FOUNTAIN 
: i lh i ‘ ye BRUSH 

4 S r -e ‘gail F A combination can and brush for benzine, gaso- 

aos a Pf line, kerosene, and all other type cleansing liquids. 
fe . a Constructed entirely of 20-gauge brass, and has a 

wm yA ! — capacity for one pint. The container located on top of brush 

oy d ~~ serves as a handle, and affords a safeguard from damage to 

i fingers. Brush stock is made of hard maple and best grade 

ox il of hair and bristle, wire drawn, and can be reversed or re- 

4 placed when worn. The valve mechanism is indestructible, 

| { and prevents waste and evaporation. Fuse metal in cap 

will melt under slight heat, thereby preventing explosion 

and spread of flaming liquid in case of fire. Size 242x6 in. 

LEADER BOX isa 
No. 3185—Hamilton Leader Box, size 5x8x1% in. ee ag 

These are handy and efficient boxes to have around ) fa - dsacaaiiosf 

the composing room. emer ee 
They are adapted not only for various sizes and faces ay 

of leaders, but for special or unusual material. HAMILTON LEADER BOX 

a —— AMERICAN BEESWAX COMPOUND 
S} AMERICAN Eliminates slipsheeting, prevents offsetting, sets ink immediately, 

IS = BEESWAX" thereby increasing production. 

S} COMPOUND American Beeswax Compound is a scientifically prepared liquid wax 

| Is & substance guaranteed to reduce to a minimum many vexing pressroom 

} S cheat troubles. Adds decidedly to the penetrating qualities of all printing inks, 

} S ern | and sets the ink on the paper within a remarkably short time, permit- 

} S poocrotnoenscomne | ting the handling of printed sheets hours quicker than when ink is 

used to which the Compound has not been added. 

| 7 
WASTE PAPER BALERS | 

~. The safest place for waste paper in r ‘ 

any establishment is in a steel contain- ese AO 

As ee er. The Steel Paper Balers are saving Srey 

7 sa thousands of dollars in the printing Py y ‘ v7) 

i] ; plants of the country. By their use you Estee f) 
\ not only retrieve dollars that would a 77 

. otherwise be wasted, but probably save | 
, lives and property. Loose paper has no a 

value, and is one of the worst fire haz- | y 

—_ \ ards. In a baled condition it will more oi oe 

5 , than pay its way. Saving only ten cents a] a ? 
worth of waste paper a day will pay a ay om" pet 

MODEL 14. BALE: 14x16x27 pan ceomne cag op he iemall com: MODEL 1A bats £16x20%30 
parative cost of a steel baler. Made in Eon onl cree 

many sizes and occupying only floor space which might otherwise not be used. Balers are made 

| for every purpose, and information concerning them is free for the asking.
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Material and Equipment for the Printer x | 

BENCH MODEL No. 3 HACKER | ak ee 

BLOCK LEVELLER he i 
Here is a machine for planing wood-mounted = x ree | | 

halftones, electros and zincs to type-high, or to (im s a | ira | ‘ aH 

level them so they can be underlaid to type- ee — 

high. It can be the means of saving a great deal | = <a 

of press make-ready time. | ae. q 

This bench model No. 3 Hacker Block Leveller H oS, 

is a precision tool of the highest order. It planes J ieee a ) | 

and levels blocks to .001 inch. It has a single 6- “Te x 

tooth cutter, secured by a single nut. Cutter is i Duy, = = | 

always square to the work. Chips are drawn ya: ee pom 

away from the work and blown out through ~— 7 if 

the bottom. i. ey } 

Capacity 9x15 inches. Net weight 410 pounds. i re 

Can be supplied with iron floor pedestal as an ES 

extra. t 4 
| 

CHALLENGE “STA-RITE” STEEL ALLOY NEWSPAPER BASES 

These bases are made from fine-grained Steel Alloy Castings with utmost precision in work- | 

manship. They are made in solid or cored bases—as specified. They will not dent or bruise 

and are not injured by tight locking or by application of heat. Challenge “Sta-Rite” News- 

paper Bases are accurate, rigid, 

4 non-shrinkable and indestructible, 

| \ > ~ forming a permanent addition to 

| \ S the equipment of any shop. 

| , Solid “Sta-Rite” Bases are made 

a of solid steel alloy castings, espe- 

} ] cially treated to prevent shrinking, 

SOLID CORED or warping after machining and 

are guaranteed to retain their shape and all their accurate dimensions. Cored “Sta-Rite” Bases 

are made of the same steel alloy castings. The bases are cored to make them lighter in weight. 

Note the strong ribbing on the under side of the base—a positive support that will not allow 

plates to “give” or sag under the heaviest pressure. 

| Challenge “Sta-Rite” Steel Alloy Newspaper Bases—Solid or Cored—are accurately 

finished —.759-inch high for standard electrotype plates, .853-inch high for halftone or zinc 

plates. The .759 height will work with standard height bases and sectional blocks. Special 

sizes and heights made to order promptly. Made in ¥, 1, 1%, 2, 3 and 4-column widths and 

1 to 36-em lengths—also in labor-saving sizes from 3x4 to 10x50 ems pica. Specify Challenge 

“Sta-Rite” Newspaper Base when ordering. State whether solid or cored bases are desired. 

JUSTRITE NON-EXPLOSIVE BENZINE CANS 

eo Justrite Non-Explosive Benzine Cans meet all requirements of the Board 

| fa 7 of Fire Underwriters as a protection to life and property. An ingenious 

¥ / device in the top of the can prevents the liquid from escaping uninten- 

SOS tionally, making the can entirely safe. 
Sa The larger cans are generally used for storage pur- 

== poses, while the smaller sizes may be safely handled in 

f @, the composing room or pressroom. They are made in 

. seven sizes. 
MADE IN THE FOLLOWING SIZES: 

| One pint One gallon Three gallon 
ze One quart Two gallon Five gallon 

THREE GALLON CAN ‘Two quart QUART CAN 

oe eee eee
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: fl 
SUCCESS BENZINE CANS , 

/ Success Benzine Cans are made in two sizes: pint and quart. They —— 

are strong and durable, being made of extra heavy brass. The Success 

Benzine Can is unquestionably the most popular container on the a 

market and thousands are in use in printing offices and wherever a 

benzine cans are required. a 
: a 

. JUSTRITE OILY WASTE = ™srcax— auartcan 
: OR RAG CAN 

Set ee Justrite Oily Waste Cans bear the official label of the National 

Nears he ee Board of Fire Underwriters, thus insuring protection not afforded 
< Se Re os neat Z by the use of inferior oily waste cans. It is the only automatic oily 

; Micke aaa y waste can made, and the patented foot lever is novel and appeals 

i Sak to all users. A slight pressure of the foot raises the cover, leaving 

vy eR both hands free to insert the rags. This obviates all desire to block 
i eee GANS 6 a the cover open and greatly increases its efficiency over all others. 

eo: On the removal of the foot from the foot-lever the cover closes 
5 OF ne automatically. It is easy to carry, absolutely safe, convenient, 

| ea | clean and durable. 
f Sizes EXCLUSIVE OF LEGS: 

JUSTRITE OILY No. 1—11%x13 inches No. 2—124x14 inches No. 3—13%x15 inches 
WASTE CAN No. 5—15'x17 inches 

i SUPERIOR ELECTRIC WELDED STEEL JOB CHASES 

Superior Electric Welded ae Sera eee Se EST rt 
Steel Job Chases are becoming 

} more generally used year by 
year. They are much stronger 

and more satisfactory to use 

than cast iron chases and are 

} made in a number of styles. 
These chases are made for 

all sizes of Chandler & Price BEANO ERASE TOE CEAGE Wort EAR 

} JobPresses. Special sizesmade The regulation steel chase For divided forms such as brief 
} to order. Write for information generally used work and booklets 

and prices. 

| ee eee anemia 

fe De. 

AB 
OE 

BIASED JOB CHASE SPIDER JOB CHASE JOB CHASE WITH BEARERS 

Brass rule blanks locked at an For locking up small forms; a fur- The bearers are part of the chase; 
angle saves rollers niture saver; very rigid substantial; saves time 

Chases with special features such as the biased chase for rule forms, spider chase for 

very small forms and chases with the sides serving as bearers are gaining in popular favor 

2 through users appreciating the proven advantages. 

An order for one is generally followed by an order for others. 

} 
t 

u
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| SEMI-STEEL JOB PRESS CHASES 

| Semi-Steel Job Press Chases are built to withstand the rough treatment which they get. If 

one breaks, it will be replaced free of charge. As a safety factor, corners are sunk and rounded 

so as to eliminate cracks before they start. Inside edges are milled two at a time—this insures 

their being absolutely parallel. Identify Semi-Steel chases by the knobs. 

Spider chases of Semi-Steel can also be supplied for the various sizes of Chandler & Price 

| Presses. 

| SUPERIOR ELECTRIC WELDED STEEL CHASES 
Through Electric Welding the Four Bars Become One Solid, Perfect Piece of Steel 

F XN Achase is only as strong as its corners; no othercorner is as 

| $y LS strong as the solid one-piece electric welded kind. Brazed or 

Y ¢ “ riveted corners or other two-piece corners, regardless of pro- 
, cess of making, are bound to be weaker than the solid steel. 

BN 17) i) ae In electric welding precisely the right heat may be applied 

OSL C y to obtain that degree of fusibility necessary to cause the mole- 

ae | E\ en cules of steel to intermingle just exactly as they would were 
eye ces % 
eae : the metal melted and cast in a mold—that’s why through elec- 

' tric welding the four bars of the chase become one solid, per- 

fect piece of steel. 

In ordinary welding the heat of the forge or furnace is applied to the exterior and works inward, 

which naturally causes the surface to become much hotter than the interior, and, although appar- 

| ently a good weld is effected on the outside, the center is often defective. 
Electric welding is exactly the opposite; heat is first generated at the center of the bars and 

works outward, and with the visible exterior thoroughly welded, there can be absolutely no doubt 

that the interior is perfectly welded. 

DIAGRAM AND SIZES OF SUPERIOR ELECTRIC WELDED STEEL BOOK CHASES 

Outside Mesgorement Width of Width of 
No. Measurement Length and Side Bars End Bars 

Inches eee Inches Inches inches 

Toe | eee [ie res Sa aoe ee 
2 20x25 45, | Me M46 
3 21x27 48 M6 le 
4 22x27 49 Me | Me 
5 22x28 50 Me | Ke 

ee ee x 4 ” 
8 25x30 55 lhe ne BOOK CHASE,SOLID CROSSBAR 

9 26x32 58 146 M46 
10 26x34 60 146 Me 
u 25x35 60 146 Me 

12 26x36 62 146 Me 
| 13 27x39 66 Me 1846 

4 29x41 70 146 186 

bl Se | 2 tome x 7 4 7m Fd 17 32x44 76 Iie 186 poles 
18 32x46 78 16 1846 
19 32x47 79 | 146 1%6 
20 33%4x46 79% | 1%6 146 a 

21 | — 33%x48 81% | 1%46 146 
m2 | — B4xd8 82 1%6 P46 
a | oe 8 | i . ie BOOK CHASE, ONE BAR SHIFTING 

| 38x51 89 1546 | 1%6 
| 26 «| 37x52 89% 146 | 1%46 
| 27 39x53 92 1%46 1%e6 

28 41x55 96 1%6 | 146 
29 43x56 99 146 146 
30 | 40x60 100 1946 1546 

| ee ee a 4, eee accel 3 | (dbxee 107 The Vhe pov encom! 
| 3 | 45x65, 0 Me ie 

35 SE 47x66 113 Me 146 : 

Long crossbars are 4 picas wide. Y 
Short crossbars are 6 picas wide. 
Thickness of bars, % inch. BOOK CHASE, BOTH BARS SHIFTING
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DIAGRAMS OF SUPERIOR ELECTRIC WELDED QUARTO AND QUADRUPLE CHASES 

QUARTO CHASES QUADRUPLE CHASES 

Sizes OF QUARTO CHASES 

Se | tee | were | wane | wen 
No. Col. Size of Pair Size of Each Chase || Lengthand =| Side Bars End Bars Back Bars 

is Quarto Over All, Inches ‘Outside, Inches | Breadth Over Tockes |. taaions Inches 
All, Inches | 

: re eer 3574x2444 IP 546x24% | 60% le Me 16 
2 4 38 ease 18 x2ie =| Oe lise lise 16 
3 %5 43 x28 21% x28% | 7% 1% % Me 

i 4 5 44x29 22M x29% | 735% I% 1% Mig 
5 *6 46 x32 23 x32% | 78% 1% 1% 1%e 
6 *6 47 x32 23% x32 79% % 1% 146 
a 6 4756x34 23184 6x34 | 815 1% 1% Me 
8 a0 51 x37% 25% x37 | 88% | 116 146 184 
9 7 524%x39 26446 x39 | 91% | 146 146 1846 

10 +8 56Yx43¥6 2Blig x43 ia. oe ee ie | He 

“These sizes carried in stock, and will be furnished unless otherwise specified. = 
Thickness of side bars, 5 inch; thickness of end bars, 96 inch; thickness of back bars, % inch; width of cross- 

bars, 6 picas; thickness of crossbars, % inch. 

SIZES OF QUADRUPLE CHASES 

: Measurement | width of | Width of a wo, | cot, |  SweofSet Size of Each Lengtrand, | Widthot | “insige Outside | Width of 
| a aE A are a Bh alg pate elt mld ly ml ade 

L *5 28 x42 14 x21% 70% Me Me | lMe Mig 
qi 2 “6 324ex47, 164x23% 79 Me 1846 | lhe | 1816 

i] 2% $6 33Y%4x46%4 16%x23% 79 % 1846 | 1% 146 
3 mC 38 x50% 19 x25% | 88% I% 1846 1% | Me 

*These sizes carried in stock, and will be furnished unless otherwise specified. % 
tSpecial for Reliance Press. 

! Thickness of side bars, % inch; thickness of inside end bars, % inch; thickness of outside end bars, % inch; 
thickness of back bars, % inch. 

| DIAGRAM AND SIZES OF HEADING CHASES 

i Width of Bas: eal 
Size of Chase Size of Measurement a re ete ——— 

a Outside Chase Length and | Side Bars End Bars 
, With Bar Inside Breadth Suaeoren Gon i on eeowitp 

Inches Inches Inches With Bar | Without Bar With Bar | Without Bar 
Inches Inches Inches | Inches 

ii 8 x19 6x17 27 1 Me 1 | Me 
2 10. x23 8x21 33 1 lie 1 | Me 
3 10%4x30% 8x28 40% 146 1% | Ie | 1% 

Width of crossbar, 6 picas; thickness of bars, % inch. 

@ When ordering additional chases to match any 

Superior Chase in use no measurements need be 
given—naming serial number which is stamped 

on the chase assures an exact duplicate. 

In other cases where there is any doubt asto the 
measurements or style wanted, it will be advisable 

Be enoee towrite for achase specification blank in which dia- 
grams of all styles are shown, with detailed instructions for furnishing necessary specifications. 

Through Electric Welding the Four Bars Become One Solid, Perfect Piece of Steel 

i
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| CHASES FOR KELLY PRESSES | 

| Superior Electric Welded Steel Chases for the Kelly Automatic Job Presses are made in the | 

| following sizes and styles: | 

FOR No. 2 KELLY AUTOMATIC PRESS = x22!4; inside measure 16%x20%; top and bot- | 

KH Poster, without bars, outside measure tom (orlong) bars 1%4x% in. high, side (orend) 
2714x3514, inside 2434x324. bars 'ex% in. high. ee er eee 

: KI Book, with double shifting bars, outside _, KE1 Skeleton Chase, outside 1876x221, in- 

1 measure 2714x3514, inside 25x33, long bar 4- Side 16%6x21. s 
| pica, short bar 6-pica. KE2 Skeleton Chase, same as KE1 but with 

| KJ Book, same specifications as KI, with crossbar. 3 5 - 
short bar shifting. KF Skeleton Chase, same specifications as | 

KK Book, same specifications as KI, with KE, with short removable bar. 
solid bars. KG Special Chase 19x22'16 outside, top and 

| KL Same specifications as KI with long bar bottom (or long) bars 114x% in. high, side (or 
| shifting. end) bars 1x3 in. high, with one 44-inch short 

KM Skeleton Poster, outside measure 2714- Crossbar, and one 1'4-inch long crossbar; long 

x3586, inside measure 2494x341, side bars 14 bar 10 inches from inside of chase to center 

; in. wide by 5 in. high, end bars % in. wide of bar, short bar in center. Crossbars are not 

h by % in. high. slotted, and only one is used in chase at one 

/ KN Skeleton Poster with Crossbar, same time. t z 7 

specifications as above with one 6-pica cross- KS Special (Poster) 19%4x22' outside, 17/4x- | 
! bar short way only. 20% inside top and bottom(or long) bars 1'4x- | 

! KNN Heavy Duty Poster Chase, outside °% in. high, side (or end) bars 1x% in. high | 

/ 2714x35%4, inside 2414x3214, no crossbar. without crossbars. This chase for Style B Kelly | 

Presses series 3243 and upward. 

FOR No. 1 KELLY AUTOMATIC PRESS KSS Special Skeleton, 19%4x22% outside, | 
KO Poster Chase, 2414x285 outside, 22x26%4  17!4x21 inside, top and bottom (or long) bars | 

| inside (no crossbar). 114x5 in. high, side (or end) bars 5x4 in. | 

KP Poster Chase, same size as above with high. This chase for Style B Kelly Presses | 

6-pica crossbar short way of chase. series 3243 and upward. | 

KQ Book Chase (double shift) with 4-pica KS1 Special Chase, outside 1934x2214, inside 

long crossbar and 6-pica short crossbar, both 1714x2014. | 

, shifting. KSB Special Skeleton, same specifications | 

KR Book Chase (single shift) same as KQ as KSS with one short 6-pica crossbar. f 

; except short bar only is shifting. KSBB Special Skeleton, same specifications 

KT Book Chase (single shift) same as KQ as KSS with one short 6-pica crossbar and one 

except long bar only is shifting. long 4-pica crossbar. | 

KU Book Chase (solid bar) same as KQ | 

except crossbars are solid, do not shift. FOR STYLE A I 

; KV Skeleton (Poster) Chase 2414x2854 out- KELLY AUTOMATIC PRESS | 

side, 22x26% inside. KAB Poster Chase, outside 164x214, in- 

KW Skeleton (Poster) Chase same size as__ side 1414x1934. 

hi KV with 6-pica crossbar short way of chase. KAA Poster Chase, outside 1614x2114, in- 

FOR STYLE B side 14x19%4. a 
? KAC Skeleton Chase, 1414x20¥ inside, 1644- | 

| KELLY AUTOMATIC PRESS x211% outside. Steel in side bars (long way of | 

f KA Standard Chase (No. 13559 Kelly Part chase) 11% in. wide by % in. high. Steel in end 
: List) without bars; outside measure, 174%x- _ bars (short way of chase) 56 in. wide by % in. | 
; | 2214; inside measure 15x20%4. high. | 

| KB Standard Chase, with one long remov- KAD Skeleton Chase, 1642x2114 outside, 
able bar, same measure as KA. 1444x20 inside. 1 

KC Standard Chase, with two long remov- KAE Skeleton Chase, 1614x2114 outside, | 
; able bars, same measure as KA. 1414x201 inside. f 

: i KD Standard Chase, with one short remov- 
ie | able bar, same measure as KA. FOR KELLY AUTOMATIC JOB PRESS 

i & KE Skeleton Chase (No. 13133 Kelly Part KAJ 14x19%4 inside, 1614x211 outside. 

| i List) without crossbar; outside measure 187%- 

; | i Crossbars can be furnished in 3, 4, 5 or 6-pica widths or other widths with- 

i out extra charge but unless otherwise specified 6-pica bar will be inserted. 

} Take Notice —When special sizes of Superior Electric Welded Steel Chases are wanted it will be 

; f necessary to give accurate information regarding outside and inside dimensions, width of stock 

; | for side and end bars and width of stock for back bars,and also the size of the press bed. To facil- t 

: | itate ordering special size chases, a printed blank showing detailed diagrams of newspaper, book 

| t and poster chases will be sent upon request to anyone interested. Special size chases are made to 

| } order and cannot be returned. Write for information and quotations. 

: i
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SMITH REGISTER "QUOIN LOCK” CHASE 
By the use of this “Quoin Lock” Chase the inside measurement of the chase is the meas- 

urement of the maximum form that you can lock up in this chase. 

The Smith Register “Quoin Lock” Chase is a 

ea time, labor, and money saver and is a clever pat- 

ented combination. It consists of the ordinary 

o chase and Smith “Register” Tool-Steel Quoins, 

STYLE B KELLY joined together into a mechanical unit. 

(1714x21 inside) o The quoins open square from one to sixteen 

‘ 2 points, and hold solid type form securely at any 

wie o Curis point. The jaws of the quoins are flush with the 

in both Side and Foot inside of the chase when closed. 
Register is gauged by quarter, half or full turn 

of quoin wrench, or any fraction thereof. (Each 

2 ” : s quarter turn equals 1-point spread.) Made for all 

flat-bed, job and automatic presses. 

| STEEL UNIT CHASE RACKS 

/ aD An efficient Unit System goed 

— Chase Storage Rack is prac- Snes 

— s tically a necessity in the mod- | | 

f SSS SSS ern method of printing plant | , | 
! SSS operation. A group of Units | | 

|| in the pressroom for the live | 

oi forms and a like group near y 

! REARDAN the imposing table for dead a 
| ae forms represent an economic re ie 

Diseeernnr >» handling of forms which will —<t 

| SSS < pay for the racks in a com- S S % 

SS ) paratively short time. SSS SS : ) 
/ SSS! Unit Chase Rack No. 15240 Se 

has a capacity for twenty job 
NO. 15240 CHASE RACK press forms ranging in size NO. 15230 CHASE RACK 

from 8x12 to 1414x22. Unit Chase Rack No. 15230 accommodates ten cylinder forms in a most 
compact and convenient manner. 

| MACHINE OPERATORS’ STEEL CABINET 

| Here is an exceptionally useful little piece of equipment, made by the Hamilton Manufac- 

| turing Company, and in accordance with their well-known high standard of construction. A 
high-grade cabinet moderately priced. Handy for all operators 

o working on keyboards. It is catalogued as Machine Operators’ 

| x Sor ee ee aie Steel Cabinet No. 15748. It has a sloping top with a lip-front edge. 

eee ie The base contains one drawer and a large open bin. Closed at each 

Pre mere i) end and back. The illustration shows the standard design, but at 
/ | a slight extra charge it can be supplied with one, two, or three 

: | extra drawers. Drawers can also be equipped with inserts for the 

/ | storage of matrices. ~ 

i / Dimensions: Width, 1914 inches; depth, 141% inches; height at 

| | front, 2234 inches; height at back, 26% inches; working top, 14% 
| | ij inches deep. Drawer is 16x1334 inches; 336 inches deep inside. 

L Finished in olive green enamel baked on. 

| 

! 

| 
| 

N H i
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a OPERATORS’ POSTUR CHAIR { 

; Entirely too many employers of labor fail to realize the : i 

ni i importance of providing Correct seating for those employ- 

: ; ees who must perform their duties in a seated position. 

: i Many cases of fatigue, headaches, backaches, and ner- } 

a. vousness are the result of improper seating. Correct seat- ) 

‘ ing naturally follows the use of a chair that is built to fit 

_ ; the seated skeleton. The Steel Uhl Postur Chair encour- ee 

a ages good posture, and makes it the comfortable position. rm]? A | 

‘ The low back support gives the operator free and un- : } : HY 

hampered elbow room so that a half turn on the chair can ( Py NS 

: be had without the usual chair back interference. = a % 

in Seat your employee comfortably and you will receive ats )) 

= ‘ the maximum of benefit from willing, consistent and con- a | \ 

ee scientious effort. POSTUR CHAIR 

The No. 95001 “Postur” Chair for operators is equipped | NO. 9500% i 

with a 3-inch height adjustment 16 to 19 inches. Seat is 5 

k Yy-inch 5-ply built up veneered wood, 1614 inches wide, 1434 inches deep, and can be tilted 

forward or backward, and has swivel seat. Finished in olive green enamel. “Postur” chairs 

can also be supplied for the bindery or proofroom. 

| CARD AND PAPER CUTTERS 

For the photographer, printer, architect, show-card writer, commercial artist, window trim- 

f mer, photoengraver, and all others who cut paper, cardboard, cloth or thin leather. 

; Bradley Cutters are built to stand up and give service. With reasonable use one of these 

: machines will last a lifetime. When 

t the blades become dull they are —— Gy Gee 

| easily detached and resharpened. Papas: —__ | 

; All parts are adjustable to wear. The cut- - a a a ‘ 

‘ ting tables are of hard wood, strength- Free Tm a 

ened by heavy under-cleats, making warp- 

ing impossible. Made in a variety of sizes 

and for many different purposes, from S 

trimming photo prints to newspaper No. 4624 BENCH CUTTER = 

ime stereotype matrices. = 

MADE IN THE FOLLOWING SIZES: 

No. 4362—Monarch, 12 inch No. 4256—Diamond, 6 inch 
No. 4545—National, 18 inch No. 4257—Dandy, 8 inch 
No. 4619—Crown, 15 inch No. 4259—Studio, 10 inch 

tt No. 4620—Imperial, 18 inch No. 4260—Premium, 12 inch 

sn | No. 4624—Bradley Bench Cutter, 304% inch, No. 4261—Manufacturers, 24 inch 

as made with iron frame throughout. A powerful No. 4262—Manufacturers, with Special 

machine for cutting all kinds of work in sin- Attachments 

_ gle sheets. Can be attached to any kind of No. 4272—Popular, 15 inch 

a bench. No. 4336—Springfield, 24 inch 

ee 
au Circulars describing these cutters will gladly be sent on request. 

rm 

id 

f MAPLE CUTTING STICKS FOR PAPER CUTTERS 

neg # These are furnished for all makes of paper cutters. They are made of seasoned maple. Maxi- 

me | mum length is 85 inches. In ordering, the exact measurements of square and of length must be 

p= | given or asample sent. To state the name and size of a paper cutter is not a sufficient description. 

a
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PADDING CEMENT 

While there is no such thing as any one adhesive being suitable for all work and every 

condition, we handle the products of those manufacturers whose Padding Cement has, by time 

and experience, proved to be satisfactory for the purpose intended. 

SPHINX PAD CEMENT 

A superior cold product which has no equal on the market. Requires no heating or other 

preparation. Especially suited for small padding jobs with or without cheese cloth backing. 

Keeps dry in moist weather and does not string. 
It is not inflammable and is free from all noxious odors, containing no fish glue, rubber, 

acetic acid or benzol. Supplied in brilliant colors, red, green, blue or white. Put up in half- 

pint, pint, quart, half-gallon and gallon cans. 

ARABOL PADDING COMPOSITION 

The best and most convenient padding material for commercial work. Melts at a moderate 

temperature in ten minutes and can be readily thinned with water. Does not tear or discolor 

' the paper on the pad. Will not get sticky in damp weather; flows freely from the brush and 

breaks off without stringing. 
} Will not lose its strength or flexibility and is not inflammable. Supplied in white, blue, red 

or green. Put up in 1-lb., 344-b., 6-Ib., 12-Ib. and 25-Ib. cans. 

SPHINX PAD-TEX 

| This is an improved adhesive for cold padding and can be used in general bookbinding 

} work. Being non-inflammable it is absolutely safe and without fire hazard. 
1 Pads made with Pad-Tex can be bent double without cracking, peeling or chipping the ad- 

1 hesive. It spreads evenly and smoothly making it easy to produce uniformly good work. Can 

| be used from the original can. Should it become heavy due to evaporation it can be thinned 

| with plain water. It dries rapidly. 
f Pad-Tex has no offensive odor and will keep in a serviceable condition a long time. Stocks 

i of red and white (natural) are on hand for prompt shipment. Other colors on special order 

B | at slightly higher prices. Put up in pint, quart and gallon cans. 

SUPER-NUREX TABBING COMPOUND 

A Non-INFLAMMABLE FLEXIBLE TABBING COMPOUND 

i Super-Nurex Tabbing Compound is a patented article that insures an exceedingly flexible 

and unusually satisfactory pad whenever paper is to be tabbed. It is applied cold, and dries with- 

in a few minutes after it is put on. 

Always works the same in any climate, summer or winter. Does not get sticky in damp 

/ weather and never cracks under the paper cutter clamp. It is put up in either quart or gallon 

cans; colors, red and natural. 
\ Nurex Reducer, which is used only when the Compound becomes too thick, is also put up in 

| gallon and quart cans. The Nurex Tabbing Pot is made especially for Super-Nurex Padding 

Compound, and is an important part of the outfit. 

| A circular fully describing the Nurex Tabbing Process and giving 
| a | prices of the Compound, Reducer and Cans will be sent on request. 

| : = =a PEERLESS LIQUID TABLET CEMENT 
| ALWAYS READY Fae ee 

a =f) Peerless Liquid Tablet Cement requires no heating. It dries quickly 

| | PEERLESS TABLET with a smooth glossy finish. Does not crack in trimming. Always ready 

| rr —— for use in any climate. 

| fee ree Put up in friction-top tin cans. Colors: red, blue, green and colorless. 

| Cie aa Sold in pints, quarts and gallons. 

| 
| 
| 

| 

i 

/ 

| 
I
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| COMPOSING STICKS 

eT | ss : —————e - ROUSE JOB STICK I 

4 — a a —_— — Made in 6, 8, 10, 12, 15 or 20 inch lengths; 

, he a "= ~) 1% or 2 inches deep. The 1¥%-inch deep 

soar eee , 7 stick is made only in 6, 8, 10 and 12-inch 

: lengths. Made in plain steel and stainless steel. Popular with many compositors. 

: 

STEEL POSTER STICK 

; Made of high-grade patent levelled ? 

: steel. Iron knee and screw clamp. Cad- = es Sy eS ee 

mium (Rustproof) plated. Made in four j a & 4 -— 
sizes: 18, 24, 30 and 40 inches long inside; — “ oe a 

2% inches deep. 

4 

, “i — SUPERIOR ALL BRASS NEWS STICK 

ty ‘ iy Made of all brass and permanently set to any standard 

Se : , measure, therefore not adjustable. Better appearance and 
4 — ee ee : z 

— — a ef more easily kept clean than iron or steel. Made 2% or 

om 2¥% inches deep. 

5 —f 2 
: YANKEE JOB STICK ji @ i 

Made 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 and 24 inches long; {MR ee 

j 2 inches deep. ._" ‘ 3 —,, 

: (aa 

7 ROUSE PICA STICK 
+ A splendid stick for school work; it sets to picas instantly and accurately. Sturdily constructed; 

i esi ieee wa notably low priced. The Pica Stick is 

i vp une a" $999 furnished in two-inch width only; made 

a ie _ "== —~ inboth plain and stainless steel. A small 

} LES PERS = > extra charge for nickel plating. 

E 

| i ROUSE IMPROVED STANDARD JOB STICK 

This style of stick enjoyed a wide popularity for many years, it being (prior to the advent 

; of the Rouse Job Stick) the best composing stick for job printers on the market. 

* Our modern methods of manufacture have overcome its chief faults and the Improved 

e Standard is in every way superior to the : plies ee 

original. It has the braced knee, which pe ae oon 

‘ adds strength and rigidity, and is of unsur- oe SF Co 

. passed accuracy and construction. Mendy oo es 

Made 2, 2%4 and 2% inches deep; 6, 8, 

e 10, 12, 15 and 20 inches long. Furnished nickel plated, if desired, at a small extra charge. 

ROUSE BUCKEYE JOB STICK 

This is an improved form of a very popular job stick. The clamp, which is made of steel, 

ii is placed well into the corner, where it will do the most good. All material and workmanship 

s f3 are of the very best. 

Ly We Pies Bere Made in a wide variety of sizes; also 

l 

—
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| SUPERIOR STEREOTYPE CASTING BOXES 

| MADE IN SIX Sizes: WITH AND WITHOUT CORES 

Each coreless casting box, Nos.100, 200, 300 and 400, is furnished with one set of bearer gauges, 

| as selected. Each cored casting box, Nos. 103, 204, 305, 406, 407 and 408, is furnished with one set 

| of type-high by base-high bearer 

| a gauges and two side type-high by FIRE 

| 11 point bearer gauges. A set of a 

| bearer gauges consists of two side 

| gauges with handle and one end 
or _ gauge. 

be “ Casting boxes Nos.100,103, 200, geal 
at 204 have single handles for lifting : 
cay =» the covers. Other sizes have two a 

} a ey handles, one on each side, as illus- ‘a _~ . 

| t w trated, for lifting the covers. WAX. 

Cored Casting Boxes for casting F 

| a, cored type-high plates, will also mS RN 

i ZI cast solid plates, type-high or base- | _% S 
| of high when the cores are detached. | ot 

j << As regularly made the cores are a 

spaced to cast columns of 12, 121% 

j or 13 pica widths, by placing the 
thin gauge the proper distance : 

SUPERIOR CASTING POR. OFEN-WTH from the outside gauge. The cores °™™NOA tenia 
! are detached easily. 

PARTICULARS OF SUPERIOR CASTING BOXES 
| SS ——_—————e WITH AND WITHOUT CorES 

| | es | cae: | eee | ees | ene EEE = | atumns | Columns | euenished 

I CG. a 100 | 9x14 | S¥x12 3 sea ey 

} MM 200 | 13%x22 | 12%x20 4 alta d 
} eo 300 | 14x26 | 12%x23% | 5 - 1 

400 | 20x28 | 18%x25% | 8 ~ 1 

BEARER GAUGES aot | isigxae |uxeo | 4 | 4 | 2 
The three upper gauges are type-high or base-high. 305 | 14x26 | 12%4x23% | 5 5 2 

The three lower gauges are type-high or plate-high. 406 | 20x28 | 18%4x25% | 6 6 2 
407 | 20x28 | 18%x25% 8 Tah 8 

| 408 | 20x28 18%x25% | Bedi eKBu enter 

COUNTING MACHINES 

The Counting Machine is an absolute necessity as a part of the equipment of every job and 

cylinder press in the office. It insures the delivery of a full count to the customer which every 

/ office intends and desires to give. It is possible by its use to keep a record of the output of each 

press per day or week, which record contains data of prime importance in figuring costs per hour 

or per thousand on the press in question. It helps to keep track of the amount of waste, an im- 

portant item of expense, the reduction of which makes for efficiency and profits. 

| se REDINGTON COUNTER 
Arwen’ | ih For CYLINDER PRESSES 

oat | ° The Redington Counting Machine, Model A, is especially designed 

| , 2 fv Rec | } i for cylinder presses, embossing machines, stamping machines, punch 
/ _\ sae presses, or any automatic machine where a correct count is required. 

| REDINGTON COUNTING The arrangement of the flanges permits attaching the counter to wall 

MACHINE, MODEL A or stand. Counts from 1 to 100,000. Model A—Size 34x2%x2\% inches. 

I 
} a
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x REDINGTON COUNTER sai | 

a | For CHANDLER & PRICE PRESSES De A) | 

te i The Model D Redington Counter is for C. & P. Presses only. 

i It counts only when impression is taken, and is easily and ers f | 

& quickly attached to C. & P. Presses of all sizes. No drilling or Se | 
f removing of parts necessary. Is secure after attaching and in a 

ih plain view of the operator. Counts from 1 to 99,999. Will not : Ea 
ie jump or repeat. Easily and quickly turned back to zero, or | 32 q 

set at any number. No key necessary. The figures are large i Bk Pe 

and can be readily seen at a distance. ¥ q 
i the 

| i Ms 4 Fate * 
BATES AUTOMATIC EYELETER lal Bk 

Lm This eyeleter is in a class by itself. ‘i s 

4 % ff \t feeds, inserts, and crimps the eye- We Nie? Bs 

i “ ee \ let in one operation automatically. i tes X ye? i 
t . ron > 7 The hopper takes three hundred ay 

e ) eyelets at one loading. The No. 3 

I, y eyelet is recommended for glassine REDINGTON COURTING TIRCAINE 

iS > ) bag work, the No. 2 or No. 1 where MODEL D, FOR C. & P. PRESSES 

i) x larger eyelets are needed. 
) Lia A simple, handy, convenient little 

i We machine at a price which enables fl 
| | re Nicaea it to pay its way even if used only a, mle 

| Rea egeers) occasionally. Nee Noe Ne 

TRIUMPH EYELET PUNCH rf 

¥ A RELIABLE DEVICE 

: : om > 
n The Triumph Eyelet Punch cuts the paper separate | Qo~<? 

from the eyelet set, so that paper cannot be injured by WY HW > y iachiece ates 

the latter while it is being punched. Thereisa guideto 4 L 4 

regulate the distance of the eyelet from the paper’s edge. Li . Le 

ENGRAVERS’ TOOLS 

No. 1V-SHAPED, LARGE, SHARP EDGE —_ NO. 3 FLAT, FACE %1 INCH WIDE No. 5 OVAL, FACE %s INCH WIDE 

‘ 

] 
; No. 2 V-SHAPED, SMALL, SHARP EDGE No. 4 FLAT, FACE % INCH WIDE No. 6 DIAMOND, 5%2 INCH SQUARE 

: Engravers’ Tools are sold separately or in sets. 
; 

LINOLEUM ENGRAVING TOOLS > 

These Linoleum Engraving Tools are made of the 

finest tool steel. The handles are designed to com- 

; fortably fit the hand. Will not roll off desk or table. 

; | Set of four consists of one 1-64 inch veiner, one 

1-8 inch gouge, one 3-16 inch gouge and one 1-4 

inch gouge. 

Sold separately or in complete sets. 

| 

‘ ,
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| 

| THE KELLY PRESS FAN 
| a No electricity is used, as <a 

* Ko the fan is mechanically {ae _ 
Eye ay eaten. : driven and very easy to at- | ° | Omar el 

it (aga A le , tach. By simply loosening > eae SF oT 
4 eee Fa a thumbscrew the fan may ee O) le 
+ “ee ne Al ok be swung down out of po- h: 8: eehel ea a Ka ; 

| °, ae 7 {O) sition while not in uae or (Uy fine aie © 
aR =a ih WZ when setting the rollers. | sk fh OY 
ana ( slotted hole is provided to AF . a / 

NGsBp PS) take up the slack of the 7 |@e@ le: AL | 
s 2 driving belt. Attachable to“ et eS 

e om © all Style B Kellys and the | = 1 foo | Pg 

oH Kelly Automatic Jobber. i bo | (C9 / 

Ze Kelly presses with serial aL 

| ee numbers above 811 have ee ’ 

Hi KELLY PRESS FAN IN POSITION holes drilled and tapped in KELLY PRESS FAN OUT OF POSITION 
column for fan bracket. 

Template and instructions for drilling and tapping the holes are furnished for early presses. 

t When ordering Kelly Press Fans please give serial numbers of presses so that templates may 

} be included, if necessary. 

ROUSE ROLLER FANS FOR CYLINDER PRESSES 
Save ROLLERS IN HoT WEATHER 

The Rouse Roller Fan is a simple yet efficient device made especially for cylinder presses. The 

fan is so located on the press that a stream of cool air is blown under and on the composition 

: rollers, retaining a temperature that keeps 

io as ; fs: banc Tete them from melting in extreme hot weather. 
WY ge Sa Rouse Roller Fans have proven of great 

4 ; : 7S [| assistance in maintaining efficiency in the 
ta pressroom during the hot weather months. 

: i al Deel Awa They are made in several styles to meet the 

| ; jm >. a 8, requirements of the presses on which they 

| " A Wo rT ‘id are intended to be installed. If you want 

, Nee, Ct a to keep your rollers cool in hot weather, 

| Hi7 > » install these fans and note the result. 
/ of “ Acircular, describing Rouse Roller Fans, 

; with prices, will be sent upon request. 

BONE FOLDERS — Mace of bone, with hard, smooth finish—8 inch 

Cerrar “ms = coe gy , 

| Lit aaa ANY-ANGLE | ae. | S98 NY LOCKUP FURNITURE 
| L th Yeh \ Yr yS SY Simply, quickly, and without any more 

| a | 4 Py ae trouble than straight lockups, you can lock 
Pas BI id PAO) M4 Dy, any form or forms at any angle you desire 

j Ph 11 eer Ve % by using Any-Angle Lockup Furniture. Use 

/ ie i S VO y . in connection with any style of quoins. Can- 

at Hy | ROY ee i, not slip after being properly locked. 

ane. 2 EN > Made in two sizes, 10-pica and 5-pica. Sold 
fees & / Ge, 7 in fonts consisting of six units of each size. 

Seecalll ‘ | a Illustration shows two 10-pica and two 

Si 5 ere “ 5-pica units being used. 

! 

| 

}
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BARNHART NEWSPAPER BINDER 

| For NEWSPAPERS AND LIBRARY READING ROOMS 

f This binder is well made of heavy board covered with slate colored duck. Posts are 342 inches 

. long, and hold 135 eight-page papers. The metal binding strips vary in length according to sizes 

| required. They are %o inch wide with two projecting points in which are holes to fit the binder 

4 posts. When the binder is filled, the springs on outside of cover fit into notches in top of post, 

! making a permanently bound volume. With each Binder are included 52 metal strips. 

NUMBERS OF SUPERIOR BINDERS AND MAXIMUM SIZE OF NEWSPAPER PAGE 

: No.1.....02.ceeeeeee+-16X11 inches No. 4............+-22¥ex17% inches No.6 ......+-+-..++-+ 24x19 inches 

No.2.....0.....0062..,20X13 inches No.5.........+++++--24x17% inches No. 7.........+----»-25%6x19 inches 

I No.3.........+.++-224x15% inches Additional strips are packed in boxes of 52 each 

SUPERIOR NEWSPAPER FILE 

f MADE IN Two Sizes: 26-INCH AND 30-INCH 
F 

The Superior Newspaper File is made of steel. It is light, simple, and with ordinary use is 

= \ indestructible. It is quickly worked—simply lift up the top strip, file your paper and replace 

ft upper clamp, which automatically locks it- 

me | self. No screws or hinges. The Superior File |! l 2 ‘ 2 

am } is recommended as the most practical and 

t durable of its kind. SUPERIOR NEWSPAPER FILE 

f 

; HAMILTON NEWSPAPER FILE 

De ar acne ee eee min | J scatimarieitard ah 

Hi : HAMILTON NEWSPAPER FILE—CLOSED 

ra The Hamilton Newspaper File is strong and efficient, and simple in operation. Made of oak, 

pe with brass fastenings, in sizes for 4, 5, 6, 7,8 and 9 column papers. Quotations upon request. 

ot2 

ae ROUSE NEWSPAPER FILES AND RACKS 

be CONVENIENT FOR THE EDITORIAL ROOM 

ms tet Rouse Handy Newspaper Files and Racks are substantially built of steel and finished in olive 

mae green. The files or holders are large enough to accommodate any newspaper, and the racks are 

at made in three sizes, as follows: No.1 holds six files; No. 2 holds eight files; and No.3 isa double 

ein rack and holds 18 files. A device may also be 

m Ter TE had for punching holes in newspapers for the ? 

b Secon | binding pins in the files,as well asa hook for <@ 
os | hanging an individual 

' .— file near a desk. 
AE Sacre E E arene nt Y very newspaper ce ' 

Tr ! So \ office, public library . ep ‘on 4 # Hi B i: 4) 

c fh) ea Oa and reading room ftom j Fy Ala 

i \ , should be equipped abit gry iit pa OTE 

mat hy | = \ « ! SOW ED NT SB 
7 \ got heatet™ \ with one or more of ij y ine Bo 

an 7 : a) 4) the Rouse HandyFiles i ea Sy) 

an a / i} and Racks. They are i ee 3A8) ee 4 

aie Ne Ht t u exceedingly conven- ee ees : Be) 

mle if { i] ient and invariably pel ie a [aad 

. Uh f 4 add tone to theappear- : me LA gut aie ‘s 

ma Se Hh Lae —~ ance of the room in ag a i Ss z 

ac eee which they are in- scpaedaaiad CELA SSH 

= ROUSE NEWSPAPER RACK stalled. Ask for prices. ROUSE NEWSPAPER FILE 

—_
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CHANDLER & PRICE FOUNTAINS 

} - CHANDLER & PRICE 

: LONG FOUNTAIN 

4 Chandler & Price Long Fountain is in 

ff NY \ 3 N daily use in thousands of printing offices, 

4 i a ES and always gives entire satisfaction. It 

bs wr ‘ty y is simple in construction, easily regu- 

» lated and very effective. Every Chandler 

cd —— . +) & Price Press should be equipped with 

a gee one. 

zi Write for information and prices 
C. & P. LONG FOUNTAIN 

THE CHANDLER & PRICE , 

SHORT FOUNTAIN a 

‘ The Chandler & Price Short Fountain may — = 

be attached to any size Chandler & Price Press, ih eg Bom 

i but is especially recommended for the smaller | a cf 

| sized machines. It is an economical and effi- Baris 

cient device and will be found entirely satis- | DS 

factory for everyday printing. Md tJ 

C. & P. SHORT FOUNTAIN 

Information and prices sent to those interested upon request 

PAGE FOUNTAIN DIVIDERS 

Equipping your presses with this simple device will save the cost many times in the course 

of a year, especially where small forms are run on large presses, or where it is possible to run two 

or more colors at the same time. 

| — SRG | Wear on the fountain blade is eliminated 

j “aid i ve | due to the fact that it is not necessary to 

e oa : tighten the fountain screws at the ends. 

ZA a ; Page Fountain Dividers have been in con- 

Li 4 stant use in the leading pressrooms of the 

4 United States and Canada for the past 14 
£ years. The sales in that time have exceeded E> 

60,000 pairs. 
i Lt Carried in stock for practically all modern 

presses and many of the older designs. In 

A ordering specify name and size of press. 

mz 1 nt 

ACME FOUNTAIN DIVIDERS ae 

These Fountain Dividers are made of bronze and will oo Z 

last for years. By their use ink is saved. Time usually Ka Z Ve 

consumed in washups is greatly reduced. Under certain FN Zp fe he y 
conditions they permit printing in two or more colors eo fi : 

at one impression. They save wear on fountain screws - 

and blade, and the possible cutting of the fountain roller. wa wv 
Made for all presses. Carried in stock for all sizesof 4 7 / @ 

Kelly Presses. s PA aa aly 

4
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Pay | WOOD FURNITURE AND WOOD REGLET 

ay | Wood Furniture and Wood Reglet are kept in stock in yard lengths of the bodies listed in | 

Fr i table below. They are made from thoroughly kiln-dried stock on machines especially designed 

ry, f for the purpose, insuring accuracy. Other bodies and lengths are made to order. 

Wik, | | Boptgs AND WEIGHTS OF REGLET AND } 

A Oh ee << FURNITURE IN STRIPS 

_ = ce EL mE 
“| = a See 6 point s6.sca| 0/6 call Aline laces oie nas | 

j ———— <———— ee Wpoint........| 12 ee 55 
a = ES ee — te 7 6line..... ...| 68 

f Serr —_—S Dine ey xe vese| 2" all Blige eceean ieee 
f —= = line .......+.| 34 || Wline......--.|- M0 
f REGLET IN YARD LENGTHS SSS ee 

| WOOD FURNITURE AND REGLET CUT TO LENGTH 

} ; Wood Furniture and Reglet are regularly supplied in bundles of 100 pieces of the following 

‘ lengths and widths: 
iF Lengths: 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 

75, 80, 85, 90, 95, 100, 105, 110, 115, 120, 125, 140 and Ss ~~ 

160. Se ie 
Widths: 6, 8, 10,12 and 18 point, and 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, settles mt | 

and 10 picas. Ree een ae 

7 Fifty pieces of one size is the minimum quantity r ee ee = =f | 

sold. The price for 50 pieces of one size is advanced ahi ese : 3 | 

25 per cent on rate for 100 pieces. Mra: SS 

i Odd lengths are cut to order at the prices of the Sag 

next longer standard length. 
REGLET IN BUNDLE 

ea tear BEVELLED WOOD REGLET 

eiesy By the use of Bevelled Wood Reglet many printers rid themselves of troublesome workups 

tne, when printing direct from Linotype or Intertype slugs or other machine composition. This 

ty 9 incre reglet is made of soft wood three-quarters inch high. It can be supplied bevelled on one side 

ot tems) or both sides, the bottom being one-point wider than the top. For the purpose of identification 

athens and to prevent it becoming mixed with regular reglets it is round on the top edge. 

ee 2 Sold in yard lengths or cut-to-measure sizes. 

reruns {> 
tir te LABOR-SAVING WOOD FURNITURE AND REGLET | 

ane erste The following cabinets and fonts to fill them are sold together or separately. Piecge in 

REGLET CABINETS WITH Contents *eg8n —- No.3728-J—Wood FurnitureCabinet withcontents 765 

aly al te No. 3690—Reglet Cabinet with contents ......... 2244 No.3728-M—Wood Furniture Cabinet with contents 1530 

ier fog No. 3695—Reglet Cabinet with contents ......... 2244 Woop FuRNITURE TO FILL ABOVE CABINETS 

silin No. 3729-C—Reglet Cabinet with contents ....... 2100 No. 3740—Labor-Saving Wood Furniture to fill 

fi REGLET IN FONTS TO FILL ABOVE CABINETS Cabinet No. 3700, 10 to 60 picas, as assorted... 432 
E No. 3742—Labor-Saving Wood Furniture to fill I 
t No. 3734—Labor-Saving Reglet to fill Cabinet No. Cabinet No.3705, 70 to 160 picas,as assorted... 432 / 

: 3690, 10 to 60 picas, as assorted ................ 2244 | No, 3748—Labor-Saving Wood Furniture to fill j 

— i No. 3736—Labor-Saving Reglet to fill Cabinet No. Cabinet No. 3712, 10 to 60 picas,as assorted... 972 
f 3695, 61 to 160 picas, as assorted................ 2244 | No. 3750—Labor-Saving Wood Furniture to fill 

No. 3729-D—Labor-Saving Reglet to fill Cabinet Cabinet No. 3717, 70 to 160 picas,as assorted... 972 

No. 3729-E, 10 to 51 picas, as assorted.......... 2100 No. 3758—Labor-Saving Wood Furniture to fill 
Cabinet No. 3722, 10 to 60 picas,as assorted.... 1332 

Woop FURNITURE CABINETS WITH CONTENTS ta ee enor aye lee Furniture oe fill 

No. 3700—Wood Furniture Cabinet with contents 432 pbsnet No 077,10 te 10 pice ee 
No. 3705—Wood Furniture Cabinet with contents 432 No, 3/28-A- Labor Saving Wood Furnitureto fill 
No. 3710—Wood Furniture Cabinet with contents 972 No '9728-D—Labor-Saving Wood Furniture to fill 

No. 3715—Wood Furniture Cabinet with contents 972 Cabinet No. 3728-F. 10 to 60 picas, as assorted. 560 
: No. 3720—Wood Furniture Cabinet with contents 1332 No. 3728.K—Labor-Saving Wood Furniture to fill 

No. 3725—Wood Furniture Cabinet with contents 1332 Cabinet No. 3728-L, 10 to 160 picas,asassorted.. 765 
No. 3728—Wood Furniture Cabinet with contents 280 No. 3728-N—Labor-Saving Wood Furniture to fill 

No.3728-C—WoodFurnitureCabinetwithcontents 560 Cabinet No. 3728-P, 10 to 160 picas, as assorted. 1530 

—
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| HAMILTON REGLET CABINETS 
Mabe In Woop ONLY 

| No. 3690 Reglet Cabinet, sold with contents, contains 34 pieces each of 6 pt. and 12 pt. reglet of 

lengths 10 to 33 picas (by ems) and 36 to 60 picas (by 3 ems) —2244 pieces in all. Floor space, 

11%x114 in. Height, 38% in. Approximate shipping weight, 155 Ibs. Contents (No. 3734) and 

Cabinet only (No. 3692) may be purchased separately. 

eT ii) No. 3695 Reglet Cabinet, sold with contents, same design as No. 3690 

p FEE but deeper, contains 34 pieces each of 6 pt. and 12 pt. reglet of lengths 61 
APE to 64 picas (by ems) and 66 to 138 picas (by 3 ems) and 144,150,156 and 

ee 160 picas—2244 pieces in all. Floor space, 11/x27% in. Height, 38% in. 

HE Approximate shipping weight, 380 Ibs. Contents (No. 3736) and Cabinet 

TTL only (No. 3697) may be purchased separately. 
aay No. 3729-C Reglet Cabinet, sold 

| l | I with contents, contains 50 pieces mares LL 
HH Hf each of 6 pt. and 12 pt. reglet of it (EEE 
Wal Hie lengths 10 to 51 picas (by ems)— wT tt 1 
Easaueeey =. 210 pieces in all. Size over all, 

i nn ANT 944x2034 in. Height, 16% in. Ap- LUT 
Mrgaton If] proximate shipping weight, 62 Ibs. (iii 

: were Contents (No. 3729-D) and Cabinet SCTE 
\ only (No.3729-E) may be purchased fi}} LHI rire 

) coeeen. CETUTEUHOHEROO PEO P EE 
/ Reglet Cabinets are made in a wide mT 

No. 3690 CABINET variety of standard styles. They will 
AND CONTENTS also be built for special purposes. No. 3729-C CABINET AND CONTENTS 

LABOR-SAVING WOOD FURNITURE CABINETS 
Mabe IN Woop ONLY 

No. 3728 Furniture ee) So DO 
Cabinet, sold with con- Lee BA ¥ ae A Bees eS eis 

tents, contains 5 pieces 0 HES = HEHE Ato eats 

i of each length and \ By TT | t | Ee \ 

width; widths, 2, 3, 4, 5, SHEER {| Hele : ns \ 

6, 8,10 picas; lengths, 10, . Es ' TTT EL ea 

15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60 NEE in oes eee {\ 
picas—280 pieces in all. aS Se a7: TE ae 

Size over all,10x10¥ in. eve p A} eS 
Height, 31 in. Approxi- EES TDL 
mate shipping weight, ty aA \ WW | Se | 
with contents, 50 lbs. Ea A 3 > 

Contents (No. 3728-A) EE EEA J nit | EA 
and Cabinet only (No. es % uN 4 Pt 

3728-B) may be pur- ‘i HE a FA WT Ee 
chased separately. 4 <—— Sd re 

No. 3728-C Furniture wi Ey FA LA Es say 
Cabinet, sold with con- PTE LA hot = yt eB nc ae 

tents,contains10 pieces _— Ve ae 
of each length and No. 3728, WITH CONTENTS No. 3728-C, WITH CONTENTS 

width specified in description of No.3728, above—560 pieces in all. Size over all, 10%x16¥ in. 

Height, 31 in. Approximate shipping weight, with contents, 80 lbs. Contents (No. 3728-D) and 

Cabinet only (No.3728-E) may be purchased separately. 
No. 3728-J Furniture Cabinet (not illustrated, but same design as No. 3728-M and with half 

the contents of the latter cabinet), sold with contents. Size over all, 1844x27¥ in. Height, 41 in. 

Approximate shipping weight, with contents, 240 Ibs. Contents (No. 3728-K) and Cabinet only 

(No.3728-L) may be purchased separately.
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ne No.3728-M Furniture Cabinet, sold with contents, contains the following efficient assortment, 

\ Bh f giving a greater number of pieces of the most used lengths and widths and fewer of the least used | 

die, F sizes: 18 pieces each of 2, 3 and 4 pica widths in lengths of 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, } 

"hn, 90,100, 120, 140 and 160 picas; 15 pieces each EP Nea ea 

of 5 and 6 pica widths in same lengths as [i% ann aa PEE BA | 

"Pak above; 9 pieces each of 8 and 10 pica widths Se rT Tea ee 

wr ting. in same lengths as above—1530 pieces in all. eet 4 

tata Size over all, 2744x31% in. Height, 41 in. SE ee 
Hage Approximate shipping weight,with contents, sn ee | 

alia, | 400 Ibs. Contents (No. 3728-N) and Cabinet so ire 
only (No. 3728-P) may be bought separately. eu Ee 

p There are six Furniture Cabinets made in bs Tra aA 
wood only in conformity with the design of , a pa 

No. 3710 Furniture Cabinet shown below. ti ieee ae | 

f They vary only in width and depth, according athe ee 

to the quantities of materials they contain. cei eae | 
By Sana, ee 

Nos. 3700 and 3705 supplement each other; Sanne ees 

as do Nos. 3710 and 3715; also 3720and 3725. ce ee 
{ No.3700 Furniture Cabinet, sold with con- hii reer Piteag cae ae ages 

| tents, contains 12 pieces each of 2 and 3 pica em ih fae ae 

widthsin 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 50and60 pica aH EEN ee | 

lengths; 8 pieces each of 4 pica width in ane La 

same lengths as above, and 4 pieces each of 5, ee 

mem 6, 8 and 10 pica widths in same lengths as No. 3728-M, witH CONTENTS 

above—432 pieces in all. Floor space, 114x- No. 3728-J is same design with half the contents 

rT 11% in. Height, 3814 in. Approximate ship- 

ping weight, with contents, 125 Ibs. Contents (No. 3740) and Cabinet only (No. 3702) may be 

purchased separately. 
No. 3705 Furniture Cabinet, sold with contents, contains same number and assortment of pieces 

F 2 as No.3700 in lengths of 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130, 140 and | 
ee 160 picas—432 pieces in all. Floor space, 117%x27% in. Height, 

i HH SHEET FEES} ©. 3814 in. Approximate shipping weight, with contents, 295 

Pe A HH oe f === Ibs, oe (No. 3742) and Cabinet only (No.3707) may be 

Ty = purchased separately. } 

a HH EEE No.3710 Furniture Cabinet, sold with contents, contains soil 
BT TPT Ey 24 pieces each of 2 and 3 pica widths in 10, 15,20,25,30,35, 4, 
a i T Pee “EE f 50 and 60 pica lengths; 16 pieces each of 4 and 5 pica widths in | 

i i a === same lengths as above; 12 pieces 6 picas wide in same lengths | 

Be pratt as above, and 8 pieces each of 8 and 10 pica widths in same 
my nes 7 FEE ee lengths asabove—972 pieces in all. Contents (No. 3748) and 

eee Tees ==} Cabinet only (No. 3712) may be purchased separately. 

we TR Ee No. 3715 Furniture Cabinet, sold with contents, contains 
Pa A ee same number and assortment of pieces as in No. 3710 in | 

i lengths of 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130, 140 and 160 picas—972 

j pieces in all. Contents (No. 3750) and Cabinet only (No. 
/ 3717) may be purchased separately. 

on Soe ees No.3720 Furniture Cabinet, sold with contents, contains 28 

om pieces each 2 picas wide in 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 50 and 60 

pica lengths; 24 pieces each of 3 and 4 pica widths in same lengths as above; 20 pieces each of 5 

al Bah: and 6 pica widths in same lengths as above, and 16 pieces each of 8 and 10 pica widths in same 

uN lengths as above—1332 pieces in all. Contents (No. 3758) and Cabinet only (No. 3722) may be 

purchased separately. 

Td No. 3725 Furniture Cabinet, sold with contents, contains same number and assortment of 

in pieces as in No. 3720 inlengths of 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130, 140 and 160 picas—1332 pieces in 

pl (ne = all. Contents (No. 3760) and Cabinet only (No.3727) may be purchased separately.
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CHALLENGE MAMMOTH IRON FURNITURE 
LIGHT, ACCURATE AND INDESTRUCTIBLE 

} OS PR HEF hates. ae a ae a e 

20x100 

5 ° | 
on 15x80 8 
are 

ee ea a 

Ld 60X120 

ok 15x60 

M 50X100 

| (e}e<3 15X40 |~ 
a ed oa z zi 

) 40x80 

rae | ry | 
aes cantatas ae 

i 30X60 
—— 

i 
O2ZxSI 

\ 20x40 | if 

F j l A ° » | 
| ) i 

0 yy j 
mae Eb 4 meow os . ~~ 4 

ae = O9X OB obxoenm el Ber : mm 

Challenge Mammoth Iron Furniture is made on the point system, in seventy mammoth 

sizes, ranging from 15x15 to 60x120 ems pica. A great convenience in dressing out a large 

chase when locking up a small or open form, or in locking a small chase on the press bed. In 

. book or catalogue work and when making up forms for color work, one piece of Challenge 

Mammoth Iron Furniture of the right size will fit into the space left vacant by the removal 
Hy I} of a whole page. This feature effects a great saving of time in make-up. Challenge Mammoth 

Iron Furniture is sold by the font or by the piece, as desired. 

x MADE IN THE FOLLOWING STANDARD SIZES: 
15x15 15x 50 15x120 20x 50 20x120 25x50 925x100 30x50 «=30x100 40x 60 440x120 50x 70 60x 60 
15x20 15x 60 20x 20 20x 60 25x 25 25x60 25x120 30x60 30x120 40x 70 45x 45 50x 80 60x 70 
15x25 15x 70 20x 25 20x 70 25x 30 25x70 30x 30 30x70 40x 40 40x 80 45x 50 50x 90 60x 80 
15x30 15x 80 20x 30 20x 80 25x 40 25x80 30x 40 30x80 40x 45 40x 90 50x 50 50x100 60x 90 
15x40 15x 90 20x 40 20x90 25x 45 25x90 30x 45 30x90 40x 50 40x100 50x 60 50x120 60x100 
15x45 15x100 20x 45 = 20x100 60x120 

CHALLENGE MAMMOTH IRON FURNITURE IN LABOR-SAVING FONTS 

Font 1—4 pieces each of all the sizes that are Font 5—2 pieces each same size as Font 2 
listed above, except the 15x70, 15x80, 15x90, | but omitting 70 and 90 em lengths; 102 pieces, 
15x100, 15x120, 45x45 and 45x50 sizes; 252 42 square feet. 
pieces, 110 square feet. Font 6—2 pieces each same sizes as Font 2 

Font 2—2 pieces each of all the 63 sizes as _ but omitting 70, 90, 100 and 120 em lengths; 
in Font 1; 126 pieces, 55 square feet. 78 pieces, 22 square feet. 

Font 3—4 pieces each of all the 63 sizes as Font 7—2 pieces each 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 45, 50 
in Font 1, with the following additional, viz:4 and 60 ems long by 15, 20, 25 and 30 ems wide; 
pieces each 15x15, 15x20, 15x25, 15x30, 20x25, 52 pieces, 16 square feet. 
25x30, 45x45 and 45x50; 284 pieces, 115 square Font 8—4 pieces each 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 45, 50 
feet. and 60 ems long by 15, 20, 25 and 30 ems wide; 

Font 4—Same sizes as Font 3 butdoublethe 104 pieces, 32 square feet. 
quantity of each; 568 pieces, 230 square feet. 

CABINETS FOR CHALLENGE MAMMOTH IRON FURNITURE 

Cabinets for holding different sized fonts of Mammoth Iron Furniture can be supplied on 
short notice.
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; CHALLENGE LABOR-SAVING IRON FURNITURE 

i The economy of purchasing furniture that will last indefinitely and retain absolute accuracy 

appeals to every buyer. While Labor-Saving Iron Furniture costs more than lead-base metal, and 

E considerably more than wood furniture, its permanency makes it_the cheaper in the long run. 
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E Cast of the best gray iron obtainable, refined in alloying to an exceptionally close texture, 

f the castings finished and micrometer gauged to accurate size, every piece is guaranteed of exact 

f point-system dimensions. The weight is approximately 40% less than regular metal furniture, 

j effecting a desirable lightness of forms. All pieces are strongly braced and will not yield under 

F the severest strain of lockup. Possesses over ordinary furniture the advantages of permanent | 

E accuracy, indestructibility and lightness. Challenge Labor-Saving Iron Furniture is superior | 

F to any other kind of iron or hard metal furniture because the cross brace in each piece gives 

additional strength and provides a handy handle for lifting. | 

t $1zES IN WHICH CHALLENGE LABOR-SAVING IRON FURNITURE IS MADE 

f 2x4 2x70 3x40 4x20 4x120 5x60 6x35 8x20 9x10% 10x55 
2x5 2x80 3x45 4x23 5x5 5x70 6x40 8x24 9x17 10x60 

ty ame 2x6 2x90 3x50 4x23% 5x6 5x80 6x45 8x25 Bee 10x70 
2x8 2x100 3x54 4x24 5x8 5x90 6x50 8x26% 9x5 10x80 | 

a Ne 2x10 2x120. 3x55 4x25 5x10 5x100 6x54 8x30 10x10 10x90 | 

te amd) 2x12 3x4 3x60 4x26% 5x12 5x120 6x55 8x35 10x12 10x100. 

or (ep t 2x15 3x5 3x70 4x30 5x15 6x6 6x60 8x40 10x15 10x120 , 

ty 2x16 3x6 3x80 4x30% 5x16 6x8 6x70 8x45 10x16 12x12 
meen 5 2x20 3x8 3x90 4x35 5x20 6x10 6x80 8x48 10x20 12x15 

i: 2x23, 3x10 3x100 4x40 5x23, 6x12 6x90, 8x50 10x24 12x20 
¥ 2x24 3x12 3x120 4x45 5x24 6x15 6x100 8x54 10x25 12x25 

2x25 3x15 4x4 4x50 5x25 6x16 6x120 8x55 10x26% 12x30 
a) 2x30 3x16 4x5 4x54 5x30 6x20 7x50 8x60 10x28 12x40 

‘ a : 2x35 3x20 4x6 4x55 5x35 6x23 7x72 8x70 10x30, 12x48 

bake ti 2x40 3x23 4x8 4x60 5x40 6x24 8x8 8x80 10x35 12x50 
see 2x45 3x24 4x10 4x70 5x45 6x25 8x10 8x90 10x40 12x60 
‘we 2x50, 3x25 4x12 4x80 5x50 6x2642 8x12 8x96 10x45 12x70 

® 2x55 3x30 4x15 4x90 5x54 6x27 8x15 8x100 10x50 12x80 : 
2x60 3x35 4x16 4x100 5x55, 6x30 8x16 8x120 10x54 

ober Note: All pieces 2 picas wide are solid steel. 

a 4 The height of Challenge Labor-Saving Iron Furniture is .625-inch. 
= 

- FONTS OF CHALLENGE LABOR-SAVING IRON FURNITURE 

ae : Orders will be filled for any selection of sizes shown above and any desired quantity of 

f each but—to facilitate ordering, a variety of regular Fonts is available, standard assortments 

Ue which meet all normal requirements, listed as follows: 

atten Font A, 392, Pieces—12 each3,4 and 5x5,3, Font 2,508 Pieces—One-half of Font Al. 
" 4,5, and 6x6, 3, 4,5,6 and 8x8, 3, 4,5, 6,8 an ; nay e yaad 10x10, 3,4,5,6,8 and 10x15, 3 and 4x30: 8 each Font A3, 254 pieces One fourth of Font Al. 

pot Ben 5, 6,8 and 10x20, 3, 4,5, 6,8 and 10x25. Font A4, 127 Pieces—One-eighth of Font Al. 

Font A1, 1016 Pieces—32 each 2,3 and 4x4; Font B, 488 Pieces—12 each 2x4, 2, 3, 4 and 

\ 24 each 2, 3,4 and 5x5, 2, 3, 4,5 and 6x6, 2,3,4, 5x5, 2,3, 4,5 and 6x6, 2, 3, 4, 5,6 and 8x8, 2, 3, 

an E 5,6, and 8x8, 2, 3, 4, 5,6, 8 and 10x10, 2,3,4,5, 4,5, 6,8 and 10x10, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10x15, 2,3 

ct 6, 8, and 10x15; 16 each 2,3, 4,5, 6,'8 and 10x- and 4x20, 2x25; 8 each 5, 6, 8 and 10x20, 3, 4, 5, 

anne t 20, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,8 and 10x25. 6, 8 and 10x25. 
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Font C, 288 Pieces—16 each 3, 4,5,6,8and10x- 45 each 2x4, 2x5, 2x6, 2x8, 2x10, 2x15, 2x20, 
15, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10x20, 3, 4,5, 6, 8 and 10x25. 2x25, 3x4, 3x5, 3x6, 3x8, 3x10, 3x15, 3x20 and 

. aoe 4,5,6,8and 3x25; 33 each 4x4, 4x5, 4x6, 4x8, 4x10, 4x15, 

: bee os 7 en, : : 4.5,6,8and 4X20 and 4x25; 27 each 5x5, 5x6, 5x8, 5x10, 
fos ee 5x15, 5x20 and 5x25; 21 each 6x6, 6x8, 6x10, 

j % ; 6x15, 6x20 and 6x25; 15 each 8x8, 8x10, 8x15, 
Font G, 196 Pieces—6 each 3, 4 and 5x5, 3,4, gx20 and 8x25; 12 each 10x10, 10x15, 10x20 

5 and 6x6, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8x8, 3, 4,5, 6,8and 10x- and 10x25; 6 each 2x30, 2x40, 2x45, 2x50, 3x- 
10, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10x15, 3 and 4x20; 4 each 5, 30, 3x40, 3x45 and 3x50; 3 each 4x30, 4x40, 

| 6, 8 and 10x20, 3, 4, 5,6, 8 and 10x25. 4x45, 4x50, 5x30, 5x40, 5x45, 5x50, 6x30, 6x40, 
i Font H, 244 Pieces—6 each 2x4, 2,3,4 and 6x45, 6x50, 8x30, 8x40, 8x45, 8x50, 10x30, 10x- 

| 5x5, 2, 3, 4,5 and 6x6, 2, 3, 4,5, 6 and 8x8, 2, 3, 40, 10x45 and 10x50. 

| 4, 5,6, 8 and 10x10, 2,3, 4, 5, 6,8 and 10x15, 2, Font V, for American Cut-Cost Brass Rule 
| 3 and 4x20, 2x25; 4 each 5, 6,8 and 10x20,3,4, and Furniture Cabinets, Nos. 546 and 547 

H 5, 6,8 and 10x25. (Steel); Nos. 9041 and 9044( Wood), 1278 Pieces 
| Font I-1, 560 Pieces—16 each 2, 3, 4,5,6,8 —40 each 2x6, 2x8, 2x10 and 2x15; 32 each 
| and 10x15, 2, 3, 4, 5,6, 8 and 10x20, 2,3,4,5,6, 3x6, 3x8, 3x10 and 3x15; 30 each 2x20, 2x25 
| 8 and 10x25; 8 each 2,3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10x30, 2, and 2x30; 28 each 4x6, 4x8, 4x10, 4x15, 5x6, 

Hi 3, 4,5, 6,8 and 10x40, 2, 3, 4,5, 6,8 and 10x50, 5x8, 5x10, 5x15, 6x6, 6x8, 6x10 and 6x15; 25 
i] 2,3, 4, 5,6, 8 and 10x60. each 3x20, 3x25 and 3x30; 24 pieces 2x40; 15 

ii Font J1, 816 Pieces—18 each 2,3 and 4x10, _ pieces 3x50; 20 each 3x40, 4x20, 4x25, 4x30, Sx- 

1 2,3 and 4x15, 2,3 and 4x20, 2,3 and 4x25,2,3 20, 5x25, 5x30, 6x20, 6x25 and 6x30; 8 each 8x- 

i | and 4x30, 2,3 and 4x40, 2,3 and 4x50,2,3and 40 and 10x40; 12 each 4x50, 5x50, 6x50, 8x8, 

4x60; 15 each 5 and 6x10, 5 and 6x15,5 and 6x- 8x10, 8x15, 10x10 and 10x15; 18 each 2x50; 6 

20,5 and 6x25, 5 and 6x30,5 and 6x40, 5 and each 8x50 and 10x50; 16 each 4x40, 5x40 and 

} 6x50, 5and 6x60; 9 each 8 and 10x10,8 and 10x- 6x40; 10 each 8x20, 8x25, 8x30, 10x20, 10x25 
15,8 and 10x20, 8 and 10x25, 8 and 10x30,8 and and 10x30. 

pores ond nao) pews Font W, for American Cut-Cost Locking-Up 

| Font K1, 510 Pieces—18 each 2,3 and 4x10, — Materials Cabinet, No. 527 (Steel); No. 9085 
2,3 and 4x15, 2, 3 and 4x20, 2, 3 and 4x25, 2,3 (Wood), 3517 Pieces—120 each 2x6, 2x8, 2x10, 

| and 4x30; 15 each 5 and 6x10,5 and 6x15,5and = 9y15 and 2x20; 105 each 3x6, 3x8, 3x10, 3x15 

iH 6x20, 5 and 6x25, 5 and 6x30; 9 each 8 and 10x- and 3x20; 85 each 2x25 and 2x30; 75 each 3x25, 

. 10, 8 and 10x15, 8 and 10x20, 8 and 10x25,8 and 3x30, 4x6, 4x8, 4x10, 4x15 and 4x20; 60 each 2x40, 
i 10x30. 2x50, 5x6, 5x8, 5x10, 5x15, 5x20, 6x6, 6x8, 6x10, 
i Font M, 98 Pieces—3 each 3, 4 and 5x5,3,4, 6x15 and 6x20; 55 each 4x25 and 4x30; 45 each 

i 5 and 6x6, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8x8, 3, 4,5,6,8 and 10- 5x25,5x30,6x25, 6x30, 8x8, 8x10, 8x15 and 8x20; 

| x10, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10x15, 3 and 4x20; 2 each 40 each 3x40. and 3x50; 35 each 8x25, 8x30, 10x10, 

5, 6,8 and 10x20, 3, 4, 5, 6,8 and 10x25. 10x15 and 10x20; 30 each 4x40 and 4x50; 25 

| i each 10x25 and 10x30; 24 each 5x40 and 5x50; 

| ee cen Cotks a 2 each 6x40 and 6x50; 15 each 8x40 and 8x- 
| 45,6, Siand 10x10, 2, 3,4,6,6,8and 10xi5,2, °°: 12 each 10x40 and 10x50. 
i 3 and 4x20, 2x25; 2 each 5, 6, 8 and 10x20, 3, 4, Font X, for American Cut-Cost Locking-Up 

i 5, 6,8 and 10x25. Materials Cabinet, No. 526 (Steel); No. 9080 

Font P, 84 Pieces—4 each 2, 3, 4, 5,6,8and (Wood), 2053 Pieces—66 each 2x6, 2x8, 2x- 
10x15, 2, 3, 4,5, 6, 8 and 10x20, 2, 3, 4,5,6,8and 10 and 2x15; 57 each 3x6, 3x8, 3x10 and 3x15; 
10x25. 51 each 4x6, 4x8, 4x10 and 4x15; 46 ae 

2 6, 5x8, 5x10 and 5x15; 39 each 6x6, 6x8, 6x 

| Font Q, 147 Pieces—9 each 2, 3 and 4x4, 2,3, and 6x15; 36 each 2x20, 2x25, 2x30, 2x40 and 
} and 4x5, 2, 3 and 4x6; 7 each 2,3 and 4x8, 2,3 9.59. 30 each 3x20, 3x25, 3x30, 3x40 and 3x- 

id 4x12; 4 each 2, 3 and 4x16, 2, 3 and 4x20. , r i a ; : eo 50; 27 each 4x20, 4x25, 4x30, 4x40, 4x50, 6x8, 
Font S, for No. 3728 Hamilton Furniture 8x8, 8x10 and 8x15; 24 each 5x20, 5x25, 5x30, 

Cabinet (Old No. 10 Midget), 280 Pieces—5 5x40 and 5x50; 21 each 6x20, 6x25, 6x30, 6x40, 

each 2, 3, 4,5, 6,8 and 10x10, 2,3, 4,5,6,8and 6x50, 6x10, 8x10, 10x10 and 10x15; 15 each 

10x15, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10x20, 2, 3, 4,5, 6,8 8x20, 8x25, 8x30, 8x40 and 8x50; 12 each 10x- 

and 10x25, 2, 3, 4,5, 6,8 and 10x30, 2,3, 4,5,6, 20, 10x25, 10x30, 10x40 and 10x50. 

& and 10x40, 2, 3,4,5,6,8 and 10x50 and 2, 3, Font Y, for Hamilton Cabinet No. 3712, 972 
Ty Ole eee Pieces—24 each 2x10, 2x15, 2x20, 2x25, 2x30, 

| Font T, for No. 3255 Metal Furniture Case 2x35, 2x40, 2x50 and 2x60, 3x10, 3x15, 3x20, 3x- 

(formerly Jones), full capacity, 1530 Pieces— 25, 3x30, 3x35, 3x40, 3x50 and 3x60; 16 each 

} HI 

| 

| |
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Mai | 
ay ¥ 4x10, 4x15, 4x20, 4x25, 4x30, 4x35, 4x40, 4x50 Font Y-1, for Hamilton Cabinet No. 3702, 

sey fg F and 4x60, 5x10, 5x15, 5x20, 5x25, 5x30, 5x35, 432 Pieces—12 each 2x10, 2x15, 2x20, 2x25, 

ak > 5x40, 5x50 and 5x60; 12 each 6x10, 6x15, 6x20, 2x30, 2x35, 2x40, 2x50 and 2x60, 3x10, 3x15, 

. Sat T 6x25, 6x30, 6x35, 6x40, 6x50 and 6x60; 8 each 3x20, 3x25, 3x30, 3x35, 3x40, 3x50 and 3x60; 8 

ead) 8x10, 8x15, 8x20, 8x25, 8x30, 8x35, 8x40, 8x50 each 4x10, 4x15, 4x20, 4x25, 4x30, 4x35, 4x40, 
» ich th and 8x60, 10x10, 10x15, 10x20, 10x25, 10x30, 4x50 and 4x60; 4 each 5x10, 5x15, 5x20, 5x- 

- da, 10x35, 10x40, 10x50 and 10x60. 25, 5x30, 5x35, 5x40, 5x50 and 5x60, 6x10, 6x- 

hh z 2 15, 6x20, 6x25, 6x30, 6x35, 6x40, 6x50 and 6x60, 
i gg 1332 Pieces os reach 2x10, 2x15, 2420, 25, 8x10, 8x15, 8x20, 8x25, 8x30, 8x35, 8x40, 8x50 
Mh 2x30, 2x35, 2x40, 2x50 and 2x60; 24 each 3x. 2nd 8x60, 10x10, 10x15, 10x20, 10x25, 10x30, 
, 10, 3x15, 3x20, 3x25, 3x30, 3x35, 3x40, 3x50 and 10x35, 10x40, 10x50 and 10x60. 
rims, | 3x60, 4x10, 4x15, 4x20, 4x25, 4x30, 4x35, 4x40, Font Z-1, for Hamilton Cabinet No. 3657, 
ines, 4x50 and 4x60; 20 each 5x10, 5x15, 5x20, 5x- 2288 Pieces—96 each 2,3 and 4x4, 2,3,4 and 
nea 25, 5x30, 5x35, 5x40, 5x50 and 5x60, 6x10, 6x- 5x5, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6x6, 2,3, 4,5, 6 and 8x8; 24 
Lay ip > 15, 6x20, 6x25, 6x30, 6x35, 6x40, 6x50 and 6x60; each 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10x10, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 
his 3, 16 each 8x10, 8x15, 8x20, 8x25, 8x30, 8x35, 8x- 10x15; 16 each 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,8 and 10x20, 2, 3, 

Md : 40, 8x50 and 8x60, 10x10, 10x15, 10x20, 10x25, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10x25, 
7” = 10x30, 10x35, 10x40, 10x50 and 10x60. 

dey. Other fonts are furnished to fill Cut-Cost Cabinets, thus: No. 546-K, 1278 pieces, and Nos. 

tal i 9085-F, 3517 pieces, and 9085-G, 1759 pieces. These fonts contain widths of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,8 and 

AS mies 10 picas, and lengths of 6, 8, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40 and 50 picas. 

a G3 Labor-Saving Cast Iron Furniture may also be obtained in a variety of fonts smaller than 

nes 9 those listed above. It can also be obtained in sorts. 

: Beis Ask for information and prices. 
ha 

Pan INTERLOCKING STEEL FURNITURE | 

—e EXCEPTIONALLY VALUABLE FOR BLANK WORK 

oihy Interlocking Steel Furniture has been in use for many years, and is one of the greatest labor- 

Smt dt te: savers ever introduced to the printing trade. It is a well tried and useful device for saving time 

uae i in the making up and locking up of printing forms. 
ide Furthermore, it gives a large degree of lightness to open forms on large presses, or small 

at ie printing surfaces when large chases are used. It is made from especially cold-drawn steel, 

ms pe accurate in every dimension to the thousandth part of 
auc an inch, and cut to accurate lengths with milled notched 

hats ends, which can be quickly set around blank spaces in- Nei od parse ee oer NORE 

i Sait stead of filling them in the ordinary way with wood or 0 % BERT ae 

nf Te metal furniture. For color and blank work it is excep- : 

tionally valuable, as it eliminates shrinkage due to 

ae changes in temperature. It is practically indestructible, SFT FE 
a y re and, being made of steel, always remains accurate.Four No. 2—36 pr. sTEEL WITH TWO 12 PT. NOTCHES 

eee pieces each 42 picas long will fill a blank of 49 square 
bBo D2 i 5 ‘i 4 ; K 
Salt inches, weigh but little,can be quickly installed, and ? Qe gg 

5 Sait will prove more secure with a minimum of pieces. Using § ( . F e 

nh SS! larger pieces, eight will fill a blank 12x24 inches, or 288 No 3-36 pr. sTEEL WITH ONE 18-PT. NOTCH 

Mid square inches. The few pieces required for large spaces, 

Gone its security, and little liability to damage by use or from : 

gent corrosion, give this steel furniture advantages possessed z 

atic by no other material used for a similar purpose. 

bil = Interlocking Steel Furniture is made of 24, 36,48 or No. 4—48 pT. STEEL WITH THREE 12-PT. NOTCHES 

Oui - 54 point steel, % inch high, and with either 12 or 18 point 

fo notches. Put up in a variety of fonts. 

ye Ce Wecan supply cabinets for holding various sized fonts 

yes of Labor-Saving Cast Iron Furniture and Interlocking 

me Steel Furniture. Write for prices and information. No. 5—54 pT. STEEL WITH TWO 18-PT. NOTCHES 

sine 

a |
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! IMPROVED METAL FURNITURE 

| For general use this style is more popular than other kinds of metal furniture cast of lead- 

base alloy, because of its lightness and consequent economy of cost. A regular 25-Pound Font 

covers an area of 226 square inches. Though of light, open structure it is strongly braced and 

! satisfactorily withstands the squeeze of the lockup. The height of this furniture is about 

| 54-inch. Cast in widths of 2, 3, 4,.5, 6,8 and 10 pica ems. Made only in lengths of 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 15, 20, 

25, 30, 40 and 50 pica ems. It cannot be furnished in widths or lengths other than stated. Sup- 

plied in Labor-Saving Fonts of 12, 25, 50, 100 Pounds and multiples of these weights. Fonts con- 

| sist of all widths and lengths assorted, except that 30, 40 and 50 em lengths are not included 

in Fonts of less than 50 Pounds. Sorts or any special assortment of regular sizes will be sup- 

| plied as ordered. 

| APPROXIMATE SCHEME OF 25 POUND FONT 

] 8 pieces each 2x4 and 3x4; 6 pieces each 4x4, 2x5, 3x5 and 4x5; 4 pieces each 5x5, 2x6, 3x6 

and 4x6; 4 pieces each 5x6 and 6x6; 4 pieces each 2x8, 3x8 and 4x8; 4 pieces each 5x8 and 6x8; 2 

pieces 8x8; 4 pieces 

} each 2x10, 3x10 eee emperor SR he ape aes ea 

| and 4x10; 4 pieces = mn 4 ft AR A | { a | af fl 
| each 5x10 and 6x- =e ey | t | | | I ; ail 

| 10; 2 pieces each i i 1 , mw ORR } 
i| 8x10, 10x10, 2x15, | er cee erer r * low 
i 3x15, 4x15, 5x15, | ai) | al | f 
i 6x15, 8x15, 10x15, | PTAA Cw 2 am | | 

2520, 3x26, 4x20, |) MO ereren)) | 2 gy |' ™ a nm] 

i 5x20, 6x20, 8x20, p“=— 7 | wv f= | lay toy ay on 
10x20, 2x25, 3x25, a i ro, A 4 r rT al F z| wr) 
4x25, 5x25, 6x25, | Sana ey ep e y- a 

| 8x25, 10x25. — Fi 4 ef awe = a 
| A 12-Pound Font SEER 4m 4 | ¢ ] 
i contains approxi- (‘re (‘wwe me i re "= a - a i 

mately one-half (ge 4auy 4/7 mee 
i! the quantity of a i ere 

| 25-Pound Font. A 
i 50-Pound Font includes all sizes of the 25-Pound Font with 30,40 and 50-em lengths added 

in all widths. A 100-Pound Font is double the scheme of a 50-Pound Font. 

; QUOTATION METAL FURNITURE 

i Slightly heavier construction than the Improved, and in different sizes. Cast with closed 

| bottom which presents a smooth surface. This feature has advantages when the forms are to 

i be electrotyped or stereotyped. A regular Font of 25 Pounds covers an area of 192 square 

/ | tare 2 inches. Made only in widths of 2, 3 and 

| ( "awe wv <S 4 pica ems, and can be furnished in any 

j a fofa fi fn fr OES aA unit of 4 ems long up to the limit of the ; 

Ah pe pe ' ' ~ Ge Cl , cast strip, which is80 ems. Regular Fonts i 

i in Pe ey contain all widths, and lengths of 4, 8, ; 

a Woe cS ‘€ 12, 16, and 20 ems—regular Fonts do not 
NW fe ge NCGS 

iH] ( “ (: MES contain pieces longer than 20 ems. The ; 

“Y et ge ge Se height of Quotation Furniture is .695- " 

| | : re oe : : inch (about 5 inch). ; 
| Rane. = 

i Aw Ue r "a Supplied in Labor-Saving Fonts of | 

| A a ee 12%, 25, 50, 100 Pounds and multi- ' 

| f ples of these weights. Fonts contain ‘ 

iH) a5 widths 2, 3 and 4 ems, and lengths 4, 8, E 

j | 12, 16 and 20 ems assorted. Cut-to-Measure as ordered in additional lengths of 24, 28, 32, 36, 40, ~ 

44, 48, 52, 56, 60, 64, 68, 72, 76 and 80 pica ems. . 

APPROXIMATE SCHEME OF 25 POUND FONT , 

18 pieces each 2x4, 3x4, 4x4; 15 pieces each 2x8 and 3x8; 14 pieces 4x8; 12 pieces each 2x12, 

3x12, 4x12, 2x16, 3x16, 4x16, 2x20, 3x20 and 4x20 ems. . 

The 124%-Pound Font contains same widths and lengths as the 25-Pound Font, but in less 2 

ji quantity. The 50-Pound Font is double and the 100-Pound Font four times the quantity of ; 

a 25-Pound Font. ® 

~ 

| 

|
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ial HACKER PLATE GAUGE No.9 

a WITH EQUIPMENT FOR PRELIMINARY UNDERLAY 
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arta Where this equipment is used to prepare cuts for the pressroom or foundry much valuable 

en time and expensive labor cost is saved. By the use of the No. 9 Hacker Plate Gauge all cuts 

x ng and plates are made the proper height before sending the forms to press. This naturally brings 

ety about tremendous economies in make-ready and press time. 

due Fo Cuts are measured on the Gauge and departures from “type-high” noted. They are nearly 

tun Hem always low, varying in themselves and varying from standard. They are underlaid to correct 

rnru these errors. The method, the possibilities and the limitations are familiar to all pressmen. 

Working by measurement, however, is so much more orderly and definite than working by 

04 press proof and does not delay an expensive printing press. 

eT The ten compartments just under the table top contain underlay paper in each thickness 

lu from .001 to .010 of an inch. Thus the operator puts his hand at once on the required thick- 

wit ness as indicated by readings on the dial. 

: stk A large portion of plate preparation to save make-ready can be done in advance with a No. 9 

A Hacker Plate Gauge. Every printer printing from plates on flat-bed presses needs it. 

A small steel paper cabinet for underlay paper in different thicknesses, together with a sur- 

face plate, portable and convenient, can be supplied at a lower price and in lieu of the work 

yes table above illustrated. 

* The No. 9 Plate Gauge is one of many precision machines made by Hacker for pre-make- 

teal ready work. Information concerning any and all of these will be furnished upon request.
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ne 
HACKER TYPE GAUGE ait 

| F 5 This instrument offers printers and machine com- gr 

fi positors a means of obtaining quick and dependable ne 

(ij measurements of type-high, with the view of correct- io 

- j ing error at the source. It was prompted by the un- oe 
certainties of ordinary one-inch micrometers which eit” 

c = are difficult to use on work of this nature. ei 
= w yao J. The dial is set to zero on the .918 in. gauge. Type gst 

} saat ieee ag is placed in a corner-stop and is then slid under the ae 
— a _ plunger of the dial test indicator. Lino-slugs are 

ee | os ie placed against a back-stop and similarly moved un- 

} ~ der the indicator. The needle will point errors in 

| thousandths of an inch. 

| The facility with which reliable measurements 

} Se” can be taken on this device invites more frequent 

} inspection and results in a more accurate product. 

i As with all Hacker Gauges this little measuring device is both strong and sure. Its preci- 
i sion should last indefinitely. 

\ KEMPER TYPE-HIGH GAUGE 
i This Gauge supplies a simple, accurate, but inexpensive means for sending cuts or plates 

to the pressroom made to proper printing height, thereby saving valuable time of both men 

and machines. By testing the cuts and plates for proper height and underlaying them before 

| sending them to press, much of the time wasted in un- 

i} Say <4 : locking and locking forms in the pressroom is turned into 
| ey VS) productive time. 

: | Ys A The Kemper Gauge is constructed of heavy semi-steel. 
~ \ y > The calipering screw is of the highest quality of tool steel. 

i} SO), VP j ‘The plate base is ground and plated and will not scratch 

| ~ hh) iy the most delicate cut. 
| ee jj V4 yf, y To operate, merely slide the cut on the base and turn 

i SA y} the pointer from the center. The indicator will show in 
| Sa ft thousandths how much the cut is high or low. 

i The Gauge as illustrated shows it testing a mounted cut 

for .918 high. At a slight extra cost, an attachment for testing .152-high plates can be supplied. 

1 ® 

i POCKET TYPE-HIGH GAUGES ve 
i Our Pocket Type-High Gauges are absolutely accurate, all being ground to .918 of an inch. mb 

i Tiny 

i me as 7 ‘a = 

i Me < " mS ) s Li 
Ve Ca 3 low 
¥ \N ; y/ s wad | es “8 

= eee <i, 
SUPERIOR TYPE-HIGH GAUGE MILLS THREE-HEIGHTS CHALLENGE TYPE-HIGH GAUGE Fac 

GAUGE & 

At the price at which these Type-High Gauges are sold, there should be one available for "Sap 

every man handling cuts before printing. bony 

By using them at the proper time—before locking up the forms—they save the time of Oy 

men and machines in the pressroom. or 

! Write for information regarding our full line of Type-High Gauges = ce 
Tay 

i 

| 

j 
j 
q] 
i
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. COMBINED TYPE-HIGH, PLATE, AND BASE GAUGE 

he : A handy six-in-one Gauge. Tells in an E 

” instant the correct height of type, press ase Shows Gauge BN sei 

bearers, or mounted cuts. Also the thick- —)) 1 Actual Size ial a4) 

ned . ness of unmounted etchings, electrotypes Fe Ni ag li = ee 

or stereotypes. Tests also for the two RUATE rs aN = er 

ne heights of plate bases. a Pe nich ELECTRO) 

he I Made of steel, finely tempered and pol- q (i d) : a Jat RB LAE 

ished. Supplied in a durable leather case q pena 

. of convenient pocket size. J 

sn THE KELLY GAS HEATER CONTROL 
. Gas Heaters are now recognized as a necessity in the pressroom in keep- 

ey ing presses in operation, thereby increasing production. 
Net The Kelly Gas Heater Control is new in design, unique and positive in 

ta ‘ | its control feature, certain in the results accomplished, and 

re f is entirely mechanical in operation. It is made for attachment 

to Kelly Automatic Presses and will keep in excellent work- 

‘ ing condition indefinitely. Being driven 

‘a Bo direct from the press there is no ex- 

PR igs ase pense for electricity. 

wae Ay i get. The mechanically controlled gas flame 

hea | i re ie on the Kelly Heater is in direct contact 

- | rie (3 a with the sheet as it is delivered to the 

® Re . — {7 jogger or extension delivery. Every part 

ea a le % eel of the sheet is affected and this heat is 

an oN SC oe : retained in the pile. The ink begins set- 

yee, 5 < c~ "3 ting immediately, making it possible to 

ime, =...” : Bs quickly handle lifts or back up forms, 

cud Be; oO ; an impossibility under old conditions. 

’ ~~ Nos ae! % The gas valve on the Kelly Control 

én RS as ry, j is spring-seated and does not open un- 

Show til the press gets up speed. This is an 

a ff. exclusive and important feature. 

tel at —_ a Removes static electricity, saves slip- 

we. , sheeting and hand jogging, drys the 

KELLY GAS HEATER CONTROL printed sheet, makes running full color 

possible, increases production, permits 

backing up forms quickly, minimizes spoilage; work is trimmed and delivered more promptly. 

ih It permits the presses to be inched without the gas igniting. It also insures gas cut off an 

instant before the press comes to a full stop. There is no waste of fuel or escape of gas in room. 

WHITMORE’S GEAR PROTECTIVE COMPOSITION 

Wherever there are gears there is need for a good gear composition. Whitmore’s is in 

general use among printers, publishers and lithographers. This is because users have found 

that it adds 500 per cent to gear life. No other lubricant will do this. 

Put Whitmore’s on the bed motion, rack frame shoes, and all gears and pinions on your 

uo presses. 
Whitmore’s positively prevents friction—it forms a thin film on the metal, thereby elimi- 

a nating the contact of one metal surface with another—and assures a longer life of the gears 

and a more noiseless operation. 

ind ; Whitmore’s has been, after thorough tests, approved and recommended by the Kelly Press | 

Division of this Company for use on Kelly Presses. 

Put up in 5-Ib., 10-Ib., 25-Ib. and 50-Ib. cans; also in kegs and barrels. 

—
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TYPE MEASURES AND LINE GAUGES ' 

| Type Measures are a necessity in the advertising department and the mechanical department i a 

| of every newspaper and periodical office. Every superintendent, foreman, layout man, adver- : i 

| | tising manager, business manager, publisher and editor should have one on his desk. We handle hs 

/ a complete line of approved makes, and can supply a size and scale to meet every requirement. “wa 

an TYPE GAUG: ie / > ROUSE E 
, 7 : ETCHED ON SOLID BRASS i: j 

iH Of solid brass, Rouse Type Gauges remain accurate; their graduation, bright on 4 

i ree: black, is extremely legible. Made in 8, 12, 18 and 22-inch lengths with 6 and 12-point q 

/ WM; = and agate or 6 and 12-point and inch graduations. 4 
| ita No. 1—12 inch, 6 and 12 point and Agate —_ No. 4—18 inch, 6 and 12 point and Agate 4 
q hl No. 2—12 inch, 6 and 12 point and Inches No. 5—18 inch, 6 and 12 point and Inches j 
\ a: No. 3— 8 inch, 6 and 12 point and Agate No. 6—22 inch, 6 and 12 point and Agate 1 
i ! No. 11— 8 inch, 6 and 12 point and Inches No. 7—22 inch, 6 and 12 point and Inches | 
) oa 

; SUPERIOR LINE GAUGE : 
/ ed MabDE IN A VARIETY OF STYLES AND SIZES 3 

} i Lilla lt lilo thifitl J j 
Da as z _ 7S ae | 

| { P 56 70 gee. ae 4 

nell © Ae Wu i hi | a 

/ ‘ The Superior Line Gauges are made in a variety of sizes from 6 inches long to 24 4 oe 

es inches long, and are scaled to measure agate, 6-point and 12-point. The 6-inch and ; «= 

| (29| 12-inch sizes are made of 4-point brass. The 14, 15, 21, 22 and 24-inch sizes are made : oa 
} of 6-point brass. , 

} PICA-AGATE Pica-INCH 
611 6in.—Scales 36 ems 6 and 12 point; 84 agates 621 6in.—Scales 36 ems 6 and 12 point; 6 inches i 

1212 12in.—Scales 72 ems 6 and 12 point; 168 agates 1222 12 in.—Scales 72 ems 6 and 12 point; 12 inches 5 
i 1513 15 in.—Scales 90 ems 6 and 12 point; 210 agates 1523 15 in.—Scales 90 ems 6 and 12 point; 15 inches : 

1828 18 in.—Scales 108 ems 6 and 12 point; 252 agates 1830 18 in.—Scales 108 ems 6 and 12 point; 18 inches 
H 2214 22 in.—Scales 132 ems 6 and 12 point; 308 agates 2224 22 in.—Scales 132 ems 6 and 12 point; 22 inches a 

2415 24 in.—Scales 144 ems 6 and 12 point; 336 agates 2425 24 in.—Scales 144 ems 6 and 12 point; 24 inches = 

AGATE-INCH 

616 6 in.—Scales 84 agates; 6 inches 1829 18 in.—Scales 252 agates; 18 inches 
| 1217 12 in.—Scales 168 agates; 12 inches 2219 22 in.—Scales 308 agates; 22 inches 1 
i 1518 15 in.—Scales 210 agates; 15 inches 2420 24 in.—Scales 336 agates; 24 inches 4 } ; 

if. 
} i 
| AMERICAN TYPE GAUGE No. 1200 : 

a. Here is a Type Gauge for every good printer. It will give a lifetime of satisfactory service. 

This Type Gauge is graduated by the same process as machinist steel scales, i. e., it is ma- 

i chine divided, giving it fine, accurately placed lines. It is made of the best tempered and 

| g 
I ESPRESSO YE EE = ; 5 

} = ALGERIA ATL LINN LAT 4 

| q 
j polished rule steel, 14% inches long overall, 34 inch wide, 2 inch thick. It is graduated on 4 

one side to 6, 8, 10 and 12 points. On the other side is agate and a standard 12 inch measure 1 

. by 16ths. The zero of all measures falls exactly at the inside of the T hook. 4 

Measurements on this gauge are based on the exact type point system, which differs slightly 5 
j from the regular linear inch measure. . 4 

il All markings and figures are sunken and black, hence permanent and in good contrast for * 

i | easy reading. It is a tool that will please the skilled worker. te 

| | 
i~ 

i 2 

i 1 

if 

) 
‘
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E 
§ 

Meee, PRESSED STEEL GALLEYS 
é - : 

we e Pressed Steel Galleys are made of cold-rolled steel, polished or cadmium plated, formed with 

Wing f special machinery to reduce labor cost to the minimum, with electrically welded corners. 

"tae, Rigidity is ensured by the beaded formation under each of the rims. 

; Pressed Steel Galleys are furnished, to order, with consecutive numbers, either stamped on the 

f back rim of galleys or by number plates attached to back wall of galleys. Numbering is extra. 

k The outside measurements are 3 in. wider than the inside, narrow-wise. 

ah i = Sousee 
tL pe Sh 2 5000 

e be ee 7) Z : j 
= . < : jf ie | 
lite fe i] 

Pa } i] 
/I Se f/ Lea 

ES 
CHALLENGE PRESSED STEEL GALLEY HAMILTON PRESSED STEEL GALLEY 

} CHALLENGE PRESSED STEEL HAMILTON PRESSED STEEL 

GALLEYS GALLEYS 
NEWS AND BOOK SIZES NEWS AND BOOK SIZES 

j Sizes, inside Description Sizes, inside Description 
13 picas+] pt.x234 in. ..... For 13 pica column 13 picas+1 pt.x23¥% in.....For 13 pica column 
234x23% in................. News single column 234x23¥% in. ..............News single column 
34x23 in...............--Single column 3¥%4x23¥ in.....,.....-...Single column 

8 ing} 3%x11% in.................Half-length single column 3%x11% in. .............-Half-length single column 

¢ bith 26% picas+2 pts.x23\ in... For 26% pica column 26% picas+2 pts.x23% in. For 26% pica column 
644x23% in................. Double column 6%4x23% in. ..............Double column 

aS i ta 6%4x11% in.................Half-lengthdouble column 644x11% in. ..............Half-length double column 

} 84x23 in................. Triple column 84x23 in. ..............Triple column 

; 10%x23% in................, Four column 10%x23¥% in...............Four column 

‘ JOB SIZES JOB SIZES 

aie 6x10 in. 834x13 in. 10x16 in. 12x18 in. 6x10 in. 8%4x13 in. 10x16 in. 12x18 in. 

tad MAILING SIZES, CLOSED ENDS. MAILING SIZES, CLOSED ENDS 

ine 13 picas+1 pt.x22% in. 26% picas+2 pts.x22% in. 13 picas+-1 pt.x23% in. 26% picas+2 pts.x23% in. 

yet 32 234x225 in. 6%4x22% in. 234x23% in. 6%4x23% in, 

3%x225% in. 12x18 in. 844x2256 in. 3%x23% in. 12x18 in. 8%x23% in. 

i 
_ OPEN-SIDE GALLEYS 
” 7 : i 2 

The Open-Side Galleys supply a convenient and compact means of storing book and catalog 

pages. By their use each page occupies its own 

; y [Pee individual compartment. The galleys are made in 

sient | I 4 ee bag perth o three popular job sizes—894x13 in.; 10x16 in.; and 

ietin 4 Aes a f 12x18 in. The opening is at the right side instead 

senial he Saige. ies ey ony of the end. They can be supplied plain or with one, 

a eee 3 f 3 y : two, or three substantial divisions. They operate 

‘ eee It” —" fe 4 in the standard galley storage cabinets for their 

& lA aan ae ey 4 respective sizes. If desired the Open-Side Galleys 

S BEE can be furnished cadmium plated (rustproof) at 

ped 4 lp TF frp 2 smal increase in price. 

see || = a (Zp ee fj At aslight extra cost they can be supplied with 

E A de 7 > f Ee numbers stamped either directly on the galleys 

seid 4 f : Sf OS fa or with number plates welded to galleys. 

£4 t., . Made by the same high standards of workman- 

cant eee Se ship as other pressed steel galleys. 

—
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| eee eee 4 

! RIGID RIM STEEL GALLEYS x 

| Asuperior style of steel galley,with wide rims, gue 

H spot-welded to bottoms. Numbering is extra. tas ri 

| NEWS AND BOOK SIZES = Be . oe wie 

| “Sizes, inside Description oS Bes ee a 

I 294x23% in................. News single column = Be: ia 
] 3¥x23% in.................Single column ae ee om 

3%x11% in.................Half-length single column ieee 
26% picas+2 pts.x23% in... News double column $$$ c awa 
6%4x23¥% in.................-Double column a , 

6%4x11% in.................Half-length double column RIGID RIM STEEL GALLEY 
] 8%x23% in................. Triple column 
] 10%4x23% in.............,...Four column aw 

15 a2 oo. Shecokumn MAILING SIZES, CLOSED ENDS 
I 17Y%4x23% in................-Seven column *Sizes, inside Description woe 

| 19%x23% in.................Eight column 294x23M% in..............++++-+--News single column \ 

| 314x23% in............,....+...-Single column 
} JOB SIZES 26% picas-+2 pts. x23% in........News double column lL~ 

} 6x10 in. $8%4x12% in. 10x16 in. $11%x17% in. 6%4x23\% in..............+.+.+-.- Double column . 

} $9%x15% in. 12x18 in. 8Yx23Yp in... eee sees sees Triple column eeee 

i *Outside dimensions are % in. wider and % in. longer than inside dimensions. 

| +These three sizes will fit in galley cabinets made to take 8%x13, 10x16 and 12x18 in. pressed steel galleys. 4 

ee 
! Inches, Inside Style of Galley Inches, Inside Style of Gatley || _Inches,Inside i Style of Galley 

| 334x23% Single Column 15x23% Six Column 10x16 Job Size Xs 

i 5x23% Medium Column 17Y4x23%4 Seven Column 12x18 Job Size r 

6%4x23% Double Column 19%x23% Eight Column 15x22 Job Size aiste! 

} 8Y%4x23% Triple Column 6x10 Job Size | 18x25 Job Size icon 

i 10%4x23% Four Column 89%4x13 Job Size | 6%x23% | Mailing 
| 12%x23% Five Column 9x14 JobSize _||__7%4x23% | Mailing 

AVERY ALL-BRASS MAKE-UP GALLEYS ¢ 

i Made in eight sizes: 834x13, 9x14, 10x16, 5 TOES sO EEE 
eee 

i 1014x2334, 12x18, 1234x2334, 15x23%4, and é ] rf 

j 17%4x23% inches inside. ji j aa 

This is a regular Patent Corner All-Brass alee, rae 

Galley with pica graduations. The make-up A Og a Fey 

gauge is an eccentric steel rod in a square V/ SS SG ee 7 

} brass tube. It is easily entered into holes inside 9 A= == MRL £=essseeeesssnseessenes asses 

walls to give the desired length of page, and is Rigi he Aas Reco Genii ee et 

as easily released. When set for make-up the AVERY ATA7BRASS MAKE-UP GALLEY 

gauge is held in a position about one pica longer than the required length of page, at which time ces 
the gauge lever is in the position indicated by dotted lines shown in illustration. Reversing the “oe 

lever brings page to required length under strong pressure. 2 ¥ : 

GALLEY LOCKS 

| | @ | oe aa Tee L 
! res } oy ip 1 

meee 

I > CHALLENGE REMOVABLE Sea, 

CHALLENGE NON-REMOVABLE GALLEY LOCK 4 

ee STYLE 3—To work reliably with Challenge pressed Ry 
| steel galleys only. Made in widths of 2 in. (for 13 pica * 

STYLE 1—To work reliably with Challenge pressed _ galleys), 354g in. (for 3% in. galleys) and 6% in. (for 6%4 
| steel galleys only. Made for following widths of gal- in. or wider galleys). Special widths to order. 

| leys: 13 picas +1 pt., 3% in., 26% picas +2 pts., and 6% STYLE 4—To work with Hamilton (new style) pressed lass 
| | in. Special widths to order. steel galleys only; same widths as in Style 3. \ 

STYLE 2—To work with Hamilton (new style) pressed 
i steel galleys only; same widths,as in Style 1. 
HH ™ 
iH LE EEE SU a eS SS se nt 

| < 
i 
i} 

ii 
| 

j 
i 

i
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GAUGE PINS FOR PLATEN PRINTING PRESSES 

E Gauge Pins are probably more used to-day than ever before. Ss ae 
f They are really a necessity in most printing offices. They are (_ 

inexpensive and saveconsiderable time in make-ready. We have = — 
a large assortment of the very best lines made. ‘This is the Original Steel Gauge Pin 

b ORIGINAL STEEL GAUGE PIN FLEXIBLE SIDE-GAUGE PIN 

[ The Original Steel Gauge Pin is simplicity in itself and Flexible Side-Gauge 
a general favorite with many Pin will bend under the 
pressmen. Made in four sizes, grippers without break- -. 

) Bing, ————. yw and sold either one size or as- _ ing. It has teeth and is ~~‘ 
nbn Hest sorted sizes. adjusted in the usual = 

. manner. Sst 

Gh tty GOLDEN STEEL GAUGE PINS e 
mf se 

ct oem eae BRASS GAUGE PIN 

ve fe No. 2 No.6 

For the general run of work the Golden Steel Gauge Pin is 
tg, the most popular pin on the market. 

—— 

em SPRING TONGUE GAUGE PIN , 3 
hie { a 5. The Brass Gauge Pin is a superior gauge pin for 
= = SFB _ tough work. Sizes made: Nos. 1,2, 3, 4and6. 
ith Bere nearer oF Short Tongue 

cy Spring Tongue Gauge Pins, being elastic, will not break os were ander eres LOW GAUGE PIN, FLEUR-DE-LIS 
bead A unique steel gauge pin with a low head, about 

a == SOLID BRASS GAUGE si points high, and along upturned lip. Made also 
<== >. Thisisajob press guideor witha straight-out - 
Cee gauge made of solid brass. It is _lip, suitable for proof- 

i PLD V2point, and when glued tothe __ing or printing from — 
E : tympan is an effective guide. __thin plates. Sold sets 

Sold by the dozen. of three. 

SCREW ADJUSTING GAUGE PIN PERFECT REGISTER GAUGE 

Screw Adjusting Gauge Pins have Buaued ne at ele The Perfect Register Gauge is especially designed 
see eS oy ‘ Mt Soe for making very fine and quick adjustments. Sold 

SS ment. Maximum in sets of three, including one dozen flat tongues. 
pao LN adjustment, in. 

| yA _ Sold in sets of 
three. In individ- Nace 

ual box complete with nine extra flat tongues. SS 
ae [mea 

DOUBLE GRIP GAUGE 

me em Attached to the tympan without the use of prongs, glue 

mers 2 Ge orpaste, sheets can- IRON GAUGE PIN DRAWER 
wee eS Syenot be fed under 

a Puy” gauge-head. Sold in SS 
sets of three. SSS 

SS 
<=>, ECCENTRIC STUD GAUGE 5 

. SS This gauge is provided with a fixed Tie 
eS M lip instead of an adjustable tongue. Lea a 
QR) The face's round instead of at. Ttis 

made fast to the tympan bya knurled Screws under feed board of press. 
nut which draws a circular plate against the under side of Size 214x3%x% in. 
the tympan and binds whole together. Sold in sets of three. 

(a 
a STRAIT’S “PROPER” FEED GUIDE STRAIT’S “FINAL” FEED 

ott Coden 7 The “Proper” Feed Guide GUIDE gh STRAIT 
tiecia es SS Soy is the logical successor to For close margin work the “Final” j} ,PATexreo | 
rot jae the pasted quad, but more _ Feed Guide supplies a long-felt need. faery 
ease += dependable. It gives a very A dependable, practical guide. Itsdur- === 

pain high degree of satisfaction _ability is exceeded byno other make. 
se ‘ on every class of work. They are sold by the dozen or in. Sold in sets of three or by the dozen. 

: sets of three. Tongues can be purchased separately. 

aa | E
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MEGILL GRIPPER CROSSBARS AND GRIPPER FINGERS 
Gripper Crossbars and Gripper Fingers are designed for platen presses and can be quickly applied and adjusted. . 

The Crossbar is the first invention to completely cross the platen and conform to all spaces between the grippers ct 

| without extending outside. at 

oni SS 

| E Constate of two % lach Fingers and Intermediate = ; 
Sections, Conforms to all dimensions 

between grippers 

os 
I 2 

} Crossbar with Down Finger applied. Also an Inside in 
1 Marginal Finger which admits a side gauze 3 inch Gripper Finger,1 inch opening, reduced one-half. 

ij with a narrow head between it ‘The fingers lie between the type matter without 
1 and the gripper smashing leads or quads 
! i 

ce } —=B } a i 
| % inch Finger % inch Finger Marginal =m 

i The device consists of two % inch Fingers and intermediate sections of different lengths = 
i which slide with spring tension upon the Fingers. The Fingers are made in various shapes Down 3] 
i and may be used either singly or collectively. They lie between the type matter without ann tr 

smashing leads or quads. The Down Fingers extend vertically over the sheet and may be ee i Finger 
iy adjusted to do effective work anywhere between the grippers. The Marginal turns down anne on 

1 at the end and nips the sheet. The Inside Marginal extends laterally in both directions oe 
over the end of the sheet parallel to the gripper and admits a narrow gauge-head between. 

i Sheets are lapped along the margin in either direction whether wide or narrow. Spaces me 
i between matterare also entered from either direction. In printing small forms the left-hand _ 

gripper may be equipped and the right-hand gripper set to one side out of the feeder’s way. 7 
ji * The part of the Gripper Fingers that attaches to the gripper is made with %, % and 1 inch =n 

size openings to fit grippers the same in width or narrower. There are frequently occa- wai 
sions, after complicated type forms are put on the press, when the pressman is obliged Piaget for 3\ 

{ to resort to makeshift methods in order to obtain the fine results he desires. Crossbar ; in 
! asi 

i MEGILL AUTOMATIC REGISTER GAUGE 
The Automatic Register Gauge will not only produce absolutely perfect register but will increase the output 

and save stock. On reference to the illustrations it will be seen that the gauge is complete in itself and, though . 
i operated by the gripper, has no connection with it and is free to be placed anywhere. The speed arm touches the z 

gripper near the bottom and, having a lateral motion across it, always works 

! easily and is adapted to any inclination of gripper or platen. All wearing parts z 

] are of hardened steel and the device is constructed on the inter- J i 
| changeable system. The finest adjustment can be obtained and 4 

| no parts are employed which are liable to disarrange during the @ x 
ti | run. The forward feet prevent the sheets from feeding under the * 

} setter-head. A tongue is unnecessary as the lip prevents yl 
(| the sheets from slipping up over the | 

I setter-head in feeding. All parts depress Z 
to 12 points. The speed arm is needed only 5 ; 

oy when running. It is applied at the notch 
i Lap and runs easily to posi- i 
| C7) tion. The pressure of the Ue c= 
| 4 = ee gripper will not displace L m 
| maf Paes “1 it. The illustration shows i = 
i z a 12 point setter-head. Pe Sh i 

i| Fig.1. Platen Open x Se Aes a ~~ 

! Complete directions for the use of Gauge Pins, Gripper Crossbars and Fingers jf  ¥i. 8. Showing Parts Referred to 
i ! are supplied to purchasers on 

} STA-WARM ELECTRIC GLUE POTS 
iH WirH Automatic ConTROL OF HEAT =. = 

| Sta-Warm Electric Glue Pots maintain a temperature of about 145 ; 

Hi degrees, which is scientifically proven to be the proper heating point for 
1] glue. The Sta-Warm positively will not burn the glue. Made for either 
i] alternating current or direct current, 110 or 220 volts. Any printer or 

1 bookbinder using glue to a considerable extent will find this pot a time 

Hi and trouble saver. bm 
i | Made in the following sizes: pint, quart, 2 quart, gallon, 2 gallon and hy 

Hy 5 gallon. Send for descriptive circular and prices. STA-WARM ELECTRIC hy 
}) GLUE POT 
HW 
i = 

iH 
ti 

Hi 
1 b 
Hi 

! 
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win, SUPERIOR PAPER CUTTER ANGLE GAUGE 

“te Cuts A TRIANGLE, DIAMOND, HEXAGON, OCTAGON, KEYSTONE, ETC. 

= The Superior Paper Cutter Angle Gauge fits any paper cutter 24-inch size or larger. Is adjust- 

a able for making a cut at any desired angle. Gauge is 24 inches wide, 3 inches high, and does 

a not interfere with the paper cutter 

may! = —, : See clamp. Gauge is easily adjusted and 

+ ~ | Od | na < set firmly with thumbscrews. Has 
f u P | i of SS ] inch scale on front parts and 15, 30 

Sea ARE x o 3 and 45 degree angles stamped on 

2) = | back. Substantially made of heavy 

SUPERIOR PAPER CUTTER steel, dull nickel plated finish. Send 
ANGLE GAUGE eae . 

— for complete description and prices. 

a] 

- 
AMTYCO PRINTING INKS 

The Amtyco Inks should not be confused with the cheaper grades of ink. They are all 
commercially permanent colors which naturally means that only the highest quality of pig- 

. ments and varnishes are used in their manufacture. Printers will find that Amtyco Inks will 

* ® go much further in coverage and give better results in printing. 
| hee While we are not manufacturers of printing inks, Amtyco ink products are manufactured 

! f and packed for us with that exacting care and attention which must keep and maintain 

the high degree of satisfaction enjoyed by the patrons of the American Type Founders 

Sales Corporation. 

Amtyco Inks satisfactorily meet the demands of the ordinary commercial printer and many 

color printing specialists, but to secure an exacting result of a certain peculiar nature, or on 

= a special paper, your regular ink manufacturer should be consulted. 

- Amtyco Inks are put up in the most popular colors and in convenient forms. For conven- 

| ience in ordering, the various colors carry designating numbers as follows: 

Bae foc: 
ta we No. Color No. Color No. Color 

opaal 501 Halftone Black 506 Purple 513 Orange 
Sinige 502 Kelly L Black 507 Milori Blue 514 Light Red 

ree 503 Combination Book and Job Black 508 Bronze Blue 515 Deep Red 

- 504 Bond Black 509 Sapphire Blue 516 Light Green 
arte 505 Kelly Utility Black 510 Peacock Blue 517 Deep Green 

511 Mixing White 518 Light Brown 

512 Lemon Yellow 519 Deep Brown 

The stocks of Amtyco Inks are controlled by a system of dating. Every 

— can or tube is dated in code. When it has been in stock long enough, it is 

-| ne —— returned and replaced. This system enables us to guarantee freshness. 

4 
Ee a a CLEER-PROOF LIQUID INK 
— \CLECR-PROOF 

peu Ly This is truly a printer’s ink in liquid form. It distributes perfectly by brayer, 

/- Sch remains soft on the slab or plate, but dries normally on paper. Cleer-Proof Ink 
on your proof press produces results that compare favorably with finished 

work. It does not pile up but is revived and mixes in with each fresh appli- 

cation from the can, when applied a few drops at a time as needed. 

ee Cleer-Proof is a dense black ink of excellent tone. 

By protecting the ink film on the slab or plate from dust or dirt, a washup once in ten days 

or two weeks will be sufficient. The liquid ink in the can, of course, is used to the last drop. 

Put up in 10-0z. cans each with spout. 

ous 
on 

— 

i
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oN aenieeel acid We tiase ete Nee Ree eS 

| TABLET KNIFE REGULAR OVERLAY 

| . KNIFE 
i eam fs) : 
i J 
/ TABLET KNIFE ™ cies 

The tablet knife has extra thin, strong blade males 
| made of approved design. Regular Overlay Knife, in Leather Case. 

} 

| PAPER CUTTER KNIVES 
| WE HANDLE ONLY THE BesT MAKES | 

Paper Cutter Knives for any of the standard makes of paper cutters can be furnished on 

short notice. As the prices and sizes of the different makes vary considerably, we do not list 

i them, but will quote promptly on any make and size you may require. 

| : eae a 
| Ears Be aes Rene See ea 

' Ra ee aT 
My PAPER CUTTER KNIFE 

Ask for quotations on paper cutter knives when you are in the market 

iy STYLE B INK KNIVES 
lt Style B Ink Knives have straight blades. They are made of excellent material, will stand hard 

| Bi usage and are guaran- | 

i 4 A pay ee ae teed to do the work. 
HI eo cece ee re 
Hi) , oe ba ocut oY a Style B, 6 in. No. 604 1 

} Be con Style B, 8 in. No. 804 
| Wie: posi Style B, 10 in. No. 1004 
iI) 5 Style B, 12 in, No. 1204 

il) STYLE B INK KNIFE 

] 
} 
i 

| ROUND OR SQUARE END SPATULAS 
| } er Round or Square 

iit : 3 ar 7) ; - ee End Spatulas have a 

HH ee ee thin pliable blade and 
ROUND END SPATULA, STYLE A S are preferred by some 

Hi 4 inch Spatula—No. 405 Round End pressmen, as they are 
Hi 6 inch Spetale No) ae Round End No. 606 Square End especially useful for 
it 8 inch Spatula—No. 805 Round End No. 806 Square End Soe * 
WH 10 inch Spatula—No. 1005 Round End No. 1006 Square End mixing small quanti- 

12 inch Spatula— No. 1205 Round End No. 1206 Square End ties of color. 

| ROUSE SLUG CLIPPER 
i) In large plants, a Rouse Slug Clipper, when arta wee 

Nh placed in the hand of every composing room op- Ney ea 

i erative soon pays for itself in the steps it saves; vet i | 

iy several are needed in even the smallest print shop. As dé 3 Wie aad S 

i accurate as the most expensive of lead cutters, this ast “a »~ 

Nit} splendid tool is most popular. 3 7 St ei | 

| The Rouse Slug Clipper clips leads and slugs, lino- E. Seal =) 

1} type slugs, type metal column rule and thin spaces with . 4 t , , 

i the accuracy of many far more expensive devices. 4 ‘ ¥ 4 aa | 

tH Equipped with the reliable Rouse Gauge it cuts to \ f r. 
1 thirty picas with precision, shearing the slug to a clean, a a 

MA square end that requires no shaving. 

| 

i iH Ih 

4 Al
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Buy  — 

AMERICAN LEAD AND RULE CUTTER No. 10 
A STANDARD MACHINE FOR THE MEDIUM SIZED SHOP 

This serviceable machine, illustrated at the left, is de- 

7" E Ls signed especially for small shops and for cutting odd 7 

“ae, " \ lengths. The reversible bed gauge is easily and securely 

ke clamped by a compression clamp screw. Both gauges are 

sp TY graduated to picas and numbered every five ems. The 

ee sat bed gauge has two rows of figures, one to indicate meas- 

ie eer ures in normal position and the other to indicate meas- 

ih ‘iy ures when reversed. Capacity 84 picas. 

Wey A low-priced Cutter but built to stand long, hard use. 
No. 10 AMERICAN « 
LEAD AND RULE Almost any composing room can afford the use of two 

CUTTER or more of these machines. 

| AMERICAN LEAD AND RULE CUTTER No. 20 

A Most SaTISFACTORY MACHINE 

The American Lead and Rule Cutter No. 20 is identical Ca 
with the No. 30 except that it does not have the point 2 

gauge. The cutters are graduated to picas and numbered < 

every five ems up to 105 picas. The measure is indicated ign So aa 

a, il tas by the bed gauge when reversed and extended beyond the “=== eS 

i ee po bed. Sag in material is avoided by the support on the e _———— 

Wt then, right. The extra foot at the left hand of the bed steadies 9 oo . 

ees the machine, even when placed on an uneven surface. ¢ 

+ fe a. Capacity, 105 pica ems. Ask for prices. No. 20 LEAD AND RULE CUTTER 

ritak 
vitaks 

AMERICAN LEAD AND RULE CUTTER No. 30 
GUARANTEED POR ACCURACY 

Hind Sen The American Lead and Rule Cutters are recognized as possessing unexcelled merit, and 

Sta ie are conceded to be the best cutters made. They. are guaranteed for accuracy. Cutter No. 30 has 

har the following advantages: The gauges can be set instantly; they are self locking and cannot slip. 

slain The mechanism of the cutter is such that the gauges 

sii can be set in a fraction of the time usually required. 

id ell p The front gauge slides on a stationary rod, graduated 

5 ig to picas, which acts as a truss to the gauge-rod proper, 
my eal pa } > 
dee ae a thus forming a rigid construction. It is convenient for 

cutting short lengths, as gauge can be set to nonpareils 

as readily as to any other measure. The point gauge 

comes with the No. 30 Cutter only, and can be set 

f quickly from 6 points to 45 picas, by points. Capacity, 

No. 30 LEAD AND RULE CUTTER 105 picas by nonpareils; also 45 picas by points. 

. 

ROUSE LINO-SLUG CUTTER 
For NEWSPAPER AND PERIODICAL SHOPS 

The Rouse Lino-Slug Cutter has been designed for cutting 

single slugs. The gauge can be set instantly to any measure 

up to 31 picas, either by nonpareils or picas. The knives are ROUSE 

made of the best steel finely tempered. LINO-SLUG CUTTER 

Write for prices and information regarding our complete line of Lead and Rule Cutters 

—
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| ROUSE “FORTY” LEAD AND RULE CUTTER 

mh 

{4 fd 

ine ee, Ee as aes on 

= ———=_- 
| i ag i 

i} 

| The long bed takes full 106 picas, and the bed gauge of a new “press button” design is the 
smoothest acting gauge you ever touched. The “Forty” cuts up to 106 picas by half picas, 

and 45 picas by points. All gauges lock automatically. As on all cutters made by Rouse, the 

| bed is grooved so that the gauge flanges (which are adjustable for wear) slide in this groove 
and will not permit the thinnest material to slip under the gauge—an exclusive feature. 

ii Gauge teeth are self centering and compensate for wear, insuring long life. The extremely 

H accurate and rapid point gauge cuts down to six points. It is a long, low and graceful tool 

\| finished in etched brass and brilliant black enamel. 

} [a THE HAE com | = —" LEAD OR SLUG RACKS <ce EEE 
—" —— Mabe! In Woop ONLY | ] — No. 

i ies | 3670 
——— | Meee Seon meneame rena enem GNE 

i| —i. } 
| ——+ h | No. 

Hil ——— 3675 
i + SCRE IOEE RE Bt, 
i} i i . 
1 st Be 3 3 438 3 a0 ae a a Ae a Se . AS | x, 

A ' f} 3680 
SS 2 vig era 

| Hee Se} ? HTT A 

‘ | a — ene \ No. 
<a No. 3661 WISCONSIN LEAD RACK ] 3685 

1 Two of these, one on top of another, make Pete at es eer ar) 
pO an effective combination No. 3667 set OF FOUR 

No.3661 Wisconsin Lead Rack has compartments for lengths 4 to 121% picas (by ens) and 13 to 

60 picas (by ems); capacity, 750 Ibs. Size over all, 18x421% in. Height, 1744 in. Approximate ship- 

ping weight, 75 Ibs. 

No. 3665 Eureka Lead and Slug Rack has compartments for lengths 4 to 28 picas (by ems) for 

leads on one side, and the same on the other side for slugs; capacity, 230 Ibs. Size over all, 1444x514 
in. Height, 28% in. Approximate shipping weight, 20 Ibs. ci 

No. 3687 set of four Boston Lead Racks, sold separately or as a set. No.3670 holds lengths from { 

4 to 6% picas (by ens) and 7 to 15 picas (by ems); capacity, 50 Ibs. No. 3675, 16 to 30 picas (by } 

ems); capacity,130 lbs. No. 3680, 31 to 45 picas (by ems); capacity, 210 lbs. No.3685, 46 to 60 picas y 

(by ems); capacity, 300 Ibs. Size over all of No. 3685, 8142x1714 in. Height of four racks, 34 in. 

Approximate shipping weight of four racks, 50 Ibs. 

i
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Pe ES NSS OE HIRO SO TN Cp 1 SE Me Ee q 

R 
HERCULES STEEL RULE CUTTER | 

THE OLD RELIABLE MACHINE 

The Hercules Steel Rule Cutter is an extra heavy, powerful machine, designed for use on steel | 

cutting, creasing and scoring rule. It will cut six point tempered steel rule and heavy brass rule 

and slugs with great ease and 

: leave no burr on edges. It is espe- lq S 
cially adapted for the use of . A) we 
paper box makers, label printers, ss i i AS) 

x paper novelty manufacturers and s a yp 

i all who cut tempered steel rule or _— =“ SNe | 

heavy brass rule and slugs. The - = 

knives are made of the best grade - SRnaUtES Steer ROLe Conran 

of steel, hardened by a special 
flay, process, and seldom require sharpening. They are set into a slot which exactly fits them, so that 

hia ® no adjustment is necessary. 
re he They can be taken off and replaced quickly. The front gauge will allow a cut of 614 inches 

ads ® and the back gauge, which is 25 inches in length, is graduated to picas and half picas. Write 

sine for prices of tools for cutting and bending steel rule. 

The trom 

Pt ROUSE HAND MITERING MACHINE 
A PopuLaR MITERING DEVICE 

The Rouse Hand Mitering Machine is equipped with a positive point gauge that sets instantly 

and locks automatically to points. Intermediate graduations permit adjustments to quarter- 
points. This enables the operator to miter rules to picas (12 points), nonpareils,(6 points), 

points, or quartér points, inside as i ba 

: well as outside measure. Capacity ——_ AS 
83 picas; with extension gauge 14 — rr eh S_—rr 

picas. Flaring notches, milled on the Se : \* 

: rear of the gauge bar exactly six points apart, are o Bs ROUSE 

i engaged by four teeth of corresponding taper on . MITERING 

the end of a locking bolt which is held firmly in MACHINE 

position by a stiff spring. These teeth are self-cen- — 

‘ tering, and compensate for wear. The gauge bar is 

. graduated to picas and numbered every five ems. The rule holder is located and locked at the 

exact angle required by means of a locking bolt which engages the proper notch milled in the 

periphery of the table, which is indexed for all useful angles. The knife holder travels in two 

b slots milled in the body of the machine. 

; The knife is of the best tool steel, hardened and set in the knife holder at the proper angle 

term to obtain the best results. 

ar Descriptive circulars and prices of the Rouse Mitering Machines will be sent upon request 

1 BL a 
rama x ROBINSON IMPROVED MALLET 

sires x (= The hammer head of this mallet is ovoid, or egg-shaped, and 
7 made of well-seasoned hickory. A blow struck upon the planer 

sell A is always a square blow, which is a most important consider- 

i ation when pounding a proof. 

bins | There are no sharp corners to wear away, and no danger 
sae L of its slipping off the planer and marring the type faces. 

ae j ay a P DIMENSIONS OF ROBINSON IMPROVED MALLET 

r + No. 5822 Hickory, ball 342x314 inches, full length 8 inches. 
a THE ROBINSON IMPROVED MALLET 

coe 

ts 
y
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[Sasa na | 
| | 

| 

ALL-RAWHIDE MALLETS All-Rawhide Mallet No. 4 
. 2x32 inches, weight 10 oz. 

aL Renee ae All-Rawhide Mallet No. 10 
have headsthat are made 2x3% in., weight 20 oz. (loaded) 
throughout of rolled raw- ALL-RAWHIDE MALLET All-Rawhide Mallet No. 5 
hide, specially treated, 294x4¥4 inches, weight 22 oz. 
and formed into shape by hydraulic pressure. | 

WOODEN MALLETS MILLER HARD RUBBER q 

All Wooden Mallets are made of thoroughly wail MALLETS 
seasoned hickory and selected stock. The 

handles are screwed in and mallets are oil aa TE 

! finished. Recommended for every use where ig 43 

i a mallet is better adapted than a hammer, MILLER HARD RUBBER 
| MALLET 

| 

i The Miller Composition Mallets are of lami- 

nated construction and are molded into one 

il piece. 

h, HICKORY MALLET The handles are of second-growth hickory, | 

i of special design, and will not work loose | 

! and come off. 4 | 

No. 5805 Hickory, small, size 214x4% inches No. 8—2 x3 in.,weight 80z.,handle11 in. i | 

i) No. 5807 Hickory, medium, size 3x5 inches No. 16—214x4¥ in., weight 16 0z., handle 12 in. 

} No. 5809 Hickory, large, size 312x6 inches No. 24—2%x5% in., weight 24 oz., handle 14 in. 

WING ALUMINUM HAND MAILER 
THE LIGHTWEIGHT MACHINE 

i The Wing Aluminum Hand Mailer is the latest development in this class of machines. It is 

i light in weight and easily handled, and will be found a great improvement over the old machines. 

| It guides and pastes the slip perfectly and removes surplus 

} paste. Papers or wrappers will not stick together. The knives 

| Lem are reversible and the rollers that feed the paper are pressed 

| a M 4 i together by a spring and accommodate different thicknesses 

| “AY, ge s y os of proof paper. Average weight of machine is two pounds. 
= ml 

ii See ) Yee i DIMENSIONS OF WING ALUMINUM HAND MAILER 

@ is ll z No. 1, size 1% in. No. 3, size 2% in. No. 5, size 3% in. 
LA SZ ) No. 2, size 2% in. No. 4, size 3 in. No. 6, size 3% in. 

rank ey | 
j 7 ry Beas | j Som, 

} (Neil) | 

a MUSTANG MAILER 
BX ON 

a Fy MADE IN THREE CONVENIENT SIZES | 

ae hersecan The Mustang Mailer prints directly on the paper, wrapper 
ar HAND or envelope. The platen and frame move automatically after $ 

MAILER each impression. Prints from 1500 to 2500 per hour, accord- 
ing to the expertness of the operator. Made in three sizes: “Regular” takes a 10 em galley 

only and spaces 27 points; Style A, designed for use where three or four lines are required, 
takes galley 10 ems wide and spaces 40 points; Style B, largest size, takes galley 13 ems wide F 

inside and spaces 48 points. | 

Mail list made up on galleys. The Mustang Mailer weighs about fifteen pounds and the | | 

galleys weigh about one pound each. |
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Sle, 
mea H SUPERIOR METAL FURNACES ' 
ae x MabE IN Four SIZES FOR GAS, AND ONE SIZE FOR COAL OR WooD . 

tae, is Superior Metal Furnaces, for heating with , 
nme, j a gas, consist of a furnace, as illustrated, and a Be 

\ hood. The furnaces may be purchased sepa- 
ba " rately, but this is not advised, as the hood pro- \ / 

i _¥ vides the means of carrying off the unhealthy " 

UE ae an fumes through standard stovepipe to flues or me i 
a= through walls or windows. The hood also has ia =—* 

5 ee E the advantage of enabling the user to put in a a : 
greater amount of old metal than can safely be | ; 

a put in the open melting pot. eY | — 

" T fT i i 

. | ] 
‘i } | yy 

te ee \ ly MS 5) 
ail ry Ss YJ | 

grimy | | 

it ve | e | 
SUPERIOR METAL FURNACE } SUPERIOR METAL FURNACE 

FOR GAS FOR COAL OR WOOD 

he. tate The melting pots are so shaped that the flames attack the sides as well as the bottoms, as 

pe tae illustrated above, thus bringing the metal to the melting point quicker than can be done with 

band the ordinary type of metal pots. The burners are adjustable, of an improved Bunsen type, with 
long tube above combustion chamber, which causes a strong draft without waste of gas, and 

are easily regulated for developing the desired blue flame of intense heat. 

No. 120-H Superior Metal Furnace, for gas, with hood, iron pot and 1 burner. Capacity,300 Ibs. 
Approximate shipping weight, 177 lbs. 

No.122-H Superior Metal Furnace, for gas, with hood, iron pot and 2 burners. Capacity, 700 lbs. 
Jenin Approximate shipping weight, 250 lbs. 

No.123-H Superior Metal Furnace, for gas, with hood, steel pot and 2 burners. Capacity,700 lbs. 
te ol uc: Approximate shipping weight, 295 Ibs. 

onan No.124-H Superior Metal Furnace, for gas, with hood, steel pot and 2 burners. Capacity, 1000 Ibs. 
ihe. Teer: Approximate shipping weight, 365 Ibs. 
wer a Te No.125-H Superior Metal Furnace, for gas, with hood, steel pot and 3 burners. Capacity, 1500 Ibs. 

cent ee Approximate shipping weight, 415 lbs. 

a0 No.126-H Superior Metal Furnace, for coal or wood, with hood, iron pot, fire box and ash pan. 
Capacity, 300 Ibs. Approximate shipping weight, 200 Ibs. 

oe SUPERIOR SKIMMERS Be ae 
(aoe “s 0 

: J O v Q 

. Six inch—42 in. long, handle 3634 inches. ses - s 

ne Five inch—34 in. long, handle 2934 inches. Six inch—36 in. long, with spout, handle 
im 2934 inches, capacity 18 lbs. 

exe Six inch—27 in. long, without spout, handle 

adi - 21% inches, capacity 18 lbs. 
st i 4 4, i 

yo we eo SUPERIOR INGOT MOLDS 
ieee ( ented nd cel ont 30-Ingot Pan: Capacity, 50 Ibs., 1% Ib. pigs, as illustrated. 

set carl anil xvi eth é 20-Ingot Pan: Capacity, 50 Ibs.,2¥% Ib. pigs. 

oun o> Se Oa 9-Ingot Pan: Capacity, 27 lbs.,3 Ib. pigs. 

——— 

}
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i 
| MAKE-READY MARK-OUT LIGHT 

i The Make-Ready Mark-Out Light can be used in the darkest corner of the room and it | 

} brings out every impression on the sheet in true proportions. This is due to its horizontal 

and comparatively narrow beam of intensified light. 
This means a great saving of time, the total elimination of eye-strain and more perfect im- | 

| pression—three of the most important factors in the process of make-ready. | 

| The light affords a constant and uniform lighting condition twenty-four hours a day and 

renders you independent of varying daylight which might mean a dark, cloudy day or sun 

| we 
| SSA | 

CN | 
} ‘e Me \ | 

> 2 : | 
| ZEZ__ JE | SZZZ Zag i LL: Fi 

i! = y Yy “ff of | 
i i OS yy Li Wf { 

4 “Arey es a hey UY 
\ 7 SM ify 

i] "ENS Wy ii | 
i) Ng fe | 

| | 
| 

| streaming through the windows, both of which are diffused so as to be inefficient, and place i 

| the pressman under a tremendous handicap. | 

il The Mark-Out Light should be placed on a location away from daylight, where it can be | 
iI used at all times, rendering service either day or night. | 

| The Make-Ready Mark-Out Fixture cuts down the non-productive make-ready time, and is | 

| one of the foremost developments of printing accessories. | 

I 
! | 

i v 
| e ) ROUSE VERTICAL ROTARY 

i MITERER 
i| AL Ve 3 : : 

i a In scores of critical plants this motor-driven, high-speed 

i} sons al ger mitering machine is regarded as indispensable; it contributes 

| oom a ba as as much to the conservation of time and labor as to perfec- 

| —— tion in workmanship. 
} Operated by a 4H. P. motor, it cuts perfect 45 degree miters 

} direct from the strip without previous cutting to length, ac- 
i commodating rules of metal or brass of any thickness up to 24 I 

| points and making a complete miter (one right and one left) | 

| at each operation. . } 

Corners mitered on this ingenious machine will stand the 

| closest scrutiny; pieces too small for hand miterers can be cut 
| i perfectly and combination borders are cut almost as fast as 

! single rule. 
| . Made in either bench or pedestal type. Equipped with 4- 

| N t horsepower, 115 or 230 volt D. C. motor, or 110 or 220 volt, 

| \ single phase, 60 cycle A. C. motor. 

| ; 

| | | 

i 

Hi 
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ee SS AP 

em MARCY MAKE-UP MACHINE 
a 

~ No make-up man can tell by his 

ta pee, 4] fingers how type or cuts will act 

uy & when put under lockup pressure. 

wha a oa) No make-up man can run his eye 

tty / from a mark at one side of a galley 

epee ee | and tell whether the far edge is a 

We <— @ E | point or more out. As a result, lin- 

. P s 0.2 = we] ing up pages or forms on the stone 

a Bo pe / ; or press takes much time, and re- 

<< a quires a high degree of skill, which 

W oe “ are not necessary if the pages are 

b 3 we... all alike when under pressure. 

‘ ee, A The Marcy Make-up Machine de- 
E q bs livers pages in which every col- 

fee ; umn will lock up to the same length. i 

| And it does this with a saving of 
k — time and effort by the operator. 

] Assume the operator is making 
up three-column book pages of slug matter directly on the bed of the machine, that the dial 

| gauges have been set to zero against the standard, that filled galleys are convenient to his right 
; hand, and that spacing material of varying thickness is in the tray at the head of the machine. 

| He then proceeds as follows: 

1. Places head slug, head and folio line and lead against the backstop. 
2. Transfers type from galley to machine to fill first column, with right hand, usually 

inflict, ae bringing over one or two surplus slugs. (A pointer on the side bar of the machine 

: makes it easy to put in the right number of slugs.) 
it, eis 3. Steps on the foot lever, and reads the first dial gauge. If short more than the thick- 

ness of a slug, removes his foot and inserts another from his right hand; if not, returns 

docntrinsi surplus slugs to galley with right hand, and reaches for spacing material of indicated 

thickness with his left. 

§ 4, Inserts gutter stick or lead and repeats for second column. 

5. Ditto for third column. j 

6. One more depression of the foot lever, and a glance to see all gauges read zero. 

7. Lifts hinged backstop, and slides page onto galley at the rear. 

ROTARY Capacity of Standard Machine: any width up to 57 picas; any length up to 75 picas; nar- 

rowest column width for independent measurement, 8 picas. 

pire a e MARGACH AUTOMATIC METAL FEEDER 

oat ae 8 0 CE The Margach Automatic Metal Feeder is the universal metal feeder 

\ ts | { for all line casting, type casting or material making machines. It 

ect Gage A farts Pil The operates perfectly whether gas or electric metal pots are used. It keeps 

ing a | a the metal in the pot at a uniform level and even temperature, result- : 

yay tes 82 4 | ing in production of better slugs, cleaner proofs and increased out- 

we oot le y ane put, with less gas or electric heat consumption. 
\ te! > The Margach is never in the way of the operator or ma- 

soxtine ol 2? b | S chinist. A practically perfect metal feeding device guaran- 

of anes = ; mili De a teed for ten years, needing no adjustments whether casting 

sine 038 | wy ond _  5-point or 60-point. It is easy to attach, requiring not more 
vat 4 s4¢ % | ~~ * than 20 minutes to follow the simple instructions furnished 
tite k mt fee aiiesy| § with each feeder. 

"e pe ae lier oa) When ordering the Margach Automatic Metal Feeder, 

a h ala" a eh ~ 4 state for what machine it is intended. 

ae | 

fh r 

|
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| 
i WETTER NUMBERING MACHINES | 

| se | 
i WEEE GF) THE NONPAREIL MODEL | 

i) “i $83 a Solid steel construction. Low plunger. Removable ] | ! 

Es Rebs tA LL. “No” slide. | 
] In Ay hy Depressible ciphers which will not get low. Parts \ j 

i Oy & ES ss subject to wear are hardened. Clear cut, deeply en- ‘ 

| \ 4 : If GGG éq graved figures. ; 
\" Le The features which have made all Wetter machines t 

| gerne aes the standard in the finest printing plants are all em- 1 

i) eT - bodied in this low cost and very popular model. | 

i NO 12356 Made in 5, 6,7 and 8-wheel sizes. | 

) FACSIMILE IMPRESSION , 

i THE LOCK-WHEEL MODEL THEM FROM TURNING HALF WAY OVER, ASSURES ALIGNMENT | 
. a OF FIGURES AND ACCURATE NUMBERING 

This recently patented machine has a “locking” ree 

iH principle incorporated right into the machine— : Vewwesl) ea 
i not a separate unit. Wheels cannot turn half way . \ XAG OG heirs, | 

Hi or all the way over unless intended. The great- \ = S W seo | 

| est improvement ever made in typographic num- ee baa 5 : A 
bering machines. . Passage \ 

i Plunger is as low as can be made. All steel = Pipi yiy pee | 

| construction. Removable “No” slide. Clear, finely sippy 7 a ‘ 
i engraved figures. | Z tees 
| And guaranteed to number accurately on any Fd ase ae fo 
i flat bed printing press at any speed at which the Lo WETTER, NEWYORK C2 Ais 
| press can be run. oO 1 

Made in 5,6, 7 and 8-wheel sizes. Na 12356 
j 

THE BOSTON MODEL 

6 EEE CRUE, This model is made of steel throughout. Parts liable 

= a | Nb to wear are hardened. Wheels are equipped with ciphers 

N SUSE At of improved construction which are guaranteed not to 

i cult ts € , get low. Has “roughed” side plates which prevent ma- 
| ‘ ERS Naas chine from “riding up” or falling out of form and elimi- 

i) nates the need for locking machines up too tightly. 

| F pee e Side plates can be removed if necessary to get machine 

i EEE into smaller space. Equipped with hold-down screws so 
i that one number can be repeated any desired number 

N2 12356 of times. Removable “No” slide. A popular model for 

} FACSIMILE IMPRESSION general, all-around numbering. ‘ 

Made in 5 and 6-wheel sizes only. 
WW ’ 

| 
THE MIDGET MODEL : 

j | Made entirely of steel and is the smallest type-high numbering machine made. Designed to 

i\ meet the demand for a small machine with figures large enough for ordinary commercial ! 

uses. It can be depended upon for durability and accuracy. Re- ae 

movable “No” slide. ess Ware : 
sul BR sesscsh yy él 

| Model 115 (5-wheel) 32356 M46 inch wide x 1% inch long ih see) LAY, \ 8 

| Model 223 (6-wheel) 1%4¢ inch wide x 1% inch long | eee ees 

\| Model 116 (6-wheel) 1146 inch wide x 1% inch long 9 ieee i 
| Model 224 (7-wheel) 123687 1%¢ inch wide x 1% inch long | | verren sere tl 

i 
Se es 

| 

iH 
| 
| 

1] 
| 
i) 
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ee 
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THE 
REVERSE 

END 

MODEL 

wid Ke ie ie 
oe aa 

Hl 

= NBs 
A
S
 

NP les, 

In this 
machine 

the 
plunger 

is on 
the 

reverse 

end 
ff =

 

| = 
and 

the 
character 

on 
top 

of the 
plunger 

can 
be 

re- 
i \ e

e
 

t
a
t
a
 

a iin, 

moved 

and 
another 

character 

inserted 

in its 
place, 

or E
E
E
 

GWU 
f 

Fe 
ek 

it can 
be made 

with 
a solid 

blank 

plunger 

for 
print- 

|
 

wath 

; 

; ing 
numbers 

near 
the 

edge 
of the 

paper 

(as 
in checks) 

j
o
 

ss Em ron, 
. 

Wet 
mas. 

so the 
plunger 

mark 
will 

print 
outside 

of the 
paper. 

TS 
Hn 

Made 

of steel 
throughout 

and 
equipped 

with 
the 

spe- 
1
2
3
4
5
 

nie 
i cially 

designed 

drop 
cipher 

which 

will 
always 

print plainly. 

MADE 
IN 5 AND 

6-WHEEL 

SIZES 
ONLY 

All 
Wetter 

Numbering 

Machines 

can 
be furnished 

to number 

backwards 

at no 
extra 

charge. 

| 

Skip 

wheels 

can 
be 

furnished 

for 
all 

machines. 

| 

—
 

Wheels 

and 
other 

small 

parts 

are 
interchangeable 

in the 
Nonpareil, 

Lock-wheel, 

Boston, 
a
;
 

and 
Reverse 

End 
Model 

machines. 

ROBERTS 

NUMBERING 

MACHINES 

MADE 

IN Four 

Sizes: 

Five, 

Stx, 
SEVEN 

AND 
EIGHT 

WHEELS 

| 

The 
Roberts 

Model 

27 Numbering 

Machine 

is generally 

used 
by 

printers 

for 
ordinary 

job 
i 

work. 

This 
machine 

is constructed 

to be used 
with 

any 
press 

made 

to print 

from 

type; 

also 
fur- 

i 

8 nished 

to number 

backwards 

so as to avoid 

turning 

the 
aa 

N
S
 

\ sheets. 

For 
numbering 

checks, 

orders, 

strip 
tickets, 

etc., 
| 

a : ‘ S

S

 

skipping 

wheels 

are 
necessary. 

These 

skip 
automatically 

| 

35h 
A
a
r
e
 

wi) 
(‘) 

any 
number 

from 
1 to 10 and 

are 
interchangeable 

with ey 
ON PY 

J regular 

consecutive 

unit 
wheels. 

The 
No. 

27 Numbering 

| 

Ne 
Machine 

is operated 

by 
a steel 

spring 

of great 

power 

and 
5 Ny Bad) 

unusual 

elasticity, 

insuring 

correct 

numbering. 

This 
num- Ry i bering 

machine 

may 
be taken 

apart 

inaminute 

forcleans- 

mt, 
Pars Ky ing 

and 
is as quickly 

reassembled. 

page 
wt 2 Oy ; Model 

27—5 
wheels 

Model 

28—7 

wheels * Saw: 

Model 
28—6 

wheels 
Model 

28-8 
wheels whet 

gem 
0 

| 

ieee 
N° 12345 

| 
ins 

We SF ROBERTS 

NUMBERING 

MACHINE 

| 

meat 
pe mae 

MODEL 

27 

| 

Duo 
5 

anny 
eared 

oe ROBERTS 

POSITIVE 

LOCK 

NUMBERING 

MACHINE 

i 

b
r
 

te P
r
 These 

Positive 

Lock 
Numbering 

Machines 

are 
known 

all, 

TE, 

, 

as “Series 

80” 
in the 

Roberts 

Line. 

Model 

85, 
five 

wheels; 

C
L
E
 

E
T
E
 

fi 
Model 

86, 
six 

wheels; 

Model 

87, 
seven 

wheels; 

and 
Model 

h
h
h
 

| 
88, 

eight 

wheels. 

a
 

el 
Ee 

| 

Fo No 
matter 

how 
great 

the 
press 

speed 

or the 
vibration, 

r i i W
E
R
 ma Deges 

these 

wheels 

cannot 

skip 
or carry 

over 
because 

they 
are 

oad 
4
 

Le | | | 

wri 
ees 

securely 

locked 

until 
the 

precise 

second 

of the 
release. 

The 
i | 

f direct-drive 

low 
plunger, 

without 

intermediate 

parts, 

as- 
f er R

r

 

| 

sures 

positive 

action, 

consistent 

service 

and 
long 

life. 
-
 
!
 

-f 
I The 

side 
plates 

are 
removable—they 

snap 

off 
and 

on. 
a 

i A steel 
staple 

plunger-release 

permits 

a quick 

removal 

of 0 

r the 
plunger 

for 
instant 

cleaning. 

N
o
 

1 2 3 4 D 

F SERIES 

“80” 
POSITIVE 

LOCK 

—
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48 American Type Founders Sales Corporation | 

FORCE NUMBERING MACHINES | 

i FORCE “GENERAL PURPOSE” NUMBERING MACHINE | 

Equipped with steel engraved wheels, removable plunger slide, re 

solid double plunger stops, solid bottom case. Complete interchange- } Gas 

j ability of parts and by substitution and finishing can be made into i is i | 

a high quality machine. For instance, wheels as they are made are G if SS } 
of the same quality as the higher grade machines except for hard- &, Y ey ] 

| ening. Wheels can be furnished with either Roman or Gothic figures. . i yeney ] 

Available in two models. The five-wheel model, 0 to 99999, case ¥ pe } 

| measurement 1.5277 inches or 110 points long, and .875 inches or a Lo PD | | 

63 points wide. The six-wheel model, 0 to 999999, case measurement \ RSs, 

1.666 inches or 120 points long, and .875 inches or 63 points wide. rg 
Also furnished for greater or lesser capacities and to number forward or backward. Can be | 

provided with skipping wheels, special slides or prefixes. Fitted with affixes at slight additional cost. 

i) “SUPER-FORCE” NUMBERING MACHINE | | 

| <5 Here is a typographic machine that can actually be used in a fast 1 

| & pe 8 operating press without the slightest difficulty. The wheels click over ! 

| NYG Lier . just as surely, the impression is just as clean, as on slow-moving jobs. | 

i|  ¢, We Sr > Many years of firing-line experience has gone into this machine, 
i WN CO oN <a | with the result that every difficulty of operation, every objection i 

| > = to handling numbering jobs, has been overcome. l 

| ) The “Super-Force” Typograph is furnished for either forward or 

i} ‘| 5 backward numbering, with five wheels, six wheels, or seven wheels. ! 

H| <4 All machines are 63 points wide and with lengths as follows: five 

i wheels, 110 points; six wheels, 120 points; seven wheels, 130 points. | 

| Wheels are with Roman or Gothic figures, as desired. | 

i If required, letter wheels or skip wheels may be substituted for consecutive number wheels. 

| The “No.” slide is removable and serial letter or other specially engraved slide may be used. 

| Can be furnished with overthrow lock at slight additional cost. 

| AMERICAN NUMBERING MACHINES 

i] STANDARD “ALL STEEL” MODELS <N i! Aas 
| 63 AND 64 < QS 

| Designed to be locked up in a form same as — bg | 
} type—either with or without type matter. > z DAC —_ | 

| Printing face of figures is exactly type high and SU Sere Fa | 
i| as the impact of the press takes place the [AR \OR2zEra) Ghe os | 

i plunger is depressed and the succeeding num- hy Qe ray r) —— vy i | 

|| ber comes into printing position automatically. 1 B aay pack 7 a 
| Steel construction throughout. Wearing “AVing | Wu rs - 4 

parts of hardened tool steel. Tool steel drop eal, : 7 ey eS a | 
i! ciphers with bearing surface full width of oh \ KS He: 

| wheel. All parts interchangeable. », i | he << | 
i Exceptionally low plunger. Only %2 inch eS 

} above type high. Construction of solid piece 

} of steel. Ne 

] The whole plunger assembly can be in- IN? 54321 | 

} stantly removed without displacing a screw IMPRESSION OF FIGURES Ve 

i or pin, making it easy to clean. | 

| Quantity production and exceptional manufacturing advantages make it possible to produce 

| these high grade machines to sell at popular prices. 

| Model 63 made with 5 wheels only. Model 64 with 6, 7, or 8 wheels. 
| 1 

as 

| : 
| Hi 
|
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= Material and Equipment for the Printer 49 | 

\ Oe AR MODELS 30 AND 31 i 

Pm NOR) = High Speed Lock Paw] Equipped Models 30 and 31 are of 
Y a a the same general construction throughout as Models 63 and 

M : EY) meee / 64, but specially constructed for operation on high speed 

SW A g presses. Contain patented American Lock Pawl. The 
oF Bie Lock Pawl definitely prevents the number wheels from 

:g SEED throwing past alignment at speeds far beyond the max- 

imum on any flat-bed press. q 

N2 5 4 3 9 1 Model 30 made with 5 wheels only. Model 31 made with | 
e VIVE 

6, 7, or 8 wheels. 
FACSIMILE IMPRESSION | 

ade 
WP tite, BIG BOY MODELS 130 AND 131 -G | 

High Speed Lock Pawl Equipped. Printing bold figures. So > { 

The largest that can be contained in type-high machines. Nx ea. Gs Cm 

My bee An increasing demand for large numbers on printed re - ape rs » 

Wevhedh et» forms was the reason for making a stock machine of these oa ek Se a ] 
yn models. mS .. i i 

tt he a Constructed along the same general lines as standard Bo, 2 gp oe” \ 
th Ye machines, all steel. Tool steel drop ciphers. Slide Plungers. 4 i yo ' 

, Built in Lock Pawl. Quick detachable plunger for clean- i 
ibe free ing, etc. oe | 

dh tem: Model 130 made with 5 wheels only. Model 131 with 6 N2 ak 9 3 4 5 6 j 

cite w tiles » or 7 wheels. D FACSIMILE IMPRESSION | 

mM pe | 
MODELS 30-L AND 31-L | 

aon These are Left Hand Plunger Machines. Plunger is usually engraved with a star and is | 

¢ ddr mo ys located in the position following the figures. Used for numbering bank checks on cylinder { 

presses when the usual “No.” preceding the figures is not permitted. 

96 The star prints to the right and outside the form. i 

$ 54321 tt Same general construction as other models. Tool steel drop ] 
FACSIMILE IER ES ON ciphers. 

OR MOORE SS Quick detachable plunger for easy cleaning, etc. | 
The Model 30-L made with five wheels only. The Model 31-L made with six, seven or eight 

wheels. | 
i 

SKIP WHEELS os | 
Skip Wheels for Gang Work are interchangeable with the regular con- a! > | 

secutive unit wheel in all models for running checks and other forms a fi ) 

two or more to a page, or for running jobs several “on”. © z iu 

They are made to skip 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,9, and 10. When ordering ad- Neb” di | 
2 vise Model that the wheels are to be used in. The same Skip Wheels 4 oe 4 

‘ may be used and are interchangeable in Models 63, 64 and High Speed . Be SL fF | 

€ Models 30 and 31. | 

: Letter Wheels, preceding figure wheels, may be purchased at any time and inserted in | 

’ any models. 

199) f Standard Plungers are all engraved “No.”, but may be furnished blank or engraved with | 

491 : letters, symbols, or figures. 

ome All machines may be ordered to number backward instead of forward at no additional 

charge. 

» pe y We can supply numbering machines for a variety of purposes and to meet special 

requirements. Write for information concerning these. 
; h 

— | 

:
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ruses ha seseiaa a tesa saat nagas Ac ee liad Ov eee oe 

BATES HAND NUMBERING MACHINE 

\ The Bates Hand Numbering Machine, standard movement, will number consecutively, will 

! duplicate each number before passing to the next, or will repeat the same number as often as 

may be desired. These three different movements are attained by simply moving the pointer on 

the dial. The machine automatically inks itself after each impression. 

P a All the printing is done from solid steel type. As there are no ratchet 

f ] wheels between the figure dies, there is no lost or irregular spacing be- 

tween figures. : ena 

i 3 The Bates Eight Movement Machine numbers consecutive,duplicate, a 

ae triplicate, quadruplicate, quintuplicate, sextuplicate, septuplicate and \axea 

octuplicate and repeat. 

a | The Bates Multiple Movement Machine, furnished with Bakelite v 

ig frame, eight ounces lighter in weight than other Bates machines, = 

iil operates consecutive, duplicate, triplicate and repeat. Can be furnished 

ee i) a to number four, five or six times instead of duplicate or triplicate, wea 

% ssucee either or both; each at $1.00 extra. aly 

| if Ba te: 5\. "4 Bates HAND NUMBERING MACHINES ARE MADE IN THE FOLLOWING SIZES: oe 

A2| oe 5 wheels,numbering to 99,999 7 wheels,numbering to 9,999,999 aL 

Oysters fle 6 wheels, numbering to 999,999 8 wheels, numbering to 99,999,999 oes 

i as a J nig 
i ad r Also in special styles of type and special movements. = 

I Naa STVLE A STVLE E STVLE G Ate o 

| a well 
aN 12345 12345 12345 

i 

ROBERTS HAND NUMBERING MACHINE j 

| A MECHANICALLY PERFECT MACHINE 

| The “regular” Model 49 is a six wheel machine. A small figure 

| can be furnished in six wheels, or a large figure in five wheels. The is 

| Style “H” figure in the Model 49 Hand Machine exactly matches 

hy the figures in the Model 27 and 28 typographic machines. 

| RoBerts HAND NUMBERING MACHINES ARE MADE IN THE FOLLOWING SIZES: 

Model 49, with 6 wheels, small figures 
\ Model 49, with 5 wheels, large figures 

Model 49, with 6 wheels, large figures ' 

Three Actions: Consecutive, duplicate and repeat; consecutive, triplicate and ga@aaeeaeail 
repeat; or consecutive, quadruplicate and repeat. i iaees 

i Four Actions: Consecutive, duplicate, triplicate and repeat; or consecutive, [Mmeremen: | 
duplicate, quadruplicate and repeat. | ‘\ 

Five Actions: Consecutive, duplicate, triplicate, quadruplicate and repeat. | | 3 i i 

| ie a 
PARAGON HAND NUMBERING MACHINE a edie 

i THE MACHINE WITH A VARIETY OF FIGURES be : taded 

i 
A {Sener : lees ot 

Paragon Hand Numbering Machines are well and favorably na 

} known and need but brief description. They are made with 1 23456 1 2 3456 ys 
five styles of Gothic figures and seven styles of Roman fig- — Style A Style H sadn 

| ures. A size and style of figure can be obtained to meet almost x 

any requirement: five wheels numbering to 99,999; six wheels res 1 2 3 4 5 ave ‘dy 

| numbering to 999,999. Four wheel and seven wheel machines — pogerrs HAND NUMBERING MACHINE len 

| made to order. MODEL 49 i 

Send for circulars showing the styles of figures that can be c 

| obtained for the several numbering machines described here. ta 
neh 

eae eg ce eRe SO ong tres Ae eee tr nO Ba es Sot i Se et rk 

| 

| 
| | 
} 

Vi
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Material and Equipment for the Printer $1 | 

= | | 
: a AMERICAN A ! 

i} 
a | HAND NUMBERING MACHINES | 

ne . 3 i 
| == American Visible Model 41. The only “visible” Hand Num- j 

" Tay bering Machine. Operator always knows the next number the i 

| machine will print. Made of steel throughout. Deeply formed | 

® a figures print sharp, clear impressions. Standard machine con- I 

ww tains 6 wheels. Three movements: Consecutive, Duplicate, 4 

ae, AMERICAN VISIBLE and Repeat. Re 

i TITAS) Standard style. Other styles Roman 
AME! 5 ie y “ Sa 

\ saan t y 6 0 4 3 S 1 and Gothic, 46 inch high to e ] 

te i , Fac-Simile Impression 346 inch high. ee | 
ne, f o Re i 

-_-—} B oN 1 
2 <F THE MAGNETIC PLATE MOUNTER o 

oe 
Here is a unique, handy tool for many purposes. A magnetized plunger draws eS | 

the small nail within the hardened point of the tool and holds it there. The nail is po | 

driven straight and true into the block or plate by a slight hammer blow on the t | 

top or anvil of the tool. 4 

By the use of the Magnetic Plate Mounter it is possible to securely position a | | 

nail in a space or location otherwise inaccessible without the possibility or risk | i 

of damage to a valuable plate or injury to the fingers. | i} 

A valuable addition to any tool kit and a means of facilitating the work of ] 

; a delicate operation. 1 

The Magnetic Plate Mounter is furnished full nickel-plated. | 

4 AMERICAN CYLINDER PRESS SEAT 

3 y The American Cylinder Press Seat fits any cylinder press, entails i 

J E no trouble to attach, and when in place is strong and secure. It | 

&, a fastens to the floor and to the feeder’s platform. Can be adjusted in 

Tye hr : any direction, swings out of the way or may be taken off entirely. 

% { a F wa For pony cylinder presses without feeder’s stand to attach it to, { 

ES V the American Press Seat is shipped with a heavy standard of 

f ps ey correct height, which can be \ 

a= aga a securely fastened to the floor at rece a 

i ? a the proper distance from the i b 

} Gig) m= press. This arrangement will be j 

ye found very convenient. Write : 
5 fe z Simple 

y A F OE Pe Substantial 
a if Inexpensive { 
iP | ROUSE 

PRESS SEAT 
AMERICAN CYLINDER PRESS SEAT For CYLINDER PRESSES 

The Rouse Press Seat is simple, substantial and inexpensive. | 

It is attached securely to the press by three bolts affixed to the poles ee i 

; feeder’s platform. The seat swings freely on the end of a an \ 

A steel support which may be quickly adjusted. Write for cir- © __ ROUSE i) 
7 E PRESS SEAT { 

9345¢ ; cular and prices. | 
4 

"sat F SPHINX PASTE 

Rec Used by printers and publishers throughout the country for almost 50 years. A dark gray 

a jelly-like make-ready paste that is a positive necessity in every pressroom. Free from all dis- Hl 

ve sc agreeable odors; will not injure the hands and is not inflammable. Keeps soft and free from | 

mould; does not swell the packing or wrinkle paper. No risks of lumps getting into the pack- 

ing or overlays and battering the type. Can be used in the mailing room and for general 4 

pasting work. Put up in half pint, pint, quart, half gallon and gallon cans. i 

ee 
i] 

i 
|
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pO | 

JOB PRESS LOCKS 
| SAVE TIME AND MATERIAL | 

The M. & W. Job Locks are made in five sizes: 1¥4, 2, 3,4 and 5 inches. Any space inside a | 

chase from 9 ems to 50 ems pica can be filled and locked-up in much less time than with the | 

customary furniture and quoins. The pressure is applied with a screw, so designed that it can 

not work loose. Vibration does not affect se | 

| them. The advantages offered by the use of » soe | 

M. & W. Job Locks are the very few pieces " | 

required to lock up a form and the simple ae —~g 

method of doing the work. The accom- | 

panying illustration below shows one way 

the locks may be used in connection with co oe | 

iron or metal furniture. With the use of inert eer ae ; 

these M. & W. Job Locks this form can be CESS edb KRESS LOCRS | 

properly locked up for press in less than one minute. Every printing office can use these locks. 

The M. & W. Job Locks will also be found a great convenience as well as a time-saver when | 

i used in connection with iron or wood furniture in locking up open forms, such as blank-book 

i headings, covers, etc. The accuracy of the M. & W. Job Locks is so absolute that they will be 

q found of great assistance in registering forms 

\j on the press. 

Hi ‘ “i Send for pamphlet describing and illustrating | | 

| I the complete Morgans & Wilcox Locking-Up 

! «48 System which includes the M. & W. Lock Furni- 
i i ae 55%  — J] | ture, which gives a good lock-up in a 4-pica | 

l i eee : pase E space. Made in widths from 4 to 10 picas; lengths 
| ry I | al 25 to 130 picas. The advantages of this system 

i| | sis ie are outstanding. No argument or prejudice can | 

i saiincetel get around the fact. It makes considerable differ- | 
| @ wy ence in a month or a year whether a workman 
i eeeeeeneneinll picks up 300 pieces of locking-up material or 100 | 

| pieces, when preparing large forms for press. 

| ILLUSTRATION SHOWING HOW THE M. & W. Form-Locking System is extensive and | 
| M. & W. JOB LOCKS ARE USED . a ., . 

| complete, and provides time-saving materials 

| for locking-up forms for both job and cylinder presses. The pamphlet illustrates and describes 
just how the various locking-up units may be used to greatest advantage. 

| CYLINDER PRESS LOCKS ] | 
] For LOCKING SMALL FoRMS ON CYLINDER PRESS BEDS \ 

The M. & W. Cylinder Press Locks will be found a great convenience anda time-saver | 
| when used for locking small forms on the beds of cylinder presses. They are muchquicker | 

! and safer to use than wood furniture. In any pressroom where miscellaneous work is done | 

the M. & W. Cylinder Press Locks will be found invaluable, and will save time in register _| 

(I and make-ready and in preventing work-ups so frequently caused by _ | 
the use of inaccurate wood furniture. t 

The M. & W. Cylinder Press Locks are made in the following sizes: 

} 3 inches (extend to 5 inches); 5 inches (extend to 8 inches); 8 inches 

| (extend to 14 inches); 14 inches (extend to 26 inches); 

| 22 inches (extend to 36 inches). q | 

| Write for pamphlet completely =e S | 

describing the M. & W. i oe | 
line ofcylinderandjob i | | | 

press locks. Ask for BR x... . ie a 2 | 

quotanone M. & W. CYLINDER PRESS LOCKS | 

Iam lati e pseN cee Nese Se sere eevee eee Seen a oe eee eee i ee 
} u 

| 

! 3
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i Material and Equipment for the Printer 53 
| 

CUTTING AND PERFORATING RULE 
i i 

Wiens Steel Cutting Rule can be supplied in either hard or soft material, black or polished. Made | 

tani in 2-pt., 3-pt., 4-pt., and 6-pt. bodies with cutting edge in the center or on the side of the rule. i 
Mel fa Steel Creasing Rule can also be supplied in the same sizes and either hard or soft. | 

5 Strips are in 24-inch lengths. | 

| | | 
PERFORATING RULES STEEL CUTTING RULES 

L MAAN ALAA SLSR OR CMA OCALA eco: s — | 

| ie eS | 

h a aes 7 | 

[ MERICAN : PN Lana Oy i 
AEN : pacha | 

ae : ia oe om 

BS Sia 
me - i 
beni Brass Nos. 3172 and 3173 Steel Nos. 6172 and 6173 Soft or Hard Black Steel Cutting Rule 

wre | 5 ; ewe | 

it ai Terre a7 | 
Mera, Se OC , pig ce oe | 

iy MERICAN be MEDICAN. _ 1 

a Cae . AM NS | 
een, gts a ee ASE | H 

" Madhn, Steel Nos. 6122 and 6123 Hard and Polished Steel Cutting Rule | 

the eed s ate ; “ : 

er Ete 3 ee k No. 3172, brass, 2 point No. 6122, steel, 2 point | 

tome ee " No. 3173, brass, 3 point —_ No. 6123, steel, 3 point 

r put . tt No. 6172, steel, 2 point No. 6082, steel, 2 point | 

teri 22 AMERICAN No. 6173, steel, 3 point No. 6083, steel, 3 point 

dee 4 varine 7 a Steel Perforating Rule also put up in fonts of four 

ated) i ees ee ‘a ye feet cut to pica ems of assorted lengths. 

ms trys | Steel Nos. 6082 and 6083 | 

serine x } 

ni Mae 

yd frie PATENT BASE PERFORATING RULE | 

The Patent Base Perforating Rule is made of two-point steel rule mounted on a brass base i 

which is beveled for use on the various patent beds and bases. t 

This can be supplied in either 8, 12 or 17 teeth to the inch and any height desired by the 

customer. Unless otherwise specified the Patent Base Perforating Rule is made to an overall { 

nen oa, i 

puck 
ye lie, 

tn bine py 

a J 

height of .159, bringing the top of the rule to type-high when mounted on any standard base i 

which is .759 high. However, it can be supplied in any desired height. { 

Steel Cutting or Creasing Rule can be furnished to work with patent base in the same | 

manner. It can also be supplied curved to work on web presses, but where this is desired it 

is necessary to specify the diameter of the cylinder. On cylinder presses it is well not to have i 

the length exceed more than half the circumference of the cylinder. 

— e
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THE BURCH PERFORATOR 

The Burch Perforator perforates while printing, without inking the stock or cutting the 

rollers. The base of the device is of solid metal, consequently no matter how much pressure is 

exerted by the quoins, it cannot affect the perfect working of the blade. The head may project 

into the furniture and 

| a mf] 
en Dent Ss time is wasted on the 2——=—==—a ] S 

ANE stone. One simply locks a y SE 

i See 44 | perforator in form and al 4 a S 

i 4 the press does the rest. S v 
THE BURCH PERFORATOR—CLOSED THE BURCH PERFORATOR—OPEN 

No quad or other make- 

shift is necessary to paste on the tympan. Measurements are taken over all; the 10 inch device | 

just fills a 10 inch chase, but perforates only 8% inches; the head in every case takes up 1 inches. { 

MADE IN THE FOLLOWING SIZES: 

6 inch. Perforates 4% inches 8 inch. Perforates 6% inches _10 inch. Perforates 8% inches 
7 inch. Perforates 5% inches 9 inch. Perforates 7% inches 12 inch. Perforates 10% inches 

15 inch. Perforates 13% inches 18 inch. Perforates 16% inches 

| COWAN PERFORATORS FOR KELLY PRESSES 

. \ ¥L a eo A cost-cutting attachment in any printing office 

: ) ( y omy operating Kelly Presses. The Cowan Perforator is 

, i.) oe pag adjustable, and perforates on a brass band which 

nA py J ( a i insures a clean cut. Can be attached in a few 

! LS Ae (Ge c minutes. No holes to drill. Will perforate or crease 

| pe ota Ee the largest sheet that will run on the press. 

| } e The Cowan Perforator is simple, strong and serv- 

| fe vi iceable. The perforator and creasing wheels are 

q 4 made of hardened steel, and will stand many thou- 

] \ sand impressions before sharpening. 

In many cases it will pay for itself in a single job. 

SHOWING COWAN PERFORATORS ATTACHED TO 
KELLY PRESS BRUSH ROD 

i ROSBACK HAND PERFORATOR 

i A 10 INCH MACHINE 

i The Rosback 10-Inch Hand Perforator makes a round hole and perforates fully ten inches. 

| All springs are encased in the body of machine, out of the way of operator. The stripper is 

flanged, which renders it stiff and firm and not liable to spring or careen. A i 

needle accidentally bent can be removed and another inserted in its place by | 

detaching the needle stop, removing the defective needle, and replacing it with H 

a new one—the operation requiring but a few minutes’ time. This 

feature will particularly recommend it to those who know by ex- he lian 

perience how much time and patience are required 2 REL ete or Saf 

It to replace defective needles on some perforators. Coe 

. Weight, boxed, about 70 Ibs. oe rs lee” 

SOUTHWORTH HAND POWER ROSBACK HAND PERFORATOR 

| PERFORATOR : eae 
fj a 0 Mabe In 15 INCH S1zE ONLY 

4 jee r os Southworth Hand Power Perforator is an honest-to-good- 

: ge el iieiip ness perforator and, with the single !54« in. diameter guide 

<4 Fi rods, has a head far more substantially guided than many 

| uA of the foot and power machines now on the market. It will j 

e be found a great convenience as an auxiliary machine for 

HAND POWER PERFORATOR handling small jobs of perforating. The workmanship and 

material used in the construction is of the same high grade as is used in the larger perforators. 

| 

J
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n | | | | 
Nhat, SOUTHWORTH PUNCHING MACHINES | 

ty Mabe IN Two SryLes: HAND AND Foot POWER 

tt The Southworth Punching Machines are | 

for punching paper, cardboard, celluloid, thin 

Fe’ % sheet metal and other material. They are de- 

a ~ - signed for round-hole punching only. Irregu- | 

PS en lar shapes, such as open holes for loose-leaf | 

ag - ois 72& sheets, card indexes, etc., cannot be punched i 

Mme, Geo “ a with them. } 
he ? SS Punches vary in size by thirty-seconds, from | 

mri y NI Sa Vg» to Y% inch. One punching set is included in | 
mrt, : price of machine. Eyeleting can also be done in a satis- | 

4 factory and economical manner. Can furnish eyelets and 

[ — eyelet sets varying by sixteenths, from 4 to ¥% inch. | 

mK 4 

a) E 7 STERLING 
TF a ROUND CORNERING MACHINE 
==, tery ~~ WN The Sterling Round Cornering Machine is made in both | 
Mm The Cae bi ee | _hand power and foot power types. The machine is self- | 

wa Maa, _ i clamping and very rapid. The capacity is a little over one \ 

Wit, SS inch of stock. Any numberof sheetscan be round cornered | 
tl Fle — from a single sheet up to the full capacity of the machine. STERLING { 
Pll ma ey __ SouTHworTH The knife cuts onto a block of end-grain hardwood, held ROUND CORNERING | 
mY 3 aoe oeeAite  ” in position by a spring. One No.1 knife, four cutting blocks SPOR POURS | 
OF ea and a wrench are included with the machine. | 

Motel, | 

ae i THE SOUTHWORTH PUNCHING \ 
" MACHINE } 

F Made in two patterns—Hand Power and Foot Power, the latter 9, | 

wid being in the pedestal form similar to the “Portland.” This machine a A | 

E is designed for Round Hole Punches only, the sizes varying from Be Be i 

dims D2 842 inch to % inch, by thirty-seconds. Each complete punching CE 

conta set consists of a punch, stripper and die. The change from one 

rom! | size to another can be made easily and quickly and without the 

ty ya . aid of tools. 

oe F SIEBER ADJUSTABLE HAND PUNCH 

& ‘THE LATEST DEVELOPMENT IN HAND PUNCHING MACHINES | 

' 
i The Sieber Adjustable Hand Punch is a splendid auxiliary to the power punching machine; 

¥ does the work as well and as cheaply; easily and quickly made ready. 

i This punch is of extra heavy construction and built to take all classes of loose leaf punching, | 

t pe taking any size sheet. Dies are easy to | 

& Z (a) adjust to various centers up to 8Y4inches i 

pe re stern center to center. Movable end gauge | 
ea may be locked at any place; table is | 

aime —_— “@ graduated to give center to center of holes with greatest ease. | 
pores 18 a > Punch movement is positive, with eccentric shaft giving | 

soy 8?) 1 tid Mr a, extra power to stroke. Dies are of hardened steel, self- | 
peor = CT = <a hee sharpening, and highly nickel plated. Punch is copper oxi- | 

oun , x ee r & > dized, with nickel plated table and handle grip. Packed in | 

sour) ‘ , a : % substantial wood box ready to ship; weight, 17 pounds. 

a Te “i SIEBER ADJUSTABLE . ‘ 

gnmee HAND PUNCH 

{
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| | 

EJECTOR PRESS PUNCHES 

i By using Ejector Press Punches many jobs can be punched and printed at one operation. ig 

The punches, operating on the impression, permit the cuttings to fall through ahead of the | 

downward movement of the rollers. These Punches work equally well on the Universal and 

Gordon type of presses. 

A low-priced Punch, the various parts of which can be purchased separately. | 

Ejector Press Punch, complete, %42, 44, 942, 916, “2 or 4 in., mounted on body %¢ in. square (small) | 

Ejector Press Punch, complete, 546 or %% inch, mounted on body %6 inch square (medium) 

Ejector Press Punch, complete, 14 inch, mounted on body %4 inch square (large) 

Ejector Press Punch, complete, 5 inch, mounted on body 7% inch square (large) 

Write for descriptive circular 

SEAMLESS STEEL CUTTING PUNCHES q 

These Helmold Cutting Punches are used principally in conjunction with steel rule dies | 

i for cutting round holes. They are extremely durable. Are made in sizes from ¥%-inch outside 

bevel to 13-inch inside bevel. Standard height is .937 inch. Special heights to order. When 

1 ordering state whether bevel is to be inside or outside of the cutting edge. Can be supplied 

j with cutting edge in center. Prompt delivery can be made on all sizes and styles. | 

i Send for Punch Chart showing actual sizes and prices. 

\ | 

1 PADDING AND GLUING-ON ATTACHMENTS 

| Hamilton Steel Bindery Tables are made instantly available as padding or gluing-on tables 

i by the addition of simple attachments, as shown in illustration. 

| No. 15050 Padding Attachment for Hamilton Steel Bindery Tables having a 36 in. working | 

} surface, includes drip pan (E). Approximate shipping weight, 60 lbs. Uprights (A) are 18 in. 

i long, threaded. The padding board (D) is 10 in. wide and 44 in. long. Pressure is obtained by | | 

| 3 ¢ use of 6in. star wheels(C) on uprights. B is metal washer i 

| oe aa f=" .-s between star wheel and board. The uprights extend 

| - : E ~o through the flange of the table top and are held securely | 

| aa | . =|, by a locked nut. When not in use they hang loosely 

| Nf ae E at sides of table. Drip pan (E) catches the drippings j 
| | Me a3 if from the brush or from the pads. The tables are 36 in. 4 

i \ as wide and have holes drilled in side flanges 5 in. from 

} = each end to accommodate this attachment. i | 

} | ie nn No. 15052 Gluing-on Attachment for Hamilton Steel 
| A | ry " Bindery Tables includes swinging bracket (G), pan (H) 

| he a Ag 8% in. diameter, which fits into bracket, and a 4% in. | 

ae sees cup (K) with bracket, for holding brushes, but not the | 

‘De N glue heater (L). Approximate shipping weight, 30 lbs. | 

el sane The bracket holding the glue pot is in two parts, one | 
| attached to leg of table, the other part hinged and swing- | 

- ing, carrying the glue pot clear of the table either at end or { 
y No.15050 PADDING ATTACHMENT side. The brush cup is attached to the bracket, and also | 

| OND 0 BE SLUNG ON swings clear of table. The glue heater in illustration is { 

| 36 IN. END OF TABLE Type GH-2, two quarts. | 

PAPER PAD COUNTER 
| This Pad or Paper Counter is a device adjustable for 

} dividing any number of sheets into equal parts for 

} padding. The gauge is nickel plated and adjustable | 

} up to 1% inches. PAPER PAD COUNTER 
| 

} 

| 

i a
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: ROUSE TYMPAN PAPER HOLDER 
me Wet A LABOR SAVER FOR THE PRESSROOM 

tals Keeps the paper off the floor and will soon save its entire cost in its conservation of tym- 
Mid | pan paper. It shears the paper off with a clean cut, again insuring against waste; its moderate | 

cost and constant convenience make it fairly indispensable in all pressrooms. | 

* : ones be ot 
me ii Se——$$$—a. Lee TP | 

] \ . = , ee | | 
i ee | | 

aaa ag ‘i 
A) 2 s | | 

aa | 
ss | 

ie J No. H.22 ror Styte BKeLLy Press Ral | 

yd aa No. H-35 For No. 2 KELLY PRESS ire | 

tie Rouse Vertical Tympan Paper Holders are supplied in fourteen sizes to serve Bes | 

bin every cylinder press; hundreds are in constant use in scores of well-equipped & | | 
plants. Used with any press, a Rouse Holder will earn its cost in tympan paper Bou | 

economy, in conservation of floor space and, notably, in its saving of labor in a é: ro i 

short time. F nid | 

rs NUMBER DIAMETER ROLL WiptH ROLL NUMBER DIAMETER ROLL Wiotn ROLL ae IL \ 

15-40 15 inches 36-40 inches 20-48 20 inches 44-48 inches a |p | / 
tinge se 15-48 15 inches 44-48 inches 20-54 20 inches 50-54 inches | 

15-54 15 inches 50-54 inches 20-60 20 inches 56-60 inches 
15-60 15 inches 56-60 inches 20-66 20 inches 62-66 inches i 

Bans p 16-65. <a inches 8 a ee eee ede re eee 
to ke me 20-40 20 inches 36-40 inches H15-35 15 inches (For No. 2 Kelly) | 

ane 9 tan» 
1 

aes SUPERIOR JOB PRESS BRAKE 
we argh esa A strong, effective Brake, very substantially made | 

ute il ere x ” of cast iron, with iron shoe lined with double-ply } 

tre ty ag oe leather. Does not interfere where belt is run on the | 

Ne fe IE ——— flywheel. A light pressure on the step by the feeder | 

Pw alii we Fs stops press instantly. 

pgs ict Ka Sizes of Superior Job Press Brakes: No. 1 fits 8x12 

qcaet, t Gordons; No. 2 fits 10x15 Gordons; No. 3 fits 12x18 | 

for Hama Se and 13x19 Gordons and 10x15 and 13x19 National, | 

mater i.e Universal and Colt’s Armory; No. 4 fits 14x20 and | 

roc, wht 1414x22 Gordons and 14x22 Hartford, National, Universal and Colt’s Armory; No. 5 fits 12x18 

tobe? and 15x21 Goldings. i 

ng we PERFECTION STEEL TABLETING PRESSES i 

daomene The Perfection Steel Tableting Press is made of steel and 

ot yet : iron. It will handle any number of sheets up to 3000 with 

yy tet Wey greatest ease. Is made sloping so that paper will rest alone 

te ce / a while being adjusted. The 
woe — ~~ | | 9 p Co clamp is separate from the i 

3 ee i i |. ) box and is quickly ar- i 
oe q f tas ranged to take various i 

= r j = & TH f{__ thicknesses. Pressure is i 

al a obtained by turning the | 

ge aN PERFECTION STEEL TABLETING PRESS Cera crank: The Perfec- i 
¢ — Se > tion Steel Tableting Press, | 

eR ms sheet steel holder, is sold complete with clamp and five boards. 

Extra clamps and boards may be purchased. i
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i 

] C & P “RELIANCE” PLATEN GUARD 

1 A simple, dependable feeding guard, consisting simply of a rolling curtain which rises and 

i lowers as the platen opens and closes. It cannot fail to operate for it is actuated by the move- 

ment of the press platen. 

gs » With platen open the guard is rolled up 

i a”, oe out of the way. There are no obstructions 

} 7 : to interfere with quick make-ready. When 

! see platen starts to close the feeding guard un- 

| 7 a _ j 4 rolls and rises into position, lifting the op- 

i on erator’s hand entirely away from the platen, | 

away from any danger of accident. | | 

ery | The “Reliance” Platen Guard can be at- | 

Fr \ tached to C & P Platen Presses in five min- | 

i f utes or less. Since there are no holes to drill ’ 

| 3 ee & : and no press parts need to be removed the 

| oS ™ “A A services of a mechanic are not required. 

| xs wi LPs Anyone can make the installation. 

i lie The C&P “Reliance” Platen Guard on 

i each hand-fed Chandler & Price Press in your 

plant will help to speed production by removing the ever-present fear of accidents. 

1! 
ka " 7 

| AMERICAN LETTERING rr’ —_ SA. 
! PALLET i AMERICAN = |) 

| The American Lettering Pallet is (oe 

| made of solid brass, substantially con- 

structed and handsomely finished. ) 

| It has a capacity for a line 4% inches long. It is readily 

| adjusted by two thumbscrews, which center the line with fee en 
i 7 LETTERING 

one operation from either end. PALLET 

PLANERS FOR PROOFS, TYPE 
} AND SLUGS An indispensable 

F tool for every 

Planers are made of the best selected rock maple. The bookbinder | 

| face of the proof planer is covered with a durable quality 

i of felt. The face of the slug planer is covered with corru- 

| gated rubber. 

| Aes 
/ ieee Toy 

At A 

LS satan sn ee 
PROOF PLANER : eat aol | 

| No. 5837—Proof Planer, size 3¥2x8 inches, with leather top. 

| aaa MAPLE PLANER 
| ———————SSSS No. 5839—Maple Planer, small, size 344x6 inches. | 

or No. 5843—Maple Planer, leather top,344x8 inches. | 
EEE No.5845—Midget Planer, 134x3 inches. j 

) oe 

SLUG PLANER | 

| No. 5847—Slug Planer, size 344x6 inches. | 

i | 

| | 
| i 

| 
. J
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r 
Pan vig | | 
i z 36 
sant No. 099 VANDERCOOK qT | 
a PROOF PRESS EE mn | 
my = ‘ A small proof press at a low price, b i ssibiliti i ise 1 tk 7 price, but with possibilities . —, 
WA Malone and qualities that are surprising. A proof press that gives <i i Sead > | 
we tay you a press proof. A little master from the shops of a mas- | ] i 

Wt t ter builder. The biggest and best 175 pounds of proof press a Panes | | 

HY Wrens ever offered. Sheet size 13x20 inches; form 11x16 inches; 7 | 

Nt dt wei floor space 21x31 inches. ees | 

Pte in Sold complete with steel paper cabinet, sheet feed, ink ] 

Mave fami bE plate with hinged cover, cast aluminum brayer with cast eG 

{he ee roller, rag bin, removable galley-thickness bed plate. Ball- } 

9 lb bearing throughout. Operated from either side. Adjustable i 

iti ft feet on the cabinet for leveling. ~ 

a 4 

lea Pa No. 03 VANDERCOOK 

ee PROOF PRESS 
eda | 

f It is sometimes difficult to reconcile jower price and high grade, : 

: i — 2s but here is a large size ball-bearing proof press of wide utility. i 

; “ ee The No. 03 Vandercook Proof Press | 

y 4 a 1 z 3 has many uses. It proves anything from 

aah oe : 5 " ; a single letter to 2534x34 inch form. 

| oo . Forms for all platen presses and many 

~— | MORE: of the automatic cylinder presses may be proved 

t | : g locked in chases as a final check before the form 

= be goes to press. A wide range of poster work may | 
Pd =e be done, especially if the register device with 
“ | % : De : . 

F | grippers is employed. A special thin bed plate 

| s Ben can be supplied for printing on heavy cardboard. | 

1 | The bed of the press may be used for an impos- } 

ma | Ea x ing surface. After the form is locked up it can | 
- / DO al i | 
cal ; Sa oe | be proofed before removing. i 

a +3) The No. 03 steel cabinet has four leveling set 

} i screws that fit into sockets in steel plates that | 

may be secured to the floor. | 

5 Wag Printing surface 2534x34; bed size 2534x42 | 

Q inches. Overall dimensions 301/4x42 inches. | 
i neat | 

t No. O POCO PROOF PRESS =) 
: A RELIABLE PROOF PRESS S. Ey oa 

The No.0 Poco Proof Press is large enough for 12x18 galleys. ey 4 7 aS a 

i It takes a good proof and as a means of lowering costs and im- Tat ae lc | 

proving service its reputation is established. For the printer who = 

; wants only a small reliable proofing machine at a very modest a) . | | 

: outlay of money, the Poco No.0 is just the thing. The stand for it is | 

made and furnished the same as for other Poco Proof Presses, ie na | | 

wane and while not absolutely essential, is very desirable and convenient. — i 

j All Poco Proof Presses are provided with means for adjusting | 

a nanan i the impression. Send for descriptive circular and prices. 

-— * Size of bed, 127%x18% inches. 

( All Poco Presses are equipped with cylinder packing, ink plate, galley plate No.0 POCO PROOF PRESS 

: and proof roller (not cast). WITH STAND 

—
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i oe 
i No. 2 POCO PROOF PRESS _ ew 

t The No. 2 Poco Proof Press is particularly strong ——— = 

i and heavy under the impression. A proof can be taken I ie} — 

from either side of this machine, as the paper is laid en ‘ Cat ee Sioa bi 

i directly on the form. The cylinder impression is the ii a ea 

| correct principle for machine slugs and machine-set ; 

| type, as the impression runs in the same direction as the 

} type lines and obviates all tendency to wrinkle the proof. ott 

} Ball bearings on cylinder shafts have been provided and 
shock absorbers are installed at the ends of strokes to 

| insure easy-running and quiet machines. 

| Size of bed, 18x25 inches. % { 

| STANDS FOR POCO PROOF PRESS 3 
{| A USEFUL PIECE OF EQUIPMENT No.2 POCO PROOF PRESS WITH STAND 

| The stands for Poco Proof Presses are of the sturdy modern steel construction. Finish, 

i olive green. They are provided with shelves to accommodate different sizes of proof paper. 

i, z One compartment with spring door, as shown in illustration, for storing ink, benzine, rags, 
i etc. Send for descriptive circular and prices. 
\ i} 

| PLATE-MOUNTING EQUIPMENT FOR KELLY PRESSES 
i A SPECIAL EQUIPMENT FOR THE KELLY AUTOMATIC PRESS, STYLE B 

‘i The Special Plate-Mounting Equipment for the Kelly Automatic Job Press, Style B, herewith | 
i illustrated, includes the complete form ready to put on the press. The equipment will accom- 

modate the majority of forms, but additional 6x6 or 4x6 Art Register Hooks and small Sections i 

! can be added at a slight ex- i 

| pense to take care of as many 

| tal = Ry ee Cl additional plates as may be 

| } ee EE Ree | Ree ES Pe | ROS required. The equipment is 

i : LE Tel ele tee Pelee a || Sel. ‘W)_— made up of the following: 
\ | sah rash Pe Saar calc ee Ree pence i One Style K-E Electric- 

! ee ei §=—- Welded Steel Skeleton Chase, 
| ala] : ie ae ths cal] Vedat & | + ta made for the Kelly Automatic 

| | eee oie). fog = Job Press, Style B, 18%x22%4 
i {| ae Par - =} 1 fest Sara in. outside and 163¢x20% in. 

| | Le fe eee Bale dee eres fs | inside; top and bottom bars, 

eee 14x96 ins side bars, "ax% 
i) Dp re Gopal bic apne in., together with: 
i) | [SSS SS eels ered ene et calce Twenty-four Art Register 

if MME |e abe bef (i fefef eff] = [AMM Hooks, size 6x6 ems; eighty- 
| | ania one iat ante e Sie ee | four Cast Iron Sections, size 

| A AR 8x8 ems; fifty-two Cast Iron 
) ] pe]. Faye 7 | a | Peed et Sections, size 6x8 ems; ten 

) aca on eet 7a |e | | Steel Sections, size 2x8 ems; | 
il prea acre rue yi < : 3 six Steel Sections, size 2x6ems; | 

| forty-two Steel Sections, size 

} ILLUSTRATION OF PLATE-MOUNTING EQUIPMENT FOR KELLY 1x8 ems; fifty-four Steel Sec- 
| AUTOMATIC JOB PRESS, STYLE B tions, size1x6 ems; one Double 
| NET SIZE OF BASE OVER ALL, 83x116 EMS End Register Key, 4 inch; ten } 

pieces Challenge Labor-Saving Iron Furniture, as follows: one piece each 2x40, 2x45, 3x40 and 

! 3x45 ems; two pieces 5x16 ems; four pieces 5x50 ems; eight pair No.1 Challenge Quoins. Write 

| for illustrated circular and ask for prices. 

i 

\y
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CHALLENGE SECTIONAL BLOCKS | 
ANSWER EVERY REQUIREMENT OF THE Most EXACTING PRINTER | 

The perfect adaptability of sectional blocks and register hooks to every variety of flat-bed | 
printing; the absolute permanency of plate position; the quick registering of plates; the very 

narrow margins; the possibility of placing a hook wherever needed; the absence of trenches 

beneath the plates, which weaken them and 

; Pema Maa el "~~" )_ make interlaying impracticable; the unlimited | 
oars tees EE oe interchangeability of blocks, so that number- | 

. : rae eee | ing machines, scoring rules, Pages, lines or 
} a a E a iteacicligiies) oat . ee lone figures in type may be inserted in any 

_— as Salts poe weatbear ae portion of the form and locked as securely as 

: i 4 i . 1 Se << +» | | if in an all-type form; the adaptability to any 
‘ a A c __| size plate set at any angle desired, and in- | 

| a ° - 8 stantly registered; perfect lock-up of blocks; | 

RH oe om i A als Te & (| 4 their flat bearing on the press bed; their un- | 
Pet, Fp { my ; | i Ee IE he | tan changeableness; their impression resiliency 

it ad pe e a { es 2 a * ® i sie and the clearness of print yielded; the artist- | 

hi r i 3 = a a —- ca =I 6: proof impression that may be obtained by the | 

q f a ¥ ae SS of ae and agence | 

. op ee and the light wear on plates, make Challenge 
i al . he S/TSPUTIUBA By x Sectional Blocks and Register Hooks answer | 

PSS \ ig abet ieeliet 128 Pec ees te fa fully every requirement of the most exacting | 

- printer and publisher. | 

fries CHALLENGE STEEL AND BRASS CATCHES Ps 

Rete Steel Catches—Steel side and head catches are made in one size, “eg i 
falcon 2x8 ems. The head catches do not have the beveled lip, being straight em | 
deidee for head of book plates. . ey | 

condom Brass Catches—Brass side and head catches are made in four sizes, eae esa | 

sates Ws ta» 1x4, 1x6, 1x8, and 1x16 ems. The size of the Brass Catch most used gipecatcH | 

Ne agi) is 1x8 ems. 2x8 EMS 
tet: | 

fe bi Bie g THE CHALLENGE ART HOOK | 

o San “2 E Ch PS The Challenge Art Hook is used for color and register work. It is | 

elders S Ky ov . operated by a small steel key; the head of the screw follows the 

fe & rv clutch so that the key opening is always at the edge of the plate, 

ae: si, ie. ab pee 4) allowing plates to come together up to the thickness of the key. | 

od et al Ns V4 By intersetting hooks the back edges of plates can be brought to | 

hn ue i 7. within six points of each other, or, allowing three points for each 

emt . 5 i bevel, the printing face of two plates come within twelve points \ 

ior it it y of each other. Construction is of steel and they are the strongest i 

piace CALLEN CE ME EDEE hook made. Made in three sizes, 4x4, 4x6 and 6x6 ems. | 

‘hoe Seam © 
| 

ttre Z i 

eet THE CHALLENGE ART SWIVEL HOOK Gx | 

oe 8 : FOR ANGLES AND ODD SHAPES b ~ ee? ) 

one The Challenge Art Swivel Hook operates by a key, and is used pr ss 

—. where plates are desired at a decided angle or are of odd shapes. | S i) 

fy It may also be used for general register work. Construction is of oe l 

pier ; steel. Made in one size only, 6x6 ems. CHA Al 

oe Challenge Sectional Blocks, Hooks and Cast Iron Bases are used rent 

ad ES in many of the largest printing plants, giving entire satisfaction. en 

| 

| 
l 

I 
| 
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eee tec SL Vs see hele see Te SUR pn EE 

AMERICAN QUAD PLATE BASE AND 1 

Ik QUAD REGISTER HOOKS 
! 

| - Since 1815, when David Bruce introduced his mahogany sectional blocks, printers have } 

known the advantages of printing plates from “patent” bases. After the wood blocks came | 

| several varieties of sectional mounting bases and blocks. Years after came various styles of 
grooved patent press beds, with their intricate hooks and catches. All of these have been suc- 

} cessful, but their design and character, together with the necessary accuracy, have made the 

| cost of manufacturing such that not all printers have been able to 
i avail themselves of their advantages. Furthermore, they all have their 

limitations even to those who could well afford to add them to their 

} equipment. 

The new American Quad Plate Base and Quad Register Hooks pre- } 

/ sent the most flexible form of plate mounting equipment ever offered 

i the printer. It is made up of individual 36-point Quads cast of hard 

! metal in type molds. They are cast in two heights—.759 for 11-point | 

it plates and .853 for 16-gauge photo-engravings— absolutely as accurate | 

} as American type, thereby permitting the form to seat itself on the | 

bed of the press in the same manner as a solid type form. This, as 

| ey eee every printer knows, reduces the make-ready time to a minimum. 

| By the use of American Quad Plate Base and Quad Register Hooks, type, machine slugs, 

} rule borders, numbering machines, perforating rule, etc., can be run in the same form with cuts. 

Electrotypes and photo-engravings can also be run in the same form. Electrotyping bills are 
| reduced by eliminating the necessity of having the entire form electrotyped when patent base 

i features of production are desired. Bases for several sizes of presses S i 

i can be made up out of the same material where American Quad Plate ee 

Base is used. Or, it may be used for individual page make-up or part atl 

] of a page where 11-point plates or 16-gauge photo-engravings are to 

q be printed with the type form or page. | 

| | The American Quad Register Hooks are made of special steel case- | & | 

i hardened and are of the same accurate dimensions (36 points) as the os 

Wl Base Quads with which they work and interchange. Like the Base a | 

| Quads, the Hooks are of two heights—.759 for 11-point plates and .853 tay 
i for 16-gauge photo-engravings. The American Quad Register Hooks es 

| are extremely simple in design and of few parts. Only two styles of 

\ Hooks are required—regular and narrow margin. The Regular Hooks S 

) serve where either straight or swivel features are required. The Nar- QUAD REGISTER HOOK 

i) row Margin Hook is what its name implies, but it can also be used 

i where no margin is possible, by simply undercutting the edge of the plate to a sufficient 

| depth to accommodate the small narrow margin jaw. ] 

| | The American Quad Plate Base and Quad Register Hooks are put up and sold in quantities con- 
| | venient for every requirement and at prices within the means of every printer. The printer who 

} has heretofore questioned the advisability of purchasing expensive patent beds for only occa- 

| sional use, or for small forms or short runs, need have no further doubts. The base comes 

i in page units of 6x9 inches—54 square inches of base—with eight Register Hooks, a Register 

| Hook Key and sixteen half-size Base Quads. The half-size Base Quads are for use where it 

i becomes necessary to move a Register Hook Jaw a distance less than a whole Base Quad. Extra 

| base, in lots of 18 square inches, extra Register Hooks and Keys, and parts of the Regis- 

ter Hook are sold separately. This Quad Register Hook contains only three parts—base, jaw 

and screw. No wrenches or screw drivers required. A regulation patent base key is used for 

| adjusting the hook. Flexibility, simplicity and inexpensiveness are the features stressed in pro- 

moting the use of this system. 
! By adopting the American Quad Plate Base and Quad Register Hooks you practically buy 

| 36-point foundry cast quads with partially cored body and grooved top, at a price only slightly 

| 

| | 

i 

| a
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in excess of the price of regular standard 36-point quads. The groove in the top serves to 

simplify the work of changing Quads for Hooks in the base when made up to size in a chase. 

k The Quads of the Quad Plate Base are stamped and nicked for quick identification, .759 or 

We ip, | .853—for unmounted electrotypes or photo-engravings, as the case may be. 

a a, I The Quad Register Hook has a 20-point adjustment on the 36-point body. The make-up or 
in the stoneman has this range to work with before it becomes necessary to change the position 

the | of the Hook body. 
te j To avoid confusion in ordering, the Quad Plate Base for 11-point plates (.759 high) has been 

Ste, t designated as Style No. 1. That for 16-gauge photo-engravings (.853 high) is Style No. 2. 
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he } ILLUSTRATION OF FORM FOR STYLE B KELLY PRESS MADE Up oF AMERICAN QuaD PLATE BASE | 

} | 

| \| 

ness? t Nos.1,2,4 and 6 indicate hand-set type; Nos. 3,5, 9,10 and 13 are unmounted electrotypes; No.7 is a strip of steel per- | 

mr i forating rule, fastened in an eleven-point metal base; No. 8 is a seventy-two point ATF Monogram; No. 11 | 

is a standard typographic type-high numbering machine; No. 12is regular type-high foundry | 

ae rule border, cut and mitered to size; No. 14 is an eleven-point rubber plate, mounted 
we on a metal base; No. 15 is a line plate photo-engraving, 16-gauge; No. 16is q 

lege a type-high brass rule; No.17 shows how close electrotypes may be ij 

det run to type or borders, by using Narrow Margin Hooks. | | 
. i 

din —— i 

orice : 2 i} 
me A careful study of the new method of Plate Mounting by the use of American Quad Plate 

ol Base, in connection with Quad Register Hooks, will show its many possibilities. The use of | 

iP precision quads for base mounting material will reduce make-up, register and make-ready 

time to a minimum. 

ae The Quad Register Hook eliminates all first costs of expensive patent beds, as American 

ig Quad Plate Base takes the place of the patent beds in this method of production. 

— i 
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CHALLENGE IRON SECTIONAL BLOCKS 

Sizes from 1x4 to 2x24 ems are made from solid cold-rolled steel. The Cast Iron Sectional 
Hl Blocks are made in a variety of sizes from 3x6 to 24x36 ems. They are as light as consistent 

| with positive rigidity. Being made to micrometer measurements, and on the point system, they 

| will work perfectly ~ 

] Cor with type, iron fur- a. al . 

GE a niture, numbering Se oe a 
eo > machines, etc., run oO 3 e . 

in same form. In ee SS. ad 

each section is cast LE s 
HE cy age 25 a small round hole AB oy, 4 : 

| Macy. tence. | through which the |) Aty) "th; 
i a “HINER SE end of the register < "Neg Noe 

| BRS Co, hook key may be Co, 
“ inserted and the — 

section lifted out of CHALLENGE IKON RABBETED 
| CHALLENGE IRON SECTIONAL BLOCK the form. The rab- SECTIONAL BLOCK } 

| beted sections are used with the Universal Hook, and furnish a gutter for using a ratchet. | 

i Challenge Register Hooks and Sectional Blocks are.759 inch high for standard 11 point plate. | 

STEEL REGISTER KEY, DOUBLE END, 4 INCHES LONG 

UNIQUE STEEL BLOCK | 

wee | 

! eee eee 
oS Se — 

| 3 eee 
oo ee ee a ee a 

j Xs a — wy ] REGISTER HOOK NO. 3 

i ; he 

! ; 
| 

I) Steel is used in this plate mounting system because practical experience has demonstrated 

that steel is the only metal which, under use, will stand up to a true level and keep its sharp | 
\ edges and correct size. Each section is ground to micrometrical accuracy, and the advan- | 

| tages over sections of bases cast from any other metal can readily be seen. | 

| The grooves of the Unique Steel Block are the narrowest made and on this account the 

} use of fillers for slots is not necessary as there is no danger of the breaking of plates or of 
, the grooves printing through and showing in light lines as is so common with wider grooved 

blocks. Unique Bases are of two heights: .750 inch and .759 inch. The .750 inch is the older 

| size and is now sold to those customers who have used our blocks for years and who prefer 

| to avoid confusion of heights. New customers are usually furnished with block of the .759 

! inch height. This, when set up with an eleven point plate (.153 inch) allows .006 for make- 
ready to reach the standard type height (.918). 

Unique Steel Bases are supplied in sections of the most desirable sizes: 8x10 in., 24x10 in., 

} 314x8 in., 31/4x2% in. and 2x8 in. A 4x4 inch section can be furnished on order as well as 

i other sizes based on a four-pica measure. Combination Chase Blocks can also be furnished 
| for any job press. These combinations are made of sections of Unique Blocks permanently | 

| joined so that they are as rigid and accurate as a single block. These sections may readily be . 

placed together to make up a block of any desired size. As all Unique Blocks of whatever 

size are so cut that the four pica square is retained when one block is laid next to another 

| and as the height of our block will always be found entirely uniform, it is easy to see that a 

i { 

il 

i 
1} } 

} 
i
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plate can as safely be clamped partly on one section and partly on another as on one section | 

my alone. They furnish a maximum of printing surface, require a minimum of make-ready, do 

ve away with the laborious use of quoins, and are easily handled. 
" There are 7 styles of hooks made to meet particular requirements. The one pictured on page i 

i 64, together with our No. 4 Narrow Margin Hook, is most commonly used. i] 
Carried in stock to fit Kelly “A” and “B” Presses. Other styles are made to order. 

By the use of Unique Couplers sections may be joined to form units of any desired size i} 

without a chase frame. \| 

WARNOCK DIAGONAL BLOCK | 
“ This metal base system is used extensively by | 

a printers all over the world. It is one of the most | 

Ka Bits State flexible systems obtainable. The four-inch square | 

eye Ee sections can easily be assembled into different ‘| 

bere oe eee S99 size forms. Form sizes not a multiple of four 

el z inches can be secured by the use of part blocks. 4 

: at : The dowel pins in the sides of the block allow 
= - a adjacent blocks to interlock into one base with ij 

ma | ey continuous travel slots, preventing “work-up” or, \} 

me = | 9 lifting of individual units. This arrangement gives i 

; - all the advantages of the one-piece bed without | 

the loss of that highly economical flexibility. Though originally introduced to the trade in | 

Aluminum Alloy, the Warnock Diagonal Block is now manufactured from Malleable Iron, ] 

and with heavy lips for holding the hook in the block. / 

The Warnock Diagonal Hook is a self-contained unit, having its means of operation within 

a substantial body. The Hook is obtained with either the regular or nar- j 

row margin jaw. The movement of the Hook is accurately gauged and a 

the material used and the method of manufacture give the Warnock py ee? 

Hook great strength. A complete insertion of the Hook in the slot in the Pao 4 

Warnock Block automatically locks the Hook in the slot. This is an im- ig 

portant feature of the Warnock Hook. The combination of the Warnock “ 

Malleable Iron Diagonal Block and Warnock Diagonal Hook makes an 

me. excellent metal base system for printers. Learn what this metal base system can do for you. 

Learn how your make-ready and register time can be reduced—how hair line register can 

= be easily obtained. \} 

STERLING SEMI-STEEL TOGGLE BASE | 

ae =. For certain classes of printing and for cer- 

a | “3 — —< <<< Ss > tain print shop requirements the Honeycomb 

9 oak ss —~— <_< — ee style of base is preferred. This type of base is | 

a | } J a a usually furnished in a base high chase and the 4 

t J f Tt construction of the chase eliminates the need 

oan i I a for quoins. This gives the printer all the ad- | 

fart ~t vantages of a one-piece base without any of the 
ep STERLING SEMI-STEEL TOGGLE BASE disadvantages. 

‘ee The Sterling Semi-Steel Toggle Base permits the user to remove his blocks from the chase 

om and reassemble them into forms of other sizes. The Semi-Steel feature of the Sterling Tog- i} 

io3 gle System insures the printer that the blocks will not warp or will not grow. 

in ae The Sterling Toggle Register Hook is a self contained hook and cannot acci- | 

dentally come apart. No lifting device is needed to remove the hook from the hole \ 

Bt in the block, and the strength of the hook is greatly in excess of its requirements. | 

peels Printers printing from small plates or doing carton and label work will find 

1 the Sterling Toggle Hook and Semi-Steel Base just what they need. Printers 

= who find it necessary to utilize the full printing surface of their press bed will 

pu? welcome this system. 

ad There are many ways the Sterling Toggle Hook and Semi-Steel Base canearn — STERLING 

poe money for you. Ask us about them. TOGELEEOOS 

sem! 

ee | 

| |
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| CHALLENGE QUOINS 

i Challenge Quoins have rounded ends and as PP >. 2 

) do not scratch or injure the imposing stone fp <<a : 

or the press bed. The beveled heels and points | rp. Sy 

enable one to place two quoins wherever one ae | N (S a ite 
will go. Challenge Quoin Keys are made of the es Puacad 

best cast steel. Challenge Quoins No.0, midget 
Challenge Quoins No. 1, small 
Challenge Quoins No. 2, large 
Keys furnished plain or nickel plated. Plating extra 

/ fe uuens ce eee 
ij : IMPROVED HEMPEL 

| QUOINS 

/ Hempel Quoins have been tested by time and 

1 approved by all who have used them. 

/ ‘\ re Quoins come and go, but the Hempel always 

, ws | ( a _____ holds its place with the leaders. | 
| DES GRs 7 | 
i wpmeee's Hessel. ».i8y 33. | ; 

MIDGET SAFETY | 

ij QUOIN 4 ; 

) MIDGET SAFETY QUOINS — — 

| The Midget Safety Quoin is quickly locked by a tap of the [eres a ine Y 

} mallet. It can be used in a space 18 points wide by 120 points Sone a 

Hl long, either inside or outside of type form. It is absolutely safe, ee 
| as when locked it rests against its corresponding flat surface; 

and the harder the surface it bears against, the better. 

i mmm WICKERSHAM QUOINS 
| I es The Wickersham Quoin is for locking up forms with cramped mar- 

Hl j gins. It has a direct spread and will not slip or slide and “squeegee” 

fH iy pages. It is excellent for locking up patent blocks or electrotyped 

i | pages whether made up in small or in large forms. j 

| 5 MADE IN THREE SIZES 
No.0 is 2 in, long, 4 in. wide when closed; expands 16 points | 
No. 1 is 2 in. long, % in. wide when closed; expands 16 points j 

| ees No. 2 is 2 in. long, % in. wide when closed; expands 16 points 

| ee 
| fee eee ROUSE REGISTER QUOINS f) | 

! Ag) Rares 1G or) MADE IN Two SizES (] 4 

! sae SANTIS TO rw” No. 1. Margin 16 to 24 points ») 
il No. 2. Margin 36 to 48 points 
|) Keys extra No.1 No.2 

AJAX SAFETY QUOINS 

A quoin which locks automatically. These 

gay Safety Quoins require no special key. They are 

ae a ji tightened and locked with your standard No. 1 

iid = Rete Hempel key. The tightening and locking are 

Z : done by one operation. The withdrawal of the 

} is key locks the quoin. While the Ajax Safety Quoin : 

1 is made on the wedge principle they are always in pairs, thus removing the inconvenience 

r and annoyance of gathering halves of quoins. : 

| 

|
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SMITH 

TOOL STEEL “REGISTER” | 

QUOIN G 
Register is gauged by quarter, half or full turn of quoin hae 

wrench, or any fraction thereof. Each quarter turn of 

wrench equals one point spread. In some quoins of this ACTUAL size—(SPREAD—16 POINTS) 

type it is the upward pull of the screw threads that exert 

the opening pressure. In this quoin it is the down thrust 

which forces the expansion. Opens square and true, and 

holds at any point of expansion. Jaw made of high-grade , oe 

tool steel, wearing parts thoroughly hardened. ad 

Made in two sizes: No. 1—5¢x1%4 in. No. 2—5¢x3% in. 

ACTUAL SIZE—(5@x1% CLOSED) 

5 
VION LOCKABLE QUOIN 

ae A quarter turn of key drives a steel pin three points into the wood. } 

ui yo 

= TEA ge Phantom view of : 
Z we Be is OD ao the Vion Lockable Quoin 

A ham 7 a) mam shows position of 
MA ee ey tongue when 

“ CBS PD, / pin points are engaged 
. a en Ay | with furniture 

Bee lie | O ‘ Fi 
. 

“ This simple and fool-proof quoin is especially suited for register work 

S and high-speed automatic presses. It is used like any other quoin of 

w ¥ this type, only that in addition (after the job has been OK'd) slipping | 

mt ¥ is prevented by a pin point which is forced three points into the reglet or 

” 5: furniture by a quarter turn of the key. The cam has tongues on either 

side of the quoin to engage with the slotted gear end of the quoin key, 

4 thus avoiding left and right-hand quoins. Position of cam tongue at right 

F Be angles indicates that quoin is double locked. Your regular No. 1 Quoin Key 

eo > will lock the quoins. With every dozen quoins a small key is furnished 

Ee: which operates the cam. Special No. 1 keys accurately machined to fit 

a both quoin and cam are sold as an extra. 

° WOOD QUOINS 
Wood Quoins are made of hardwood (not box- 

: wood) in lengths of 15@ inches in assorted widths. 

They are sold in boxes, bags and barrels, as follows: fe ae j 

No. 5869—Hardwood Quoins in box of 100. — 

Weight, 134 Ibs. eS 
Thee No. 5873—Hardwood Quoins in bag of 500. ee oe 
a Weight, 9 Ibs. Ge pig ee a 

. No. 5877—Hardwood Quoins in bag of 1000. <j Moy aad aes | 
Weight, 18 lbs. thes a Meg, ge a 

he No.5881—Hardwood Quoins in barrel of Ki SoS cE 

ie 7500. Weight of full barrel, 135 Ibs.; per DN | Ee 

we 1000, 18 Ibs. LOIN 
oes? Boxwood Quoins are not kept in stock, but will be . 

furnished to order. WOOD QUOINS IN BOX 

a 

| | 

| 

’
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| CHALLENGE HI-SPEED QUOINS 

| Construction features and engineering principles have been embodied in the Hi-Speed Quoin j 

) which form an entirely new standard for comparison of quoin values. Here we have a quoin | 

| wherein the pressure is exerted forits entire length by one movement of the Hi-Speed Quoin Key, | 

| giving the effect of a series of quoins, using only the time necessary for the locking of one 

quoin where single, old-style quoins are used. e 

| ; 

(| 
¥ | 

i PATENT No. 1,948,821 

i Made of steel, in six sizes: 412, 6, 714, 9, 1014 and 12-inch lengths. 

| Each size is made in three styles: Styles E, F and G. 

| SPACE OCCUPIED, IN POINTS 
SPECIFICATIONS EXPANDED CLOSED EXPANSION 

| Style Ecc cages 52 44 8 
/ Style F (with lock). . . 59 47 12 

Style\G Sane eee 59 47 12 

i The only difference between Styles F and G is that Style F is provided with an automatic 

i lock that holds the quoin securely and it cannot be unlocked without using the key which 

i releases the lock when key is fully inserted into the quoin. 

| The speed, power, utility, quality and compactness, together with the engineering principles 

| of the Challenge Hi-Speed Quoins supply one of the many modern means of reducing pro- 

| duction costs. 

i CHALLENGE SPECIAL 
QUOIN KEY 

} WICKERSHAM PRESSMAN’S 

QUOIN KEY 
} 

/ Meade trom the The Wickersham Pressman’s Quoin Key is also in- 

i best quality of tended for use in locking and unlocking forms while 

I Sy ey Steel obtainabley ss Oo the press. It fits both the No.1 and No. 2 Wicker- 

| QUOIN KEY Absolutely guar- sham Quoins, and in offices where these quoins are 

) anteed against used this key is just as essential as the Combination 

i breakage. or Right-Angle Keys for Hempel pattern quoins. 

t 

PRESSMAN’S COMBINATION QUOIN KEY 

{| The Pressman’s Combination Quoin Key is made of tool steel, 7/ inches long. One end is t 

i accurately cut to fit a No. 1 Hempel Quoin and the other end is drop-forged to fit a No. 2 Quoin. : 

Hi One inch of each end is bent towards the : 

| same side of the stem at an angle of 113 de- ee 

| grees,raising thedisengagedend14%ginches 4 b 

| from the form, enabling pressmanto reach f PRESSMAN’S COMBINATION 
. : : mi QUOIN KEY md 

| under cylinder and tighten or loosen quoins. 

| 
i 

t 

| 
) 

i| 
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RIGHT-ANGLE PRESSMAN’S QUOIN KEY 

The Right-Angle Pressman’s Quoin Key fits Hempel Quoins of any make. It is made of tool 

; steel, each tooth being cut and not drop-forged. It is especially constructed for locking or 

' unlocking a form under the cylinder without tak- 

. ing the chase from the bed of the press. Made 

RIGHT-ANGLE PRESSMAN’S for No.1 or No. 2 Quoins. 
QUOIN KEY 

QUOTATION SPACES AND QUADS 
As a means of economizing metal, with a consequent saving in cost, in the larger sizes of 

Quads and Spaces, special matrices have been provided in an extensive variety of bodies and 

sets for casting with a hollow center or cupped recess. These economy Spaces and Quads are 

called “Quotation” and are cast of type metal on regular type casting machines the same as used 
for solid cast material. It should be noted that the opening does not extend all the way through 

the quad or space, as in furniture, but the bottom and all side walls remain solid and strong 

so that the squeeze of a tight lockup will not break down the structure. When used in quantities 

for the composition of blank forms and sim- 

ilar tabular work, a desirable lightness of 

aa form is effected with the same degree of 

<> ©] s accuracy afforded by solid cast material. 

> p> MADE IN THE FOLLOWING Sizes: 
10x30 12x72 16x18 18x42 22x60 30x42 42x72 
10x60 14x14 16x24 18x48 22x72 30x48 48x48 
10x72 14x16 16x30 18x54 24x24 30x54 48x54 

> <p> 12x12 14x18 16x32 18x60 24x30 30x60 48x60 
a 12x14 14x24 16x36 18x72 24x36 30x72 48x72 

& a 12x16 14x28 16x42 18x96 24x42 36x36 48x96 

4 12x18 14x30 16x48 20x36 24x48 36x42 48x120 
—> ia. 12x24 14x36 16x60 20x72 24x54 36x48 54x72 

hunk 7 12x30 14x42 16x72 22x24 24x60 36x54 60x60 

et a 12x36 14x48 18x18 22x30 24x72 36x60 60x72 
| 12x42 14x54 18x22 22x36 24x96 36x66 60x96 

} L- 12x48 14x60 18x24 22x42 24x120 36x72 72x72 

j 12x54 14x72 18x30 22x48 30x30 36x96 72x96 

Coe ast 12x60 16x16 18x36 22x54 30x36 42x42 96x96 

1m Quotation Spaces and Quads are supplied by the pound, singly, or assorted, as ordered. Prices vary according 
to quantity ordered at one time. 

ANGULAR QUADS 
Angular Quads range in sizes from 8 points to 72 points. Each font contains twenty-eight 

pieces, conveniently assorted to meet all ordinary requirements, but when additions are needed 

$ sorts can be added at the prices listed. Sold in sets of four of either size, also a complete 

font consisting of four of each size, 8, 10, 12, 18, 

; 24, 36, 48, 60 and 72-point. 

ie ; 

| a CORNER QUADS 

ae ; Better junctions of mitered corners 

ans can be had by using Corner Quads, as 

mm | an a their use prevents rules from slipping. 
is a a 

12, 18, 24, 36, 48, 60 AND 72 POINT ANGULAR QUADS Brass AND METAL 

CIRCULAR QUADS 

The font is made up of ninety-six pieces, cast in the following lengths: Sixteen pieces of 12 

Tt) picas, sixteen pieces of 9 picas, sixteen pieces of 7 picas, sixteen pieces of 6 picas, sixteen pieces of 

1a 5 picas, and sixteen pieces of 3 picas. 

The various pieces are quickly adjust- 
ed with quads and leads to make the 

: required circles. For label and similar = 
5 work Circular Quads will quickly pay 
| for themeclven CIRCULAR QUADS (ILLUSTRATION CONSIDERABLY REDUCED) 

— 

|
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TRUE-STRAIGHT STEEL ROLLER SUPPORTERS 
| NICKEL PLATED AND POLISHED 

\y For job presses these are among the best sup- al ee ‘ 

| porters yet devised. They occupy only 4 inch of casa Td . } 

| the inside space of a chase; they ease the pres- % ieee ee 

sure of the rollers on the form, prevent over- i I] CCI II = 

| inking and save rollers from cutting, as they IC RT | 

are % inch wide on top. Being nickel plated, Halls Meat gga e136) ait | ih 

| they will not affect the daintiest ink. eH [lll ed aad oe i 

} Made for all sizes and makes of platen press } Latin an + 

chases. When ordering specify style of press , Le lad il el . ; b 

! and size of chase. 8 [mes tat sen oe en i. 

! VIRKOTYPE ‘SIMPLEX” MACHINE 

i iL aT = The Virkotype “Simplex” Machine has an | 

: is =< ji ~~ = improved heater head, aluminum lined, with | 

| A SI al two 12-inch heating bars delivering more than | 

| | —, Seen double the applied heat of previous models de- | 

, hy / — r ee spite a reduction in the electric current con- | 

i ——— wa SEE sumption. 
; 

} 1) & A heat control electric switch gives use of 

} 1 A iS either one bar for light work on paper stock or 

a both bars on heavier stock. Will process stock 

( . 121% inches wide. 

i > An improved Friction Disc Drive gives vari- 

" we y able speed with finger-tip control, permitting 

| , VIRKOTYPE “SIMPLEX” MACHINE, any belt speed desired between 65 feet per min- 

ute for thin paper stock or 25 feet per minute 

for heavy cardboard work. Frame is of heavy cast-iron construction mounted on a five-ply 

veneer wood base. Take-up adjustment to prevent sagging of steel mesh belt. 14-horsepower 

| motor with 6-foot extension cord and plug. Because of variation in wiring and fuses of light- 

¥ ing circuits it is essential that only power lines be used. 

i Overall dimensions: 60 inches by 18 inches; height, 18 inches. 

! An all-steel stand mounted on casters can be supplied at a small extra charge. 

| VIRKOTYPE "SIMPLEX JUNIOR” MACHINE 

‘ In the “Simplex Junior” Virkotype Machine < * 

| the user has a low-priced all-electric machine ATS z Mar SS - 5 

il giving the heavy duty performance heretofore : a oe 

| available only in the higher priced field. ME he cel PY | \ 

| It has the aluminum lined heater head and @ + FN be i 

: contains two Globar Heating Elements. An elec- = 5 [= se 

tric switch controls the use of either one bar or Ni rs a5 j 

| both bars depending upon the thickness of the > \ | 

i paper stock. Further variation of heat is ob- 1 IN 

i tained by raising or lowering the heater head i rm 

i which is hinged at one end. Will process paper I z 

| 10 inches wide. Frame of heavy cast-iron con- | eB | 

| struction mounted on five-ply veneer wood base. me | 

| Supplied with an oversized motor and 6-foot Bo MIBK ZEB. SIMELES JUNIOR” 

| extension cord and plug. Like the larger ma- ss j 

| chine this also must be connected to the power line. Overall dimensions: 60 inches long; 

i 15 inches wide; 154% inches high. 

| At a slight extra charge an all-steel stand mounted on casters can be supplied. 
I 

| | ! | 

) 

{| 
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Pg a Ee 

RA-ZATYPE RAISED LETTER MACHINE 

| j | 
fe Tad 

— oa , 
oy pee e SSRIS | 

I To a a a 
~~ i @ a om y i i 

ee) N. =A Din SOS ee ee 

This small, compact, portable machine is presented with a full knowledge of the merits of 

the product. The Ra-Zatype machine being modern and efficient, is sturdily constructed, 

substantially made, performs satisfactorily, and may be admirably adapted to the pressroom. 

: ‘The machine is furnished with either an alternating or direct current motor, and may be con- 

: nected to an electric light socket for instant operation. It will satisfactorily handle 900 letter- 

rm heads an hour, or from 1000 to 3000 cards in the same period of time. 

' HELMOLD’S IMPROVED EUREKA RULE PRESS 
BENDS RULE IN A LARGE VARIETY OF SHAPES 

. Helmold’s Improved Eureka Rule Press is designed fundamentally along the lines of the 

a original Eureka Rule Press, with which printers, box makers and novelty manufacturers are 

familiar. The efficiency and field of usefulness of the Improved Eureka have been greatly in- 

4 creased through several impor- 

ia gg tant improvements. Many forms 

a a ke oT : —s——— may be made up on the new 

Co aS Oe CO O machine which were impossible 
me y (oS) ‘a emy\, “As 
a y : as (a . Sy?) wr on the old model, due to the fact 

m OT es en a ss a, o that the table top can now be 

- bai A a) 0 Gi 7 Dai an mma py entirely cleared of obstruction. 

‘? 2 Gis a Co a ma BAR seme cy An adjustable stop has been 

HELMOLD’S IMPROVED EUREKA RULE PRESS added, limiting the amount of 
curve or pressure to be applied, 

enabling duplicate bends to be made readily and rapidly. This stop can be instantly set. As 

symmetry is essential in die making, it is necessary to reproduce perfect duplicates, and for this 

purpose Helmold’s Improved Eureka Rule Press is unequaled. As it is rigidly constructed on 

the interchangeable plan, using male and female dies which are instantly removable, steel rule 

may now be formed into an almost unlimited number of shapes. 

The equipment accompanying Helmold’s Improved Eureka Rule Press includes six pairs of 

standard dies. No machine will be sold without at least six pairs of standard dies. Special dies 

can be supplied at reasonable prices. 

STEEL COMPOSING RULES 

fe LEATHER POCKET RULE CASE | 

gue petoarier Of aie The Leather Pocket Rule Case is well made of strong brown leather. 

1 It has patent clasp and contains 12 steel composing rules. 

dos | Sizes: 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 21, 24, 26%, 28 and 30 ems pica 

F ea These Steel Composing and Make-up Rules are made from the finest 

j STEEL COMPOSING RULE quality tempered steel, highly finished. 

' 
: 

— t 

I 

| 
| 
|
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PERFECTION RULE SET Ne BaRRTT W 

The Perfection Rule Set contains 40 spring tempered steel com- t} 1} } 

posing rules, 4 to 45 picas, including half-em measures below 10 \\ } 

( picas. Rules are fitted in a handsome case strongly made of pol- i il | | 

ished oak, plush lined and nicely finished. i 7 Ie) 

: (_—$—_=——3 
CARTER PORTABLE R-7 |= / 

me ROUTER —_—_—S se 
i i= The illustration shows the application | ———— i ( | 

i eh of the regularCarter PortableR-7Rou-  _____—— 
i ug — er to routing the high spots from a PERFECTION RULE SET 

i 9 curved stereotype plate by attaching 

1 (j (F fox the Adjustable Celluloid Shoe to the plain Router Base. This adjust- | 

; —— able celluloid shoe permits either flat or cylin- 

j : drical routing. | 

aed ey mere . It can be quickly altered from flat to conform 

=o =e Yr iY to any cylinder with a radius of 5 inches or more. 

i SEED = aaaiieiiamian Supplied complete with 147-horsepower motor, | 

, plain router base, and adjustable celluloid shoe. 

i Weight 4 pounds. When ordering specify the current and the voltage. Router bits are extra. } 

| Write for prices and information on the Carter Portable R-7 Router | 

. AMSCO BENCH SAW TRIMMER 

This is a late addition to the Amsco line of saw trimmers. This saw was designed to give 

to the printer a machine that could be bought at a popular price and still perform practically 
all of the work that the average printer requires. Before the advent of this saw most machines 

were equipped with all manner of fancy attachments that were seldom used in most plants. ) 

These attachments necessarily increased the sell- | 

ing price of the machine to a considerable extent. | 

In putting the Amsco Bench Saw on the market | 

N the designers did not overlook the necessity of 

\ », ae yy accurate machining and good material, but the 
: ~~ ee aN b design was arranged in such a way that they were | 

\ \ a oes able to cut the cost of manufacture to such a de- | 

Ve ~~ a gree that this saw can be sold at a price hitherto | 

a impossible for a first-class machine. | 

Ss Wee Some of the important specifications are as 

gas a follows: the table is 18x21 inches, allowing for 

5 # \ So the handling of large pieces. It is equipped with 

i : < a sliding gauge up to 72 picas, with micrometer 

1 ¥ attachment for gauging points. A positive, quick- | 

i acting workholder, assuring neat and accurate | 

i WOE Pind oe PAbEd SOWING MaTERING cutting. The table on this Bench Model elevates | 

| ATTACHMENT IN POSITION by hinging at the back. The table is elevated by 

hand and the adjusting screw thrown into posi- 

| tion underneath. It is well to note that this raising and lowering feature is not found on most 

| other bench model saws on the market. By using the adjusting screw the saw can be set for 

i undercutting or outside mortising to very accurate dimensions. The waste metal is deposited 

{ in a large drawer. 
The price includes 4-horsepower motor, ball-bearing spindle connected to motor by endless 

} belt; two standard saw blades 6 inches in diameter; one trimmer head, block for cutting | 

miters, emery wheel. Extra blades can be had for cutting brass, solid stereotype casts, or wood. | 

} Write for prices and information on Amsco Bench Saw Trimmer 

| | i] | 

i | 

] 
{ | 

\ 

i 
J 
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BOSTON STAPLE BINDER 
STYLE A, PEDESTAL 

The Boston Staple Binder is built to produce a quality of work equal to the highest grade 

of wire stitching. No adjustment is necessary for different thicknesses, as the stapler is auto- 
matic. The work table is quickly shifted from flat to saddle with- 

out the use of tools and an extension to the table may be had at 

a small additional cost. It uses preformed staples furnished in 

strips of 210 cohered staples ready to be placed in the machine 

quickly and with little effort. The machine is compact and, having 

a heavy base, can be rolled around from place to place without 

fear of its tipping over and causing damage. It can be taken to 

the work so that it is not necessary to truck large packages or 

pamphlets to the machine. 

The machine uses two lengths of staple, %4 inch and % inch, 

but each of the same width, % inch crown, and is capable of 

I stitching any work from two sheets of paper up to a thickness 

of a trifle more than %4¢ inch without having legs butt together. 

Stitching done by this machine is particularly good because the 

staples are of a uniform length and are held flat by movable 

clinchers, which do not allow staples to hump up in the middle 
as is the case with solid clinchers on other types of foot-power 

machines. 

The Boston Staple Binder is always ready for use; is practi- 

cally free from trouble and all parts are accessible for cleaning 

and oiling. The Boston is made to handle both flat and saddle work 

by simply removing one bar which acts 

THE BOSTON STAPLE BINDER —aS_a guide. This guide is used in flat 

j STELE eee work to get a margin on the binding and ; 
. locate the staple perfectly each time. , 

On saddle work the table is centered exactly in line with the 

clinchers so that the staple comes in the center of the signature and i 

gives a neat, smooth appearance. Staples used on the machine are . 

made of No. 25 round tinned bookbinders wire, which measures .020 

; in thickness, and which is capable of stitching up to the capacity 

; of the machine on heavy, coated stock. These staples look well in Menke ane AND 

: thin work and on a single signature. SUPPORTER 

? Speed, simplicity and high-grade work—within its limits—are the features which place the 
Boston Staple Binder in a class by itself in its field of usefulness. 

s 
la 

; ACME STAPLE BINDER No. 1 / 

“" Uses COARSE WIRE STAPLES Ki 

i The Acme Binder No. 1 frame swings on a pivot and lifts high enough a7 1 

Ke to give ample room for putting in and taking out the work. It holds 100 f yy 

" staples and will not clog. Uses coarse wire staples and binds to 4 inch. wats 

é -_- Write for information and prices ps = 

s B No.1 ACME i 
is , STAPLE BINDER 

o! Lo SURE-SHOT BINDER | 
Spas oe It CANNoT CLOG | 

is as The Sure-Shot Binder is made for office use. It holds 100 staples at 
=a SS a charge, binds to % inch book paper, and cannot clog. 
wi . SURE-SHOT 5 : ; : 

BINDER Write for information and prices 

— 

F
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BATES STAPLER 

a se The Bates Stapler is radically different from any other stapler on | 

fc. ml the market, and has many unusual advantages. It makes its own 
ee “AY staples from a continuous roll of 

“ 25) osha rust-proof brass wire—one load- 

<< ? nae ing is sufficient for approximately 

Ca Oh a 5000 staples—it will not jam or 

oo ah / clog because it is impossible to 

STANDARD, ae make two staples at once—it is 

MODEL B in mao ‘d simple to rethread. Depth of 
Sn throat approximately 34% inches. 

Small efficient staples save space 

in files—capacity adequate for all ordinary requirements— removable knife for long life— 

it saves both time and money. | 

BATES DEEP-THROATED STAPLER 

In every printing office, regard- Ps 

less of size, there arises from time “ 

to time a necessity for a deep- § =~ ¢ | 

throated stapler. It may be for at- A Lae — nes | 

taching envelopes or bags to a card a Pie —— se —— 
background. Perhaps for fasten- anit. ¥ 8 cca 

ing a calendar pad to a larger 

card. The Bates Deep-Throated 

Stapler solves this problem. The reach or depth of throat is 15 inches. The price includes the 

machine loaded with 5000 staples. 
Special staplers for unusual requirements to order. 

STAPLES FOR STAPLE BINDERS | 
FOR THE POPULAR MAKES OF MACHINES 

We can supply the trade on short notice with any size and quantity of staples required for | 

the leading makes of stapling machines and staple binders, such as Boston, Acme, Midget, } 

saree Simplex, Sure-Shot, Allen (Yarger), etc. Our | 

os a Selling Houses have a very liberal sized stock at 

i nim ll times. Staples are packed in a variety of ways, 
2 a : ets e | 

peer aes wie J lly in boxes containing 5000. The price Ao ml generally 10) ig Pp | 

__ varies according to the quantity purchased. 

¥ Write us for information and prices, stating at 

Qn a a the time the make of the stapler or binder you 

aE are using and the quantity of staples desired. 
A BOX OF STAPLES 

CHALLENGE INK SPADE 
MARBLE INK SLABS 

Marble Ink Slabs for the pressroom or for proof ‘ <2 

presses can be supplied one inch thick in various ae se =4 wi 

sizes: . ti 

8x12 inches 12x18 inches i 
10x15 inches 18x 24 inches A useful accessory for the press- 

. It fill ied field = 
We handle the product of the best quarries only noone Ae Gils a varied ae ot ahs 

nnd saniintee The Worlananship tb ey fulness such as cleaning out ink 

Fa oa ae Sie re PAD WO. DE SBtBERCEOTY: kegs, ink cans, or fountain, or mix- < 

BE CLe ing ink. Steel handle, spring steel 

Write for information and prices blade, heavily nickel plated.
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| 
HOERNER COMBINATION SHUTE BOARD 

AND TYPE-HIGH MACHINE 

The Hoerner Combination Shute Board and Type-High Machine will reduce cuts to type-high 

and make them true and even, besides doing many other things that may be asked of it. Is simple, 

solid and accurately made. All parts except the plane handles are of iron or steel. Interchangeable 
planes, one carrying a knife blade and the other 

a file, work upon the carriage or guide frame. 

A block the full width of the machine can be 

z : shaved at one locking, as the carriage can be | 

| > h moved from side to side of the bed while oper- 
a os ating. It will hold a block up to ten inches in 

] r 7 — <= iis width and of any length. The block is held down 

ae a =—— = to the bed by a novel vise-lock, instantly adjust- | 

. ed by one turn of a small lever. The sliding 
5 a — ¥ crossbar, with miter point, can be set at any 

idee angle for mitering. The bed can be fastened to 

table or bench, thus leaving the operator free | 

HOERNER COMBINATION SHUTE BOARD hands. This position has the added advantage 
AND TYPE-HIGH MACHINE A : 5 + 

of being convenient as a bench vise for holding 

blocks, while attaching or removing plates. Machine is complete with file plane and one knife \ 

plane. There are more than fifteen hundred Hoerner Combination Shute Board and Type-High 

Machines in use in the various printing plants and newspaper offices. Ask for prices. 

IRON AND WOOD SIDE AND FOOT STICKS 
Iron Side Sticks are made, unless otherwise ordered, 4 inch longer than the standard length 

of form, and Foot Sticks are made 14 inch shorter than standard width of form. If larger than | 

6 point column rules are used, or columns wider than 13 picas, allowance will have to be made. | 

= Sizes oF IRON SIDE AND Foor STICKS | 

A aie tis 0 ATTEN Straight or Beveled. Priced per Inch, any Length 
IRON SIDE AND FOOT STICK =o. ee a al ae aa aa 

SIZES OF WOODSIDE SEGRE 4 col. folio orquarto| 14% in.| 8% in. |46 in.| 92in. 
—<—et > tind | mma 9 C01. folioorquarto| 18% in.| 11_ in. |58% in.| 117 in. 
___|_Meneth | Thick Bnd | Thin End _—§ col. folio orquarto| 20% in. | 13% in. |67  in.| 134in. 

5923A—Extra Thin...| 23% in.| %in. Yin. 7 col. folio or quarto| 22% in. | 15% in. |75% in.| 151 in. 
5925A—Thin....... “| 23% in. | % in. \% in. 8 col. folio or quarto} 24% in. | 17% in. |84 in.) 168 in. 
5927A—Medium......|_ 23% in. | 1% in. \in. 9 col. folio or quarto | 26% in. | 20 in. |92% in.| 185 in. 

CARBORUNDUM KNIFE STONE a ease 
For PAPER CuTTER KNIVES ‘ag os 

The Carborundum Knife Stone is 4 inches in diameter and ee 

1% inches in thickness—a convenient size and shape to be “tetas 
; a: i. - a a a | 

, used on paper cutter knives. One side is coarse grit for rough Ei | 

work, and one side fine grit for finishing. s 7 

ACME ROLLER TRUCKS 
These Roller Trucks can be supplied with either single or double tread. } 

Regularly made of aluminum, but can be furnished of fibre if so ordered, | 

at a slight increase in price. Either material, being softer than the press 

tracks, will not wear or pound holes in them. Double tread trucks can be 

; reversed to run in either high or low tread as desired—high tread for new 

\ , rollers or low tread for old rollers. Single tread trucks can be furnished 

standard, oversize or undersize. Made for all sizes of platen presses. | 
| 

=a | | 
| 

|
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} 

MORGAN EXPANSION ROLLER TRUCKS JF 5 ce 
For PLATEN PRINTING PRESSES y cana ‘\ N | 

Y 
. . i | * aS 

Morgan Expansion Roller Trucks will prevent the surface of 1 A as bs al | 

inking rollers from cutting. They are made larger or smaller as A O r | 9 | 

required simply by turning a nut which acts upon two steel ys i “nor 
cones which either expand or contract the rubber tire upon — Nua. 2) | 

the gudgeon. These trucks prevent rollers from“dragging” over | BO 

the form, thereby lengthening the life of the rollers. MORGAN EXPANSION ROLLER TRUCK | 

MADE FOR THE FOLLOWING PRESSES: 

Set of 68x12 C.& P. Press Set of 6—12x18 C. & P. Press 
Set of 6—10x15 C. & P. Press Set of 8—14%x22 C.& P. Press 

COMPOSITORS’ TWEEZERS | 

—...__ No.3 CoMBINATION BODKIN AND T WEEZER. The Bodkin folds 
<i into the Tweezer. 4% inches long. 

a | 

No.5 TWEEZER. The best tweezer at the price; file points; rs | 

steel; is 4 inches long; nickel plated. i 

. fi Z No.7 TWEEZER. Tempered steel with file-cut points and 
This 1s the No. 8 Tweezers; 434 inches long. backs. 4inches long. Nickel plated. | 

—— No. 9 IMpRovED LOCKING TWEEZER. The Improved Locking 

= Tweezer locks and unlocks automatically by holding the 
AEE points up or down. Nickel plated. 

No. 11a Tweezer. A good cheap tweezer. Made of polished steel; _ 
3% inches long. Nickel plated. Mii, 

SMITH’S AUTO-TWEEZERS 

The Smith Auto-Tweezers fates —_" > i <= ce 

operates on the opposite prin- (eee it Sa e 
ciple from the ordinary tweez- 7 ET 

ers. In its normal position the (ACTUAL SIZE 41% INCHES) | 

points are closed. To open 

pressure is exerted on the upper part of sides. Should more pressure be required than that 

given by the natural spring of the steel, this can be applied at the lower part. } 

Made of hardened steel, nickel plated and polished. | 

IRON AND RUBBER TIRE 
{ 

FORM TRUCKS 

Furnish a safe, convenient and rapid means of transporting heavy forms. | 

No.1,with Iron Tires No. 2, with Rubber Tires i 

Extra Rubbers and Trucks may be purchased at reasonable prices 

|
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RED-LINE TAPE IN ROLLS 

Red. line, is a superior quality of tape for use in the pressroom and bindery. A cheap tape is j 

dear at any price, for there is nothing more annoying than the breaking of a tape on the press or 

on any other machine. This invariably happens when one is in a hurry. We have tested many 

makes of tapes and have concluded that the qual- 

a aay ity offered is the best. Red-Line Tape has been J 

{RES ee subjected to rigid tests to meet strain and wear 

— a ny for pressroom and bindery use. These tapes range 

= me yy from %@ inch to 2 inches in width, and are made 

(, e s x in rolls 36 yards in length. 

Bi ie 8 aS Rep-LINE TAPE IS FURNISHED IN ROLLS OF 36 YARDS 
See on ha eae 8 FOLLOWING WIDTHS: ae IN THE | 

| ee %, %, 56, U, Th, 1, 16, 1A, 1% and 2 inches | 
| 
| 

| RUN-EASY TAPE COUPLERS | 

| Run Fasy Tape Coupler is a positive mechanical device for securely connecting the ends of tape \ 

' to prevent wear on the jointed parts, and is the most | 

| efficient and dependable device for this purpose. Can ¢ TT {i 
| ” 2 . Rt eee f 

be put on in a few seconds by using the Smooth Jaw ae FS , | 

Parallel Pliers made for this purpose. Run-Easy Me- FS | 

tallic Tape Couplers are made in the following sizes: | 

%, 4, 5, M4, 7, 1, 1% and 1% inches 

SMOOTH JAW PARALLEL PLIERS lj y & | 
0) i | 

San Gly pitta. 

cs a at A 

For use with Run-Easy Tape Couplers RUN-EASY TAPE COUPLERS 

SMITH’S “XOLMINT” TYPE AND CUT WASH | 
NON-INFLAMMABLE—WILL NOT IGNITE | 

The advantages which are to be derived from the use of “Xolmint” Type and Cut Wash 

are almost too numerous to mention. It is non-inflammable, reduces fire hazard, lowers insurance } 

rates, has no toxic effect, and is non-injurious to the hands. | 

“Xolmint” Type and Cut Wash will remove and clean hard and accumulated ink and verdi- i 

gris from type, halftone cuts, electros, patent bases, wood type, rollers, fountains, presses, etc. i 

Halftone cuts or electrotypes that have been standing for years uncleaned can be made as i 

clean in every respect as they were when first used. Accumulated ink in the high lights and | 

k vignettes no matter how fine the screen, which are almost impossible to clean by any other | 

method, readily succumb to “Xolmint” Type and Cut Wash. | 

With little delay, when running on work of any character where type 

ofl . or cuts are filling up, the press can be stopped to clean the form prop- 

F Ay {erly with “Xolmint” Type and Cut Wash since it dries very readily. 

— Another great merit not to be overlooked is that in warm weather, 

when rollers have a tendency to burst, or soften when running at high 

ee speed, it will help greatly to wash them off with 

wee ) “Xolmint” Type and Cut Wash and thus lessen the 
chance of i 3 ee So 

[ee This product is listed and carries the label of the inhectoriters’ 

ip canes | Underwriters’ Laboratories, established and main- _|Qabpratories, 
{e- —— tained by the National Board of Fire Underwriters. 

| —_ Put up in quarts, one gallon, and drum containers. 
t 

| 

| | 

| 

| 

= .
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SMITH’S “SOLVOL” TYPE WASH : | 

Quickly and thoroughly removes dirt, verdigris and hardened ink from " eee aai 

halftones, engravings, electrotypes, zinc etchings, type, slugs, patent bases, aD 

press rollers, fountains or any surface where ink accumulates and oxi- ue 

dizes. Solvol is unequalled for the rapid and efficient removal of ink and Bee 
other accumulations from high lights and vignettes on fine screen half- eee 
tones, thus bringing out the full printing values of the plate. It is ideal | | eee | 
for use on all work which has a tendency to fill up in the press run, | | 
since practically no time is required for drying. It is only necessary to E a ss | 
apply Solvol and continue running immediately with a clean form. Quickly E a 

removes lint and all foreign substances from rollers. Hundreds of printers 

use it daily in preference to any other cleaning compound. Solvol works so rapidly that it is 

a real time-saver in pressrooms and composing rooms. Even halftones and electrotypes that 

have been standing for a long time can be cleaned thoroughly with Solvol. 

Solvol does not contain ether, chloroform, alkali or acid. It is always ready for use, is not 

affected by climatic or temperature changes, will not corrode, and does not injure the hands. 

May be employed safely in cleaning wood type or furniture. It does not warp or swell wood 

surfaces. Sold in gallon cans, case lots (12 gallons), and drums (52 gallons). 

BRASS AND COPPER THIN SPACES 
For use only as justifiers and not for lining up type lines. 

Font No. 1—4-point Copper, sizes 6, 8,10, in 2 oz. packages of any size. Can also be pur- 
12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 54, 60 and 72- chased in 48-inch strips. 
points, 16 oz. Supplied with or without case Regular stock is 34-inch high. Can be fur- 

No. 3195. : nished %-inch high at the same prices on 
Font No. 2—1-point Brass spaces, cut 6, 8, special order. 

10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 54, 60 and Ne 20 Auselican Thin Spaces 
72 points, 16 oz. Supplied with or without case s . : 
No. 3195. Include a five pound assortment of ¥2-point | 

Font No. 3—Same sizes as Nos. 1 and 2,but | Copper and 1-point Brass Thin Spaces and also 
containing half each of ¥-point Copper and 1- _ 2-point Metal Spaces, put up in the following 
point Brass spaces, 16 oz. Supplied with or Proportions: 
without case No. 3195. No. 20A Half-Point Copper Thin Spaces 

ont NO ca onesie 2 oz) each’, 18, 2%) Include two ounceseach cyt 6, 12, 18 24, 36 
36 and 48-point ¥2-point Copper thin spaces, and 48-point sizes. One ounce each cut 8, 10, 
10 oz. i A 60 and 72-point sizes. Assortment weighs one 

Font No. 5—Contains 2 0z. each 1-point | 
i pound. (Order as No. 20A.) 

Brass spaces, same sizes as font No. 4, 10 oz. z ss 
Font No. 6—Contains /%-point Copper and No. 20B One-Point Brass Thin Spaces 

1-point Brass spaces, same sizes as fonts 4 and Include two ounces each cut 6, 12, 18, 24, 36 
5, 10 oz. and 48-point sizes. One ounce each cut 8, 10, 

Font No. 7—Contains 2 oz. each 6, 8, 10,12 60 and 72-point sizes. Assortment weighs one | 
and 18-point /%-point Copper thin spaces, 100z. pound. (Order as No. 20B.) 
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Font No. 8—Contains 2 oz. each 6, 8, 10, 12 No. 20C Two-Point Metal Spaces 

and 18-point 1-point Brass thin spaces, 10 oz. Include ten ounces each 18, 24, 36 and 48 
Also sold in bulk in all sizes—4-point Cop- point sizes. Also 8 ounces cut 60-points. Weight, ! 

Bel one | Dole Biase. Dut ord iuse De cp : ena oe Thin BoM ee be readily dis- | 
| ae ponte. or yer OF he eee oe ner oe tinguished the 14-point are made of Copper | 

Ro oe eee Un D only and the 1-point are made of Brass. 
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MANUALLY OPERATED, 5-INCH WIDE BLADE. CARRY INCHES, AGATE, PICA AND NONPAREIL GRADUATIONS. 

These Flexible-Rigid Steel Tape-Rules serve more purposes than any other measure ever 

designed for printers, advertising men, etc. The 72 inch steel blade is stiffened by concave 

forming so it can be projected unsupported like a rule yet it will also flex to accurately meas- 

ure cylindrical forms, around corners and other irregular spaces. 

These Tape-Rules carry, in addition to 72 standard inches by 16ths, pica and nonpareil meas- 

urement up to 433% picas, and agate measure up to 36 inches or 504 agate lines. Therefore, 

they are ideal for the many uses of the printer, printing and paper salesmen, advertising and 

newspaper men and many others. They show the variation between six picas and a standard 

inch. Over common type rules or gauges they have this further advantage, they coil into 

a case but two inches in diameter and so can conveniently be carried in the pocket. 

Blade is nickel plated and has prominent dark lines and figures; easy to read. It has solid hook 

first end, very handy when measuring type, etc., and almost indispensable when measuring 

beyond arm’s reach. Sturdy metal case is nickel plated and fully encloses the blade, thus ex- 

cluding dirt. Blade operates smoothly in and out of case and because of balanced case con- 

struction, remains set at any length withdrawn, does not spring back into case. 

No. 686T marked concave side, upper edge 72 inches by 16ths, lower edge 6 and 12-point 

type measure, i. e., nonpareil and pica, up to 433% picas. 

No. 686TA marked convex side, 36 inches by inches and agate measure to 504 agate lines 

(14 lines to the inch). Marked concave side same as No. 686T, 72 inches by 16ths, pica and 

| nonpareil. Packed in individual box. 

ROUSE TYPE MORTISER 

a Skilled typography finds increasing demand and ready recog- i 

nition the country over; when printer, advertising agency and 

pe copywriter strive for unusual and distinctive effects in hand 

‘ composition, active interest will be excited by the perfection 

em ‘act Ml of the Rouse Type Mortiser. 
q 3 S] | “A a The typographer who looks critically to spacing and 

a q wig justification has had to rely on saw, miterer or file—the 

: rd | only means at his command—to mortise and shave initial 

| PT. letters and fit letter combinations to perfect the appearance of 

oy . hand-set type. 

ae c Working with equipment designed for other purposes, those i 

AN OVERHEAD methods at their best were inaccurate, laborious and even dan- 

pete gerous; poor justification, pi, type spoilage and indifferent re- 

TYPE MORTISER S) sults often followed. 
There is in scores of ad shops and composing rooms of su- 

C7 Ay perior type an urgent need for a machine designed specifically to 
v / Vy \ v7 4 \ mortise type; a machine that would do quickly, accurately and i 

PADD ate eee safely what the typographer has been able to accomplish only with 

Xy ENN ot a ? serious difficulty and unsatisfactory results. 
Aas J This motor driven Rouse Type Mortiser, made in both bench and 

TYPE “BEFORE AND pedestal models, mortises type faces from 10 to 72-point with inter- 
AFTER” MATCHING ON THE locking right angles to exact points. With it letters can be matched i 

Se ene eee anp 08 left, right or both sides to exact precision by a simple, instant y 
EXACT JUSTIFICATION. point adjustment. ay 
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80 # @merican Type Founders Sales Corporation 

/ MASHEK FORM TRUCK 

l / No. 13482 

i | An Elevating form truck with easy height adjustment from 

i | 35 to 46 inches. Can be tilted to a nearly vertical position. All 

7 gears operate smoothly, and with only slight friction. Requires 

| I very little space back of a press to transfer the form from truck 
I, to press bed. When the form is placed on this truck, the top can 

[i F; be tilted to the position shown in the illustration, and rolled 

ty py s through a 24 inch opening. Its operation is not interfered with 

B | a in any way where an automatic feeder is attached to the press. 
iP Made in nine different sizes. The range in size covers practi- 

3 | Px cally all makes and sizes of cylinder presses. 

fe 
| BA AMERICAN BOOKBINDERS’ STEEL WIRE 
/ j | | oY) THE QUALITY WIRE FOR STITCHING MACHINES 

| ; CE G The quality of the wire used on the various stitching machines 

i) has much to do with the success of the operation. American Book- 

4 | binders’ Steel Wire is made especially for us and it is the most 

| EA ‘CaN satisfactory wire on the market. It may be obtained wound on 

ui "i aa wooden or steel spools, or may be had in coils to be used on the 
WT | \ new Prentiss Spools illustrated and described below. The net 
Ml i le } weight of the wire on wooden spools is five pounds. A charge 

* “Sf OL OoON is made for the spool, which is rebated when the spools are re- 

ug Z i “i turned to us in good condition, carriage prepaid. Wire in coils 

G pt weighs five pounds net, and is to be used in conjunction with the 
: fs [ ce se tie) Prentiss Metal Spool. 

S| ae | a By using wire in coils you pay for nothing but the wire 

. SER itself. 
If your stitching machines are equipped with Prentiss Spools, the ultimate cost of your wire 

will be considerably reduced. The Selling Houses of the American Type Founders Sales Cor- 

poration carry an adequate stock of bookbinders’ wire in all sizes of rounds and flats, and will 

be pleased to quote lowest market prices on any quantity ordered. 

aa 

PRENTISS METAL SPOOLS FOR COILS JE < 
INSURE AGAINST UNNECESSARY WASTE ( ZA ‘ ee? ey | 

The Prentiss Metal Spool solves the problem. It is adaptable for all sizes ais “tA | 

of round and flat wire. The recessed head, which is a patented feature, Pray: hy 

overcomes the greatest trouble experienced by the users of stitching wire. 7 

j The coil is so firmly compressed there is no chance for the strands to draw 

down between the coil and the heads. It fits on the stitching machine the same as a wooden 7 
spool and requires no tools; so simple the operator can handle as readily as a wooden spool. \ 

Prentiss Metal Spools are sold at reasonable prices. 
Model E, Patent Aluminum Spool for 5 Ib. coils Model K, Patent Coppered Steel Spool for 5 Ib. coils i 
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ry PLACE THE COIL ON THE SPOOL AND 
‘THE PRENTISS'SPOOL IS VERY SIMPLE SCREW ON THE HEAD 
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BRANCHES CARRY a TWENTY-THREE 

ese Pd Will be Paid Postage Stamp A COMPLETE 
lecessary 

MERCHANDISE ie: by \ Mai ie ed At MISCELLANEOUS 

y Addressee Inited States £ % 

THE FOR 

ROOM re COMPOSING 

: =z BUSINESS REPLY ENVELOPE} == 
TWEEZERS First Class Permit No. 1268, Sec. 510 P. L. & R., Pittsburgh, Pa. ee BELLOWS 

LEAD CUTTERS — BENZINE CANS 

FURNITURE — BRUSHES 
=a 

QUAD PLATE BASE O s al COMPOSING STICKS 
PLANERS AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS SALES CORPORATION = GALLEYS 

TYPE GAUGES 405 PENN AVENUE, ees CLEANING FLUIDS 

MITERING MACHINES a MALLETS 
ay 

PITTSBURGH, PA, — 
= 

THE ease FOR 

ROOM PRESS 

PERFORATORS BLANKETS 

NUMBERING MACHINES FORM TRUCKS 

TAPE CHASES 

OILY WASTE CANS GAUGE PINS 

TYMPAN yuelq sty} JO Spis Jeyjo ey} uo COUNTERS 

ROLLER TRUCKS Aqureyd Us}UIM ere sserppe pue INK KNIVES 
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AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS 
SALES CORPORATION 

: PRINTERS’ SUPPLY HEADQUARTERS 

IN THIS SPECIAL FORM, 
CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS hil 
MAY SAFELY BE ENCLOSED Sh eae ————— 

KES Connoemer 

SHIP TO a Da ie roe A a 

PREPS 22 2 I ae eee re cera a YG Ae ce ae Har a ars Algo TR, Jee 

SHIP VIA ( EXPRESS C PARCEL POST ( TRUCK C FREIGHT 

PLEASE SHIP THE FOLLOWING QUICKLY: Zz 
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